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NHL trade board 2022-23: What the Taransenko trade means for Meier, Kane and other top 
deadline targets 

By The Athletic NHL Staff 

The NHL trade market is slowly swinging into a higher gear, 
with the Rangers making their statement Thursday, acquiring 
right winger Vladimir Tarasenko in a deal with the Blues. All 
season, the Rangers have been short a right winger to play 
in their top six — and the two primary candidates were 
always going to be Tarasenko and the Blackhawks’ Patrick 
Kane. Both players have a history with Artemi Panarin, who 
is arguably the Rangers’ most dynamic forward and one 
player who could use some help at five-on-five. 
The case for Kane: He and Panarin had two memorable 
seasons playing together in Chicago before the Blackhawks 
traded Panarin to Columbus, the first of which resulted in 
Kane’s winning a scoring title (2016) while Panarin was 
winning rookie of the year honors (ahead of Connor 
McDavid, among others). 
The case for Tarasenko: He and Panarin came through the 
junior ranks together in Russia and, though they weren’t 
often on the same line, they have played together on and off 
since they were teenagers, which should help facilitate 
Tarasenko’s adjustment to the Rangers’ style of play. 
The similarities don’t end there either, though. Kane and 
Tarasenko had no-move clauses in their contracts, which 
meant they could ultimately have input into any trade their 
general managers might have come up with. 
Moreover, as the years have mounted and taken a physical 
toll on both players, there were injury issues that any 
acquiring team needed to digest. Presumably, the status of 
Kane’s hip would be of greater concern to any team watching 
the future Hall of Famer failing to meet his usual scoring 
standard this season. 
Tarasenko seems like a healthier option — and appears to 
have had no lingering ill effects from the three surgeries on 
his left shoulder over 28 months. He should be motivated to 
show he can regain the form that saw him produce an eye-
popping 82 points in 75 games last season, a show-me 
performance that came after he’d issued his original trade 
demand to the Blues almost two years ago. 
Just before the All-Star break, the Rangers’ divisional rivals, 
the Islanders, made their big splash, acquiring Bo Horvat 
from the Canucks in a similar sort of package — for a first-
rounder, a roster player and a prospect. 
Those two trades took the Nos. 1 (Horvat) and 7 (Tarasenko) 
players off The Athletic’s NHL trade board 1.0. So it was time 
for a full refresh. 
Those moves affect costs across the board. The returns 
were roughly the same — the key pieces being a first-
rounder, a roster player and a prospect. In the Islanders’ 
case, they gave up possibly their best prospect. The 
Rangers didn’t have to. 
The moves could change what — if anything — happens 
with Kane between now and the trade deadline. 
Now, to the trade board 2.0. 
Note: Players are ranked in order of who’s generating the 
most buzz, taking into account the potential impact of the 

player and the probability he’d be traded. Analysis is 
from The Athletic’s Eric Duhatschek, Pierre LeBrun and 
Michael Russo. 
This list is a living document, with frequent updates to 
rankings and analysis, based on the latest rumblings and the 
market’s ebbs and flows, so bookmark it and check back 
regularly. 

1. Timo Meier, Sharks 

Previously: 1 
Meier could be the next domino to fall, based on the current 
amount of phone traffic between suitors and the Sharks. And 
the acquiring team will ideally want to have a deal done 
ahead of March 3, because it could be a complicated one to 
finish if the team is trying to work out an extension as part of 
the deal for the 26-year-old winger, who carries a $10 million 
qualifying offer to retain him in restricted free agency this 
summer. Worth noting, though, that as of Thursday, teams 
hadn’t been given permission by the Sharks to talk with 
Meier’s agent Claude Lemieux. It would make sense that the 
Sharks eventually do give that. And who’s interested? The 
Devils and Hurricanes are two teams, for sure, among many 
others. The cost to get in the game will depend on whether 
an extension is worked out, but generally speaking, it should 
be three assets. — LeBrun, Feb. 10 

2. Jakob Chychrun, Coyotes 

Previously: 2 
General manager Bill Armstrong has a hefty price in mind as 
to what it would take to acquire Chychrun, and he plans to 
stick to his guns, even if it means holding on to the 
defenseman. After all, Chychrun has two years left at a 
friendly $4.6 million annual average value, and the 24-year-
old ranks 12th among NHL defensemen with 0.77 points per 
game. Chychrun’s father, former NHLer Jeff Chychrun, was 
on “The Athletic Hockey Show” recently and said, 
“Everybody knows that there’s a trade probably looming.” He 
added, “Truth be told, my opinion as the father, I’d really love 
to see him have the opportunity to finally play on a playoff 
contender. … He’s really blessed to play in Arizona, but it 
would be really nice for him to play on a club with an 
opportunity for him to showcase what he can do at prime 
time. … His relationship with the coaching staff, with Bill 
Armstrong, is really good, to everybody’s credit. They all 
understand what’s going on. They’ve just asked him to go 
out and perform, and I think he’s done a great job doing that. 
I think it really speaks to my son’s professionalism. … When 
you go public like that, you really have to back it up, and I 
think he’s done that and then some.” — Russo, Feb. 10 

3. Patrick Kane, Blackhawks 

Previously: 3 
There had been rumblings all season that if Kane were 
willing to move, the Rangers would be his preferred 
destination. And Friday, he confirmed it. Thursday’s pickup of 
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Vladimir Tarasenko probably takes New York off the table, 
as the Rangers appeared worried about Kane’s nagging hip 
injuries, the acquisition cost and didn’t want to wait any 
longer for Kane to decide whether he’d entertain a trade 
anywhere. The trade also may spur Kane to finally make a 
decision, and agent Pat Brisson did tell our Pierre LeBrun on 
Feb. 6 that Kane would make a decision “relatively soon.” 
Blackhawks writers Mark Lazerus and Scott Powers have 
looked at Vegas, Carolina, Los Angeles and Dallas, among 
others, as potential suitors, though Kane indicated his list 
could be limited. “I don’t think the number will be six 
(teams),” he said. Earlier this week when the Wild were in 
Dallas, the word was that the Stars would be “very 
interested” if they could find a way to free up cap space. The 
good news for all interested parties is the Blackhawks know 
they’ll have to retain up to half Kane’s $10.5 million AAV. – 
Russo, Feb. 10 

4. Ryan O’Reilly, Blues 

Previously: 5 
Things may heat up fairly quickly here because O’Reilly is 
close to returning from a foot injury, and general manager 
Doug Armstrong made clear after trading Vladimir Tarasenko 
that the injuries to Tarasenko and O’Reilly were a reminder 
that you can’t wait too long on pending free agents or you 
risk being unable to move them. The big question is whether 
O’Reilly is traded or extended. O’Reilly told our Jeremy 
Rutherford on Jan. 26 that the two sides have met, although 
O’Reilly and Armstrong said those talks will be kept in-house. 
“Ryan is our captain and I’m a big fan of Ryan,” Armstrong 
said. “He and I talk behind closed doors, and I’m going to 
keep it there. He knows how I feel about him.” Even though it 
has been a down year for O’Reilly, lots of teams in need of a 
centerman surely will be interested in the Stanley Cup 
champ, Conn Smythe, Selke and Lady Byng winner. – 
Russo, Feb. 10 

5. Vladislav Gavrikov, Blue Jackets 

Previously: 9 
In a trade market with lots of freewheeling, puck-carrying 
defensemen available, Gavrikov’s primary appeal is his 
steady, safe defense-first approach to the game. Many of the 
defensemen moving at the deadline fall into the category of a 
depth or insurance add. Gavrikov is more than that, the sort 
of reinforcement who can immediately slide into most teams’ 
top four. He’s 27, earns a modest $2.8 million and is on an 
expiring contract. He’s a strong shot blocker, a quality 
penalty killer and can be used to defend the opponents. He 
is the Blue Jackets’ leader in time on ice (once you exclude 
the injured Zach Werenski) and one of the few bright spots 
on a team that has vastly underachieved. The expected 
return on Gavrikov begins with a first-round pick and goes up 
from there. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

6. John Klingberg, Ducks 

Previously: 4 
Klingberg had a narrow escape in the Ducks’ second game 
after the All-Star break, getting a high stick from the 
Blackhawks’ Boris Katchouk under his visor that missed his 
eye by a fraction of an inch. But he didn’t miss any time. And 
after an uneven start, he continues to be one of the Ducks’ 
big-minute players. After signing a one-year, $7 million show-

me contract in the summer that turns him into an unrestricted 
free agent again after the season, Klingberg was always a 
strong candidate to be a rental at the deadline. The biggest 
question now isn’t whether he’ll move but what the return is. 
A first-round pick, which didn’t seem out of the question in 
October, seems unlikely now. Any team acquiring him would 
have to be confident he can regain the form he demonstrated 
for years as a top-pair defenseman in Dallas. — Duhatschek, 
Feb. 10 

7. Ivan Barbashev, Blues 

Previously: 14 
With Vladimir Tarasenko dispatched to the Rangers, 
Barbashev becomes the second-most intriguing trade target 
among Blues forwards after Ryan O’Reilly. Barbashev isn’t 
close to posting the scoring numbers he did a year ago 
during a career year (60 points in 81 games), but he is a 
reliable two-way player with championship experience, and 
the price would be right for any team in a cap crunch (only 
$2.25 million on an expiring contract). In short, he’s this 
year’s Calle Jarnkrok, someone who will be moved at the 
deadline to a team looking to supplement its third line. — 
Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

8. Tyler Bertuzzi, Red Wings 

Previously: 16 
Coming out of the All-Star break, Bertuzzi finally scored his 
second goal of an injury-filled season — and then his ice 
time increased dramatically, an indication the Red Wings 
could be trying to showcase him. The priority for Detroit was 
always to try to get Bertuzzi, a pending unrestricted free 
agent, signed to a contract extension. Failing that, it will 
almost certainly want to see what it can get for a 27-year-old 
hard-nosed winger who will drive to the net and last year 
produced 62 points in 68 games, second best on the team. 
Bertuzzi has seen limited action this year. He broke one 
hand Oct. 15, then shortly after returning to the Red Wings 
lineup after missing 13 games, he broke the other hand and 
only just returned to action in the second week of January. 
Bertuzzi earns a reasonable $4.75 million in the final year of 
his deal. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

9. Jonathan Toews, Blackhawks 

Previously: 6 
Toews himself said in the offseason that he had little to no 
trade value if he wasn’t playing at a high level, but he has 
been one of Chicago’s best performers. He can still skate, 
still score, still win big draws and, as we all know, is as 
competitive as heck. So would his play entice teams with 
playoff aspirations in desperate need of a center? You 
betcha. Toews made clear in the summer that a rebuild 
wasn’t all that appealing to him, so if a contender comes 
calling, one expects that he’d waive his no-move despite the 
fact he has played, by all accounts, with a great attitude. — 
Russo, Dec. 15 

10. Luke Schenn, Canucks 

Previously: 21 
Schenn, a pending unrestricted free agent, has told Canucks 
management he’s willing to talk extension, and with ex-
captain Bo Horvat now gone, his leadership is important to 
the Canucks. New coach Rick Tocchet also seems to value 
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his presence. General manager Patrik Allvin will have to 
weigh that against what he could get on the trade market for 
the veteran blueliner. — LeBrun, Feb. 10 

11. Brock Boeser, Canucks 

Previously: 8 
Teams keep poking around on Boeser and are exploring it 
more realistically — trying to see how they could make it 
work. He still has another two years on his contract after this 
season at a $6.65 million average annual value, so it’s 
possible the only way he gets dealt is if Vancouver retains 
money. The Wild have talked to Vancouver and agent Ben 
Hankinson about Boeser, and Boeser would welcome a 
return to his home state if he’s going to be dealt. But as of 
now, as much as the Wild could desperately use another 
scorer, they feel they can’t make it work cap-wise, even if the 
Canucks ate half the contract and took Jordan Greenway’s 
$3 million a year contract. That’s because Minnesota already 
has to shed money this summer to conduct its offseason 
business. — Russo, Feb. 10 

12. Matt Dumba, Wild 

Previously: 10 
Last month, the veteran defenseman talked with The Athletic 
about how hard it was to play knowing he could be traded 
and that this was going to be his final season with the Wild 
regardless. Hours later, Dumba played a horrible game 
against the Capitals and paid the piper by sitting the next two 
games. Rumors ran rampant that Dumba was on the verge 
of being traded, but the reality was that coach Dean Evason 
was punishing Dumba for performance. Evason had general 
manager Bill Guerin’s blessing, which was an interesting 
decision when he was actively trying to trade Dumba, and it 
may have made things more complicated. Guerin didn’t care, 
telling The Athletic on the “Straight From the Source” 
podcast Thursday, “People are at our games watching, so 
we’re not fooling anybody. There’s a track record there … for 
Matt Dumba playing some really good hockey. You don’t just 
become a bad player overnight. He’s still a good hockey 
player.” — Russo, Feb. 10 

13. Sean Monahan, Canadiens 

Previously: 12 
Monahan was off to a nice start with the Canadiens, scoring 
17 points in 25 games, and showing he could rebound from a 
series of injuries and surgeries that undermined his last 
years with Calgary. Then he got hurt. Again. His fragility 
would be one of the issues that would concern any NHL 
general manager looking to add him as a rental. On the plus 
side, Monahan had been playing reliable five-on-five minutes 
for the Canadiens and averaging better than 55 percent in 
the faceoff circle. He’s also on an expiring contract; Montreal 
received a first-rounder from Calgary for taking on 
Monahan’s contract. The injury likely scuttles any hope 
Montreal might have had to extract a first-rounder for 
Monahan, but with Horvat off the board, he suddenly 
becomes intriguing to any team that wants to add center-ice 
depth for the playoff run — and wasn’t prepared to pay a 
premium price to get it. — Duhatschek, Jan. 30 

14. Max Domi, Blackhawks 

Previously: 21 

Domi has been a rare bright spot on a lost year in Chicago. 
With three weeks to go until the trade deadline, he was tied 
with Patrick Kane for the team’s scoring lead. Domi’s been a 
hockey vagabond, playing for three teams the past three 
years. As a rental from Columbus to Carolina last year, he 
produced modest results: six points in 14 playoff games. He 
signed a one-year, $3 million prove-it contract with the 
Blackhawks, where he’s had a chance to play top-line 
minutes with Kane. The most likely scenario for Domi: The 
Blackhawks get what they can for him as a rental and then 
circle back and sign him to a longer-term extension next 
summer. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

15. James van Riemsdyk, Flyers 

Previously: 13 
The Flyers are going nowhere, meaning JVR’s going 
somewhere. He can produce, but he’s in a significant slump 
just at the time lots of teams in need of scoring are paying 
attention. He has one goal and two assists in his past 10 
games. He has been linked to Toronto and Minnesota, which 
would only be interested if it’s on the cheap. The Wild aren’t 
willing to give up a significant asset for JVR even though 
their scoring has completely dried up and even though he 
lives in the Twin Cities in the offseason. Teams appear 
sheepish due to an early-season injury and the fact he only 
has four power-play points this season. — Russo, Feb. 10 

16. Shayne Gostisbehere, Coyotes 

Previously: 11 
The Coyotes annually put a for-sale sign on their most 
valuable rentals, and this year, that’s Gostisbehere, who — 
for all of his defensive inconsistencies — can carry and move 
the puck at a high level. Until he was injured Jan. 24, 
Gostisbehere was one of the top-scoring defensemen in the 
league. His upper-body injury was supposed to keep him out 
four to six weeks, which suggests he could be back just 
ahead of the trade deadline. Any team interested in him 
would require assurance that he’s healthy, and the injury 
ultimately may reduce the asking price. But for what he is — 
a power-play quarterback who can find the lanes with 
pinpoint passing — he would be a useful addition. He is on 
an expiring contract, originally signed with Philadelphia, 
which pays him $4.5 million. Arizona is never averse to 
taking back money if necessary to complete a trade. — 
Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

17. Joel Edmundson, Canadiens 

Previously: 15 
Joel Edmundson, Montreal. Not every team that’s searching 
for trade-deadline reinforcements is necessarily just looking 
for a rental, which is where Edmundson might come in. He 
has this year and next year left on a contract at a 
manageable AAV of $3.5 million. Edmundson played 22 
games in the Blues’ 2019 run to the Cup and Montreal’s 
2021 run to the final. The Canadiens have had a little cottage 
industry these past few years of sending defensemen out the 
door to teams looking for blue-line help – Ben Chiarot to 
Florida and Brett Kulak to Edmonton last year – and they 
could do the same with Edmundson. At age 29, on a 
reasonable contract, he’d have some value. — Duhatschek, 
Feb. 10 
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18. Jordan Greenway, Wild 

Previously: 17 
The irony of Matt Boldy’s seven-year extension last month is 
it likely wrote Greenway’s exit papers out of Minnesota — 
and Boldy and Greenway are good friends and have the 
same agent. The Wild are actively shopping Greenway, 
whether the move is for now or this summer. He has had a 
disappointing season, with two goals and four assists in 34 
games, has two years left on his contract at $3 million and 
last month overslept, missed a game against St. Louis and 
put the Wild in a horrible spot with no extra healthy forwards 
on the roster. Due to in-game injuries, the Wild at one point 
had nine forwards playing in a second game in 24 hours. But 
there’s no doubt the Wild would be selling low and will be 
hoping other teams see a 6-foot-6, 25-year-old power 
forward who averaged 27 points the past four seasons and 
was part of the productive GREEF line — not an 
underachieving player in the midst of a poor season. — 
Russo, Feb. 10 

19. Nick Bjugstad, Coyotes 

Previously: 19 
Bjugstad is one of only four Coyotes players in double digits 
in goal scoring, which may be partly attributed to his usage 
on a talent-thin team. He is 30 now and signed a one-year, 
$900,000 contract with Arizona as an unrestricted free agent 
last summer, trying to get a career undermined by injury 
back on track. He’s a 6-foot-6 behemoth playing reasonable 
minutes (16:46 per night), and besides Chychrun, is one of 
only two players with positive ratings on the team — and it’s 
by a statistically significant margin. More good news: After 
missing long stretches of the past handful of years because 
of a variety of issues — including a sports hernia surgery and 
then a spinal surgery to repair a herniated disc — Bjugstad 
has played every game thus far this season, so his health 
issues seem to be thing of the past. He’d be a motivated 
depth addition for any team wanting to add size at the 
deadline. — Duhatschek, Feb. 10 

20. Dmitry Kulikov, Ducks 

Previously: 22 
Kulikov might be the fallback position for any team that 
strikes out on Vladislav Gavrikov. Anaheim is Kulikov’s fifth 
team in four years, but he’s a sturdy (6 feet 1, 201 pounds), 
experienced stay-at-home defender who is third in terms of 
time on ice for the Ducks. In short, just the sort of depth 
player whom just about any contender could use. His cap 
charge is a reasonable $2.2 million, and he has a limited no-
trade clause. Ducks general manager Pat Verbeek was 
shipping out everything that moved at last year’s deadline. 
There’s no reason to think he won’t do the same this year, 
given how poorly Anaheim has played. — Duhatschek, Feb. 
10 

21. Cam Talbot, Senators 

Previously: 23 
Talbot, unwilling to share time with Marc-Andre Fleury in 
Minnesota, was flipped to the Senators last summer, where 
he’s had an up-and-down season. He’s 35, on an expiring 
contract, making modest dollars ($3.666 million) and could 
be a temporary solution on a team such as Los Angeles, 
which is getting solid work from minor-league call-up Pheonix 

Copley but could use a goalie upgrade. Goalie trades rarely 
happen at the deadline, and when they do, they usually don’t 
have much of an impact. But there might be a fit with the 
Kings because the coach, Todd McLellan, had Talbot in 
Edmonton and rode him hard in 2016-17 (Talbot had 73 
appearances and 42 wins that season, with a league-leading 
4,294 minutes played). The Kings are in something of a 
goalie quandary, as age is catching up with Jonathan Quick, 
and the nominal goalie of the future, Cal Petersen, is in the 
minors trying to find his game. — Duhatschek, Jan. 18 

22. Kevin Shattenkirk, Ducks 

Previous: Not ranked 
Everything is on the table for the pending unrestricted free-
agent blueliner. My understanding is the Ducks know he 
would be open to chatting extension, but whether those talks 
happen remains to be seen. They haven’t yet. It’s possible 
that if the Ducks trade John Klingberg and Dmitry Kulikov, as 
expected, they see whether there’s a reasonable extension 
to be had with Shattenkirk. His experience on a young Ducks 
team is appreciated. But it’s more likely the Ducks move the 
veteran defenseman as they continue to collect assets in 
their rebuild. — LeBrun, Feb. 10 

23. Anthony Duclair, Panthers 

Previously: Not ranked 
The Panthers don’t want to trade him, but they’ve been 
walking a salary-cap tightrope all season. He cannot return 
until somebody is traded, so theoretically, it may have to be 
him. The Panthers and Duclair have been slow-playing his 
return to the lineup from a torn Achilles, in part because of 
Max Pacioretty’s recent recurrence of the same injury. There 
are physical and mental hurdles one has to overcome with 
this injury, which is also one reason teams may be worried 
about suddenly acquiring him. Duclair, who had 31 goals last 
season, can bring secondary scoring and lots of speed, but 
he needs to be able to skate like he normally does to be an 
effective player. — Russo, Feb. 10 

24. Jesse Puljujarvi, Oilers 

Previously: 24 
Puljujarvi has been a lightning rod in Edmonton for years 
now, his actual production never quite living up to his 
analytical profile. He just looks like a young player who 
needs a change of scenery to get his career on track. At 24, 
he may never fulfill the offensive potential that made him the 
fourth pick in the 2016 draft, but he does have size and can 
win some board battles because of his strength. With just a 
$3 million contract and heading into a restricted free-agent 
year, Puljujarvi looks like the type of player whom a 
rebuilding team could take a flier on, just to see whether a 
fresh start gets him closer to the sort of potential teams saw 
in his world junior days. He probably wouldn’t return much in 
a trade, but at this point, the Oilers could include him as a 
part of a package for help on the blue line or to upgrade their 
so-so penalty killing. — Duhatschek, Jan. 25 

25. Gustav Nyquist, Blue Jackets 

Previously: 18 
In the wake of a team announcement he’d miss the rest of 
the season with a shoulder injury, Nyquist told The Athletic’s 
Aaron Portzline on Feb. 1 that the injury would cost him 
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“weeks, not months, and it doesn’t require surgery.” That 
leaves open the door for a trade. If he can return, Nyquist will 
have value as a rental. He’s 33 and a respected veteran 
player who would be a low-maintenance addition to a team 
seeking depth up front for a Stanley Cup run. — Duhatschek, 
Feb. 10 

The Athletic’s NHL trade board at a glance 

(Editor’s note: This is not an exhaustive list of players who 
could be traded before the deadline. These are the players 
we’re hearing the most buzz about right now.) 

1 Timo Meier Sharks LW 26 
2023 
RFA 

2 Jakob Chychrun Coyotes LD 24 
2025 
UFA 

3 Patrick Kane Blackhawks RW 34 
2023 
UFA 

4 Ryan O'Reilly Blues C 31 
2023 
UFA 

5 Vladislav Gavrikov 

Blue 
Jackets 

LD 27 
2023 
UFA 

6 John Klingberg Ducks RD 30 
2023 
UFA 

7 Ivan Barbashev Blues RW 27 
2023 
UFA 

8 Tyler Bertuzzi Red Wings LW 27 
2023 
UFA 

9 Jonathan Toews Blackhawks C 34 
2023 
UFA 

10 Luke Schenn Canucks RD 33 
2023 
UFA 

11 Brock Boeser Canucks RW 25 
2025 
UFA 

12 Matt Dumba Wild RD 28 
2023 
UFA 

13 Sean Monahan Canadiens C 28 
2023 
UFA 

14 Max Domi Blackhawks C 27 
2023 
UFA 

15 
James van 
Riemsdyk 

Flyers LW 33 
2023 
UFA 

16 
Shayne 
Gostisbehere 

Coyotes RD 29 
2023 
UFA 

17 Joel Edmundson Canadiens LD 29 
2024 
UFA 

18 Jordan Greenway  Wild RW 25 
2025 
UFA 

19 Nick Bjugstad Coyotes C 30 
2023 
UFA 

20 Dmitry Kulikov Ducks RD 32 
2023 
UFA 

21 Cam Talbot Senators G 35 
2023 
UFA 

22 Kevin Shattenkirk Ducks RD 34 
2023 
UFA 

23 Anthony Duclair Panthers RW 27 
2024 
UFA 

24 Jesse Puljujarvi Oilers RW 24 
2023 
RFA 

25 Gustav Nyquist 

Blue 
Jackets 

LW 33 
2023 
UFA 

Previously ranked: Andreas Athanasiou, Lars Eller, Alex 
Goligoski, Bo Horvat, Vladimir Tarasenko, James Reimer, 
Nick Ritchie, Jack Roslovic. 
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Hurricanes can expect cold sticks and warm family moments in Stadium Series game 

By Cory Lavalette 

There’s one thing veterans of past outdoor games agree on. 
“As you get older, I think you come to realize you want to 
enjoy what you’re doing, whether it’s a playoff game, a 
regular-season game, an outdoor game — it’s a unique 
experience,” Hurricanes center Paul Stastny said. “You want 
to take it all in and just have fun with it, and I think that’s kind 
of my side of it now.” 
When the Hurricanes host the Washington Capitals on Feb. 
18 for the NHL Stadium Series game at North Carolina 
State’s Carter-Finley Stadium, Stastny is one of 10 Carolina 
players who have participated in one of the league’s outdoor 
games. 
Stastny’s other outdoor appearance came in the 2017 Winter 
Classic at Busch Stadium in St. Louis, when his Blues beat 
the Chicago Blackhawks 4-1. 
Which brings us to the second thing acknowledged by past 
participants. 
“You take it as an experience, but then once the game starts, 
it’s two points,” said Hurricanes goalie Frederik Andersen, 
who will be participating in his fourth outdoor game. “But it’ll 
be better memories if you win the game.” 
After seven days off, because of the All-Star break and the 
team’s bye week bumped up against each other, Carolina 
returned to practice Thursday in preparation for a stretch run 
of 31 games in 62 games, starting with Saturday’s visit from 
the New York Rangers. 
The Hurricanes then embark on their fathers trip next 
Tuesday in Washington and host Montreal on Thursday 
before the focus turns to the Stadium Series game two days 
later. 
Nearly two years after it was originally scheduled, then 
postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the event is 
years in the making and required countless hours of work. 
That included coordinating tickets for the players’ guest lists. 
It was an endeavor Hurricanes President and GM Don 
Waddell jokingly called a “nightmare” this week before 
adding, “We’ve got to take care of our players. … I think we 
ended up with about 300 guests from our players.” 
That includes plenty coming from overseas. 
“I’ve actually got a lot of family coming in,” Andersen, a 
native of Denmark, said. “For a lot of them, it’s going to be a 
while since they’ve been over here. I think I have about 15 
people. The last couple years, it’s been tough for them to 
come over, so we’re just trying to take advantage of being 
part of a big experience that I think they will appreciate.” 
Andersen is 1-1-0 in his two outdoor game appearances — a 
33-save win in the Leafs’ 5-4 victory over Detroit in the 2017 
Centennial Classic at BMO Field in Toronto and a 5-2 loss to 
Washington in the 2018 Stadium Series game at the U.S. 
Naval Academy football stadium in Annapolis, Maryland. 
But neither was his favorite. 
“Funny enough, I think the one I didn’t play in, in L.A., was 
my favorite one just because of all the history of Dodger 
Stadium,” Andersen said of the Ducks’ 2014 Stadium Series 
game in Los Angeles, in which Jonas Hiller backstopped 
Anaheim to a 3-0 win over the Kings. 
Like Andersen, Hurricanes forward Derek Stepan played in 
the 2014 Stadium Series as the Rangers served as the road 
team in two games in four days at Yankee Stadium against 

the Devils and Islanders. He also previously played in the 
2012 Winter Classic at Citizens Bank Park in Philadelphia. 
He’s one of only two players on the Carolina active roster, 
along with Brent Burns, to have scored in an NHL outdoor 
game, converting a penalty shot to cap off the Rangers’ 7-3 
win over the Devils the day after Andersen backed up during 
the Dodger Stadium game. 
“All three were amazing,” Stepan said. 
They also came when Stepan was in his mid-20s. Now 32, 
he can enjoy the event on another level. 
“I think one of the coolest parts is having your family around,” 
said Stepan, who is married and has three young children. “I 
didn’t have kids for any of them, so it’ll be cool to have little 
ones on the ice. So that part I’m looking forward to.” 
Stepan — who is 4-0 in outdoor games, including the 
Wisconsin Badgers’ 3-2 win over the Michigan Wolverines in 
the Camp Randall Hockey Classic in 2010 — added that 
while the NHL seems to have perfected how to have good 
ice for its outdoor games, there are still differences from a 
normal game beyond the distractions around it. 
“You can be downwind and upwind, and there are some 
outdoor components,” he’s said. “But both teams play on it, 
so there’s no advantages. 
“The sound is different. The sound is a lot different. It’s still 
really loud, but it’s just different. It’s like delayed loud, and 
the ice is a little bit quieter in a weird sense. …  I don’t know 
how to explain it — it’s an outdoor loud versus an indoor 
rink.” 
Jesper Fast played in the 2018 Winter Classic with the 
Rangers — a 3-2 overtime win over the Sabres at the Mets’ 
Citi Field in which Fast assisted on the game’s opening goal 
— and remembered one part of the conditions. 
“The cold.” 
That game was in the 20s, while Raleigh figures to be well 
above freezing for next Saturday’s game. 
“Depending on the weather, maybe you have a little more 
warmth on underneath, maybe you feel a little tighter with 
that equipment,” Fast said. “But other than that, it’s nothing 
really.” 
Brady Skjei, who played with Fast in that 2018 Winter 
Classic and also twice in college with the University of 
Minnesota, said the cold impacts other things as well. 
“Your stick feels a little different because it’s cold,” Skjei said. 
“It won’t be as cold here, but in New York, in Minnesota, it 
was very cold. So your stick felt a little different. But once the 
game starts, you get pretty dialed in and it feels like a hockey 
game.” 
The biggest concern is, of course, rain. Stastny saw his 
previous outdoor appearance delayed because of 
precipitation. 
“The weather was not perfect,” he said. “And then after the 
second period, it was almost like mist, like barely any rain. 
You thought, ‘Oh, not too bad.’ But you don’t realize that 
those little raindrops freeze and all of a sudden, the third 
period, like the first five minutes, felt like we were just 
skidding on pebbles. It was crazy.” 
Even in perfect weather, Andersen said rink conditions are 
varied. 
“Obviously the ice is a little different, like it is in (different) 
arenas too,” he said. “You never really know what you’re 
getting. You’re at the mercy of the elements and there are 
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some things that can be up in the air right up until game 
time.” 
And then there are the mental obstacles. Not only will family 
and friends be looking on but also three times as many fans 
as a usual game. 
“You certainly didn’t want to have a bad game that night,” 
said retired goalie Cam Ward, who played in the 2019 Winter 
Classic at Notre Dame Stadium with the Blackhawks and will 
be inducted into the Hurricanes’ new Hall of Fame on 
Thursday against Montreal. “I think it’s just such a unique 
experience that I really enjoyed.” 

Andrei Svechnikov, who said skated and played outdoors in 
Siberia as a preteen, will be playing in his first outdoor game. 
“Obviously, it’s gonna be lots of fun and the crowd is gonna 
be so big,” he said. “I’m sure they’re gonna cheer very hard. 
But for us, once you step on the ice, it’s like the same thing.” 
And they just need to remember the advice of those who 
have previously played in an outdoor game. 
“I always played better when I wasn’t thinking at all and just 
having some fun out there,” Ward added, “and I think that’s 
what they’ll probably be focused on.” 
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Preview: February 11 vs. New York 

Canes begin their post-All-Star break schedule in search of 
an eighth consecutive win 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes return to game 
action Saturday night, hosting the New York Rangers for an 
important Metropolitan Division matchup. 
When: Saturday, February 11 
Puck Drop: 7 p.m. EST 
Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports +, NHL Network 
Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 
Canes Record: 34-9-8 (76 Points, 1st, Metropolitan Division) 
Canes Last Game: 5-1 Win over the Buffalo Sabres on 
Wednesday, February 1 
Rangers Record: 30-14-8 (68 Points, 3rd, Metropolitan 
Division) 
Rangers Last Game: 6-3 Win over the Seattle Kraken on 
Friday, February 10 

PREVIOUS MEETINGS THIS SEASON 

 Tuesday, January 3: Carolina's 11-game win streak 
and 17-game point streak was snapped in New 
York with a 5-3 loss. 

NEWS & NOTES 
Last Time Out: Concluding their pre-All-Star break with a 
home-road back-to-back, the Canes showed no signs of 
wear in Buffalo. The team jumped on the contest, scoring 
three times in the first 12:47 to take control of things. Stefan 
Noesen, Jesperi Kotkaniemi, and Jalen Chatfield all recorded 
multiple points and Antti Raanta stopped 29 out of 30, giving 
the team a 5-1 victory. 
Stacking Points: Carolina enters tonight's contest with points 
in 10 consecutive games. After posting a 17-game streak 
earlier this season, it is just the second time in franchise 
history that the team has had two double-digit point streaks 
in the same season. 
Red-Hot Aho: Forward Sebastian Aho opened the scoring 
last Wednesday against the Sabres, giving him goals in six 
consecutive contests now. It is the longest goal streak in his 
NHL career and the third-longest in Canes/Whalers franchise 
history. His 205 career goals are also now the second-most 
in Canes history since relocating from Hartford, trailing only 
Eric Staal's 322. 
600 For Quickie: Canes forward Jesper Fast will play in his 
600th career NHL game tonight. After playing the first 422 
with tonight's opponent, the New York Rangers, this will be 
his 178th as a member of the Canes. 
Burnzie Is Buzzin': Recording a first period goal for a second 
consecutive game, Brent Burns also moved his point streak 
to seven games. Now with 37 points in 51 games, the first-

year Cane leads all blueliners and his total sits tied for 11th 
among all NHL defensemen this season. 
Defense From Offense: No team in the NHL has received 
more goals from their defense this year than Carolina. 
Producing 34 in the team's 51 games this season, Brady 
Skjei has eight since December 1. Only former Hurricane 
Dougie Hamilton (9) has more. 
Scoring While Down A Man: The Canes have eight 
shorthanded goals since the turn of the calendar year and 
pace the league with 10 on the season. Sebastian Aho has 
been responsible for three of them, currently ranking tied for 
second among all skaters in the NHL. The franchise record 
for most shorthanded goals in a season is 17. 
On The Other Side: While the Canes will play their first game 
back from break tonight, the Rangers come to Raleigh for 
their fourth game of the week already. Just 48 hours 
removed from acquiring forward Vladimir Tarasenko from the 
St. Louis Blues, the Blueshirts have made it known that they 
intend to be a legitimate contender in the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs once again. With strong numbers from All-Star 
netminder Igor Shesterkin once again, All-Star defenseman 
Adam Fox also continues to have a stellar year with 49 
points in 51 games. Former Hurricane Vincent Trocheck has 
35 points in the same amount of contests. 

CANES INJURY UPDATES 

 Forward Ondrej Kase has been in concussion 
protocol since October 13. He has recently taken 
part in team practices and morning skates since 
December 16 in a no-contact jersey, but there is no 
current timetable for his return. 

 Forward Max Pacioretty tore his Achilles tendon for 
the second time in six months on January 19. He 
has been placed on injured reserve and there is no 
timetable for his return. 

 Defenseman Jaccob Slavin has missed the last six 
games due to a lower-body injury suffered on 
Thursday, January 19 vs. Minnesota. The team is 6-
0 without him, but Rod Brind'Amour said on 
Thursday that he is hopeful Slavin will be able to 
play against the Rangers. 

ADDITIONAL GAME INFORMATION 

What Are We Wearing?: The Canes will be wearing their 
black sweaters tonight. 
Parking: Coming to the game? Save money by purchasing 
your parking in advance. Click here to learn more. 

AFTER THE FINAL HORN 

The Canes are scheduled to practice at PNC Arena on 
Sunday and Monday. They'll return to game action on 
Tuesday in Washington, D.C. against the Capitals. 
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Mailbag #53: Seth Jarvis 
How did he celebrate his 21st birthday? Why #24? What 
would he be doing if he weren't playing hockey? 
By Walt Ruff 
RALEIGH, NC. - Fresh off of his 21st birthday, sophomore 
forward Seth Jarvis sat down with us this week to take your 
questions. 
(Please Note: Some questions have been edited for clarity.) 
How did you celebrate your birthday? - @Evansdad05 / 
@autumn_pence / @josh_holdner98 
We won a hockey game in Buffalo, and then I went to Mexico 
the next day. 
How was Mexico? 
Unbelievable. That was my first kind of real vacation. I got 
sick on the boat though, so that kind of sucked. I should've 
seen that coming, there aren't too many oceans in Winnipeg. 
We went snorkeling one day and we spent a total of six 
hours on the boat. Probably about two or three hours in I was 
just like, 'I don't feel great.' Then I got sick all over the side of 
the boat. It was gross. 
Who did you go with? 
In our resort it was KK (Jesperi Kotkaniemi), Turbo (Teuvo 
Teravainen), and Rants (Antti Raanta). Then in the one right 
beside us was Fishy (Sebastian Aho), and then five minutes 
away was Neci (Martin Necas). So I learned a bit of Finnish. 
How much did you learn? 
I picked up a lot, but I can't say any of it here. 
What was the biggest eye-opening difference you 
immediately saw with NHL play versus your last 
Winterhawks season? - @johnnybolla 
Playing against guys that I grew up watching is strange. 
Everyone's just massive and so strong. So that's a lot 
tougher. 
What was the moment when you thought, "Dang, I'm an 
NHLer?" - @haylscaniac 
I still haven't had that moment and it's weird. I come to 
practice with all of these guys and I think, "Wow, this is sick." 
Then I go home, sleep and I'm just a normal 21-year-old. 
But when I'm in here and I skate next to guys like Chatty 
(Jalen Chatfield, who, conveniently happened to be sitting 
right next to Jarvis for this interview), that's when I think, 
"Wow, I'm an NHLer." 
Jalen Chatfield: "Yeah, okay. Me? Of all guys? Not Brent 
Burns?"  
[Laughter] 

How much of a transition was it moving from the Pacific 
Northwest to Raleigh? Was there anything local to the PNW 
that you wish were in Raleigh? - @jws2253 

I loved it up there, so that's a good question. 
What I miss about my time up there are my friends and my 
teammates. Obviously, I love the guys here, but you always 
have special bonds with guys that you were teammates with, 
right?   
Jaydon Dureau, Reece Newkirk, Cross Hanas, Clay Hanus, 
Robbie Fromm-Delorme, those guys. If I could get them all to 
the Canes organization, I'd be a happy man. 
Why did you choose to wear #24? - @Alexis39026696 
I was a huge Kobe Bryant fan. 
My parents both grew up playing a lot of basketball. My mom 
actually played collegiately, so because of that, I grew up 
loving and playing a lot. Kobe was my guy for a while. 
I always wore #4 or #44 before that because of my brother, 
but then when I went to Portland #44 was taken by the 
captain, so that wasn't an option. #24 it was then. 
Favorite arena to play in besides PNC? - @michmondo 
Madison Square Garden. 
Really? Why? 
It's historic. 
I thought you'd say Winnipeg. 
Do you think I love going back to Winnipeg when it's 
freezing? 
(Editor's Note: He has a point. At the time of this interview it 
was 72 degrees in Raleigh, and 15 in Winnipeg.) 
Did you always dream of playing hockey? - 
@autumnobrien31 
[Laughs] 
Yes. If you haven't noticed, I'm not very good at much else. 
If you didn't play hockey, what would your job be? - 
@pinkhaircaniac 
A construction worker. 
Are you sure? 
Yes. 
How are your cooking skills progressing? - @KyrieAndrews 
They might have gotten worse, to be honest. I'm starting to 
mess up mac 'n' cheese now.  
What is your favorite song or album currently? - 
@toddmac2086 
I don't know that I have a favorite song, but I've been 
listening to a lot of Nardo Wick recently. 
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Super Bowl LVII between Chiefs, Eagles close call among NHL All-Stars 

Votes split before Hurricanes forward Svechnikov decided 
tiebreaker 

By Anna Dua

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. -- Super Bowl LVII between the 
Kansas City Chiefs and Philadelphia Eagles is Sunday, and 
there's been a lot of discussion about who will take home the 
Vince Lombardi Trophy. 
The game was a popular topic at the 2023 Honda NHL All-
Star Weekend, where 15 NHL All-Stars shared their 
thoughts. 
Philadelphia Flyers forward Kevin Hayes didn't hesitate: "The 
Eagles are going to win the Super Bowl." 
Others joined Hayes on Team Philadelphia, including 
Nashville Predators goalie Juuse Saros, Colorado Avalanche 
forward Nathan MacKinnon, Buffalo Bills fan and Buffalo 
Sabres defenseman Rasmus Dahlin and, unsurprisingly, 
South Jersey's own Johnny Gaudreau, a forward with the 
Columbus Blue Jackets. 
Winnipeg Jets defenseman Josh Morrissey said he has the 
Chiefs because, "I'm a [Dallas] Cowboys fan, have always 
been, so you just can't cheer for the Eagles." 
Anaheim Ducks forward Troy Terry is also going with Kansas 
City "because I'm a Cowboys fan and I don't love the 
Eagles." 
Morrissey and Terry were rebutted by Dallas Stars forward 
Jason Robertson. 
"It's kind of controversial because I'm from Dallas, but I 
would have to say Philadelphia," said Robertson, a native of 
Arcadia, California. He also said he "was obviously upset 
[but] there was a lot more people unhappy too" after the 

Cowboys lost 19-12 to the San Francisco 49ers in an NFC 
Divisional Playoff game. 
Seth Jones was born in Arlington, Texas, outside of Dallas, 
but echoed Robertson.  
"I got the Eagles winning," the Chicago Blackhawks 
defenseman said. "I'm a Cowboys fan, but I think it's their 
year." 
Forward Vladimir Tarasenko, who has since been traded to 
the New York Rangers by the St. Louis Blues, took some 
time to think before going with the expected answer.  
"Chiefs," he said in support of a fellow Missouri-based team. 
New Jersey Devils forward Jack Hughes and Tampa Bay 
Lightning forward Nikita Kucherov agreed. So did Ottawa 
Senators forward Brady Tkachuk.  
"It's close to St. Louis," said Tkachuk, a native of Scottsdale, 
Arizona, who was raised in the St. Louis suburb of 
Chesterfield, Missouri. 
For Rangers defenseman Adam Fox, it's all about the 
quarterbacks, in particular Patrick Mahomes of the Chiefs. 
"I'll bet on Mahomes," Fox said. 
That made it seven All-Stars going with the Chiefs and seven 
with the Eagles. Carolina Hurricanes forward Andrei 
Svechnikov was asked to break the tie but said, "I actually 
don't really watch football." 
He then shifted final count to 8-7 in favor of the Eagles. 
"Let's do Philadelphia," Svechnikov said. 
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Dueling point streaks collide as Rangers face Hurricanes 
By Field Level Media 

Two of the hottest teams in the NHL meet when the New 
York Rangers visit the Carolina Hurricanes on Saturday 
night. 
The Hurricanes, who lead the Metropolitan Division, are 
riding a seven-game winning streak and have earned points 
in each of their past 10 (9-0-1). 
New York has won four straightgames after a 6-3 win over 
the visiting Seattle Kraken on Friday night and has registered 
points in its past six (5-0-1). 
Vladimir Tarasenko, obtained in a trade with the St. Louis 
Blues on Thursday, made an immediate impression on the 
Madison Square Garden faithful. He scored on his first shot 
as a Ranger when he converted a pass from Artemi Panarin 
in the first period against Seattle. 
"Obviously it's nice to connect for a goal," Tarasenko said. 
"We hope more are coming." 
Tarasenko skated on New York's top line with Panarin and 
Mika Zibanejad. 
"It's a great way to start his career with the Rangers, scoring 
on the second shift," Rangers coach Gerard Gallant said of 
Tarasenko. "He's excited to play. He's a good hockey player 
and he's going to help our team be a real good team." 
Kaapo Kakko, Vincent Trocheck and Ryan Lindgren each 
had a goal and an assist for New York, which led 5-1 and 
held on after Seattle pulled within 5-3 in the third period. 
Panarin has seven assists in his past six games, and 
teammate Filip Chytil enters Saturday with a six-game point 
streak (seven goals, two assists). 
The Rangers have scored four or more goals in four straight 
games and are 20-0-0 when doing so this season. 

Carolina will be rested and waiting, coming off its bye week 
and idle since a 5-1 road win over the Buffalo Sabres in the 
second of back-to-back games on Feb. 1. 
In that contest, Sebastian Aho scored his 23rd goal and 
matched his career-best goal streak of six games with a first-
period tally. He has nine goals during the current streak. 
The Hurricanes have scored first in 34 of their 51 games, 
going 26-4-4 in those contests. They have outscored their 
opponents 32-16 during the winning streak. 
"A little bit of everything, and I think that's the key," coach 
Rod Brind'Amour said when asked what's been going right. 
"Every game there's something here or there, but we've 
played pretty consistently. They work really hard and that's 
the cornerstone of our group. We get contributions up and 
down our lineup." 
Brent Burns, a 37-year-old defenseman in his first season 
with Carolina, scored his 10th goal of the season against the 
Sabres and extended his point streak seven games (four 
goals, four assists). 
"You feel something building, but there's a lot of teams that 
have that," Burns said. "There's so much that goes into it. I 
played with some great teams in San Jose. We were close, 
but we never got over the hill. Obviously, that's the goal. 
That's the dream." 
The Hurricanes could get a roster boost against New York. 
Brind'Amour is hopeful that defenseman Jaccob Slavin will 
return after missing the past six games with a lower-body 
injury. 
Carolina is facing New York for the second time this season 
after taking a 5-3 road loss on Jan. 3 that snapped the 
Hurricanes 11-game winning streak and 17-game point 
streak. 
--Field Level Media 
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Wolves Rout Wild 5-0 

ROSEMONT, Ill.—In their first game following the AHL All-
Star break, the Chicago Wolves rolled past the Iowa Wild 5-0 
on Friday night at Allstate Arena. 
Vasily Ponomarev had a goal and an assist, Josh Melnick, 
Nathan Sucese, Jack Drury and Ryan Suzuki also scored 
and goaltender Pyotr Kochetkov made 28 saves to record 
the shutout as the Wolves won their second game in a row. 
“We are trying to make changes by putting pucks more 
behind (opponents’) backs and then just shoot the puck,” 
Ponomarev said. “We’re building and we’re going to stick 
together and keep going.” 
William Lagesson and Malte Stromwall each added two 
assists to help the Wolves snap Iowa’s 14-game points 
streak. It marked the Wild’s first regulation loss since the 
Wolves defeated their Central Division rivals Jan. 3 at 
Allstate Arena. 
After a scoreless opening period Friday, the defending 
Calder Cup champions reeled off three goals in the second 
to take a commanding lead. 
First, Melnick notched his ninth goal of the season after 
Ponomarev led a Wolves odd-man rush into the Iowa zone, 
flipped a pass to the center and Melnick went backhand-
forehand to beat Wild goaltender Zane McIntyre to the glove 
side. 
Late in the second, Sucese and Drury struck 1 minute, 8 
seconds apart to give the Wolves a 3-0 advantage. 

Sucese scored his ninth goal of the season when the winger 
scooped up a loose puck near the slot, spun and sent a shot 
toward the Iowa goal that deflected off the Wild’s Marco 
Rossi and slid past a surprised McIntyre. Lagesson and 
Logan Lambdin earned assists on the score. 
With the crowd still buzzing, Jamieson Rees found a 
streaking Drury and put the puck right on his teammate’s 
stick and Drury did the rest, picking his spot and firing it past 
McIntyre to the stick side. In addition to Rees’ assist, 
Lagesson recorded his second helper of the game on the 
play. 
The Wolves kept coming and Ponomarev’s goal :11 into the 
third put the game out of reach for Iowa. Stromwall took the 
puck hard to the net and Ponomarev knocked a rebound 
home during a goal-mouth scramble. 
“It’s my job to get to the net no matter what is happening and 
after the whistle we’ll see if it’s a goal or no goal,” 
Ponomarev said. 
With the clock winding down, Suzuki banged home his eighth 
goal of the season with the Wolves on the power play. 
With his first shutout of the season, Kochetkov improved to 
7-4-1-0 while McIntyre (25 saves) suffered the loss for the 
Wild. 
The Wolves upped their record to 17-22-3-1 and Iowa fell to 
22-15-5-4. 
Up next: The Wolves travel to Iowa to face the Wild on 
Saturday (6 p.m., AHLTV).

  

 
TODAY’S LINKS  

https://theathletic.com/4176322/2023/02/10/stadium-series-carolina-hurricanes/ 
https://theathletic.com/4178686/2023/02/11/nhl-trade-board-timo-meier-patrick-kane/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-february-11-versus-new-york/c-340830834 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/mailbag-number-53-seth-jarvis/c-340864982 

https://www.nhl.com/news/super-bowl-57-between-kansas-city-philadelphia-close-call-among-nhl-all-stars/c-340851582 
https://www.northcarolinadaily.com/news/273510552/dueling-point-streaks-collide-as-rangers-face-hurricanes 
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Hurricanes ready for NHL regular-season stretch run as trade deadline 
speculation swirls 

 

Chip Alexander 

7-8 minutes 10/02/2023 

 

Raleigh 

Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour had heard about the 
Vladimir Tarasenko trade by the time the Canes’ practice ended 
Thursday afternoon. 

The St. Louis Blues sent Tarasenko to the New York Rangers. The 
forward, in turn, could be in the Rangers’ lineup Saturday when they face 
the Hurricanes at PNC Arena, the team’s first game back after the All-
Star break and subsequent NHL “bye” week. 

Add in the New York Islanders trading for forward Bo Horvat, and the 
Tarasenko deal is the second big one in a matter of days involving 
Metropolitan Division teams picking up productive players who should 
give them more firepower and help make them better. 

“I think everybody knows we’ve got a strong division, a lot of really good 
teams who feel they have a chance to win it all,” Brind’Amour said 
Thursday. “You get an opportunity to push a team over the edge, that’s 
what you’ve got to do, And I’m sure you’ll see more of it.” 

Will that include the Hurricanes? Don Waddell, the team’s president and 
general manager, isn’t ruling it out. Nor is he committing to it. 

“We keep talking about it,” Waddell said Wednesday. “Obviously, 
defense is an area where if we can get another depth guy who can play 
in our group or (be) an insurance policy … We’ve been very fortunate 
with not too many injuries there. If we can add a forward to our group, 
potentially a player who could have some impact to our game, I think that 
would be a great addition.” 

That’s the kind of comments that have Canes fans buzzing and 
speculating about potential trades for players such as, say, forwards 
Timo Meier of San Jose or possibly Travis Konecny of Philadelphia. And 
Waddell is capable of stealth moves — his trades for center Vincent 
Trocheck and defenseman Brady Skjei in 2020 went unmentioned in 
media speculation before they were done deals. 

“But we’ve gone 22-3-3 and in our last 28,” Waddell said. “You don’t want 
to mess up things too much if you have a good thing going.” 

Going into the NHL All-Star break and their time off, the Hurricanes were 
34-9-8, with a seven-game win streak. They were 9-0-1 in their last 10 
games and leading the Metro. 

Brind’Amour and forward Andrei Svechnikov represented the Hurricanes 
at the 2023 NHL All-Star Game last weekend. Svechnikov won the 

fastest skater skills competition, but the Metro team lost in its first game 
in the 3-on-3 tournament. 

Many of the other players scattered in different directions for the break. 
But they were back and ready for their first practice Thursday at PNC 
Arena, preparing for a 31-game sprint to the regular-season finish line 
that includes the 2023 Stadium Series game at N.C. State’s Carter-Finley 
Stadium on Feb. 18. 

“I feel like everyone is well-rested and ready to be back and ready to 
push in this last little run of the season,” Canes captain Jordan Staal 
said. “It was fun to get back with the guys and get to practicing again and 
get back in the swing of things.” 

Defenseman Jaccob Slavin, who missed the last six games before the 
break with a lower-body injury, was back at practice. The session was 
spirited, with a good pace. 

“Nice little skate today, feeling good, feeling refreshed and ready to go,” 
forward Martin Necas said. 
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Hurricanes can expect cold sticks and warm family moments in Stadium 
Series game 

 

Cory Lavalette 

7-9 minutes 10/02/2023 

 

There’s one thing veterans of past outdoor games agree on. 

“As you get older, I think you come to realize you want to enjoy what 
you’re doing, whether it’s a playoff game, a regular-season game, an 
outdoor game — it’s a unique experience,” Hurricanes center Paul 
Stastny said. “You want to take it all in and just have fun with it, and I 
think that’s kind of my side of it now.” 

When the Hurricanes host the Washington Capitals on Feb. 18 for the 
NHL Stadium Series game at North Carolina State’s Carter-Finley 
Stadium, Stastny is one of 10 Carolina players who have participated in 
one of the league’s outdoor games. 

Stastny’s other outdoor appearance came in the 2017 Winter Classic at 
Busch Stadium in St. Louis, when his Blues beat the Chicago 
Blackhawks 4-1. 

Which brings us to the second thing acknowledged by past participants. 

“You take it as an experience, but then once the game starts, it’s two 
points,” said Hurricanes goalie Frederik Andersen, who will be 
participating in his fourth outdoor game. “But it’ll be better memories if 
you win the game.” 
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After seven days off, because of the All-Star break and the team’s bye 
week bumped up against each other, Carolina returned to practice 
Thursday in preparation for a stretch run of 31 games in 62 games, 
starting with Saturday’s visit from the New York Rangers. 

The Hurricanes then embark on their fathers trip next Tuesday in 
Washington and host Montreal on Thursday before the focus turns to the 
Stadium Series game two days later. 

Nearly two years after it was originally scheduled, then postponed due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, the event is years in the making and required 
countless hours of work. That included coordinating tickets for the 
players’ guest lists. 

It was an endeavor Hurricanes President and GM Don Waddell jokingly 
called a “nightmare” this week before adding, “We’ve got to take care of 
our players. … I think we ended up with about 300 guests from our 
players.” 

That includes plenty coming from overseas. 

“I’ve actually got a lot of family coming in,” Andersen, a native of 
Denmark, said. “For a lot of them, it’s going to be a while since they’ve 
been over here. I think I have about 15 people. The last couple years, it’s 
been tough for them to come over, so we’re just trying to take advantage 
of being part of a big experience that I think they will appreciate.” 

Andersen is 1-1-0 in his two outdoor game appearances — a 33-save 
win in the Leafs’ 5-4 victory over Detroit in the 2017 Centennial Classic at 
BMO Field in Toronto and a 5-2 loss to Washington in the 2018 Stadium 
Series game at the U.S. Naval Academy football stadium in Annapolis, 
Maryland. 

But neither was his favorite. 

“Funny enough, I think the one I didn’t play in, in L.A., was my favorite 
one just because of all the history of Dodger Stadium,” Andersen said of 
the Ducks’ 2014 Stadium Series game in Los Angeles, in which Jonas 
Hiller backstopped Anaheim to a 3-0 win over the Kings. 

Like Andersen, Hurricanes forward Derek Stepan played in the 2014 
Stadium Series as the Rangers served as the road team in two games in 
four days at Yankee Stadium against the Devils and Islanders. He also 
previously played in the 2012 Winter Classic at Citizens Bank Park in 
Philadelphia. 

He’s one of only two players on the Carolina active roster, along with 
Brent Burns, to have scored in an NHL outdoor game, converting a 
penalty shot to cap off the Rangers’ 7-3 win over the Devils the day after 
Andersen backed up during the Dodger Stadium game. 

“All three were amazing,” Stepan said. 

They also came when Stepan was in his mid-20s. Now 32, he can enjoy 
the event on another level. 

“I think one of the coolest parts is having your family around,” said 
Stepan, who is married and has three young children. “I didn’t have kids 
for any of them, so it’ll be cool to have little ones on the ice. So that part 
I’m looking forward to.” 

Stepan — who is 4-0 in outdoor games, including the Wisconsin 
Badgers’ 3-2 win over the Michigan Wolverines in the Camp Randall 
Hockey Classic in 2010 — added that while the NHL seems to have 
perfected how to have good ice for its outdoor games, there are still 
differences from a normal game beyond the distractions around it. 

“You can be downwind and upwind, and there are some outdoor 
components,” he’s said. “But both teams play on it, so there’s no 
advantages. 

“The sound is different. The sound is a lot different. It’s still really loud, 
but it’s just different. It’s like delayed loud, and the ice is a little bit quieter 
in a weird sense. …  I don’t know how to explain it — it’s an outdoor loud 
versus an indoor rink.” 

Jesper Fast played in the 2018 Winter Classic with the Rangers — a 3-2 
overtime win over the Sabres at the Mets’ Citi Field in which Fast 
assisted on the game’s opening goal — and remembered one part of the 
conditions. 

“The cold.” 

That game was in the 20s, while Raleigh figures to be well above 
freezing for next Saturday’s game. 

“Depending on the weather, maybe you have a little more warmth on 
underneath, maybe you feel a little tighter with that equipment,” Fast 
said. “But other than that, it’s nothing really.” 

Brady Skjei, who played with Fast in that 2018 Winter Classic and also 
twice in college with the University of Minnesota, said the cold impacts 
other things as well. 

“Your stick feels a little different because it’s cold,” Skjei said. “It won’t be 
as cold here, but in New York, in Minnesota, it was very cold. So your 
stick felt a little different. But once the game starts, you get pretty dialed 
in and it feels like a hockey game.” 

The biggest concern is, of course, rain. Stastny saw his previous outdoor 
appearance delayed because of precipitation. 

“The weather was not perfect,” he said. “And then after the second 
period, it was almost like mist, like barely any rain. You thought, ‘Oh, not 
too bad.’ But you don’t realize that those little raindrops freeze and all of 
a sudden, the third period, like the first five minutes, felt like we were just 
skidding on pebbles. It was crazy.” 

Even in perfect weather, Andersen said rink conditions are varied. 

“Obviously the ice is a little different, like it is in (different) arenas too,” he 
said. “You never really know what you’re getting. You’re at the mercy of 
the elements and there are some things that can be up in the air right up 
until game time.” 

And then there are the mental obstacles. Not only will family and friends 
be looking on but also three times as many fans as a usual game. 

“You certainly didn’t want to have a bad game that night,” said retired 
goalie Cam Ward, who played in the 2019 Winter Classic at Notre Dame 
Stadium with the Blackhawks and will be inducted into the Hurricanes’ 
new Hall of Fame on Thursday against Montreal. “I think it’s just such a 
unique experience that I really enjoyed.” 

Andrei Svechnikov, who said skated and played outdoors in Siberia as a 
preteen, will be playing in his first outdoor game. 

“Obviously, it’s gonna be lots of fun and the crowd is gonna be so big,” 
he said. “I’m sure they’re gonna cheer very hard. But for us, once you 
step on the ice, it’s like the same thing.” 

And they just need to remember the advice of those who have previously 
played in an outdoor game. 

“I always played better when I wasn’t thinking at all and just having some 
fun out there,” Ward added, “and I think that’s what they’ll probably be 
focused on.” 
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Tarasenko scores in debut, Rangers beat Kraken 6-3 

 

Allan Kreda 

4-5 minutes 2/11/2023 
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Vladimir Tarasenko was still caught in the whirlwind of being traded for 
the first time when he put an emphatic stamp on his first game with the 
New York Rangers. 

The 31-year-old Russian forward scored early in his New York debut, 
Kaapo Kakko and Vincent Trocheck each had a goal and an assist, and 
the Rangers beat the Seattle Kraken 6-3 on Friday night for their fourth 
straight win. 

“I don’t think I’ve ever experienced this in my life. It’s my first time getting 
traded in the NHL, like I spent 11 years in one city,″ Tarasenko said. “The 
guys give us a very warm welcome ... Crazy day though.” 

Ryan Lindgren also had a goal and an assist, and Jacob Trouba and 
Mika Zibanejad also scored for the Rangers, who have won five straight 
at home and are 12-3-0 in their last 15 at Madison Square Garden. Igor 
Shesterkin had 26 saves to improve to 13-4-4 in his last 21 starts. 

The Rangers are 19-4-3 since Dec. 5, when their season turned with a 6-
4 home win over St. Louis, who traded Tarasenko and defenseman Niko 
Mikkola to New York on Thursday. 

Oliver Bjorkstrand had a goal and an assist, and Brandon Tanev and 
Jared McCann also scored for Seattle, who lost all three games against 
New York area teams this week. Vince Dunn had two assists and Martin 
Jones had 22 saves. 

Tarasenko paid quick dividends in his first game with his new team, 
converting a pass from fellow Russian Artemi Panarin past Jones just 
2:49 into the contest. It was his 11th goal of the season and sent the 
home crowd into hysterics with many thunderously chanting Tarasenko’s 
name. 

“Obviously it’s nice to connect for a goal,″ Tarasenko said of receiving the 
pass from Panarin. “We hope more are coming and we play well every 
game.” 

Tarasenko said it took him by surprise to hear his name echoing 
throughout his new home rink after he scored. 

“I was thinking I was mishearing,’’ he said. “It’s different because as a 
visitor you really don’t hear the crowd. This was exciting!” 

Kakko made it 2-0 at 5:01 with 10th goal, assisted by linemates Filip 
Chytil and Alexis Lafreniere. Kakko has a career-high of 26 points — 
including a career high-tying 10 goals — and Lafreniere has points in six 
of his last seven games. 

Trocheck scored his 15th with 5:31 left in the first and Trouba extended 
the margin to 4-0 at 1:03 of the second with his fourth. 

Bjorkstrand put the Kraken on the scoreboard at 2:07 of the second with 
his 10th goal. 

Zibanejad scored his team-leading 26th on the power play at 3:19 of the 
third to restore the Rangers’ four-goal lead. 

McCann scored his team-leading 24th at 5:59 of the third and Tanev 
made it 5-3 just 22 seconds later. 

“We dug ourselves too much of a hole,’’ Kraken coach Dave Hakstol 
said. “They are big and they are fast. They were good at puck retrieval 
and keeping plays alive.” 

Lindgren added his short-handed empty-netter with 2:09 left to cap the 
scoring. 

Rangers coach Gerard Gallant was succinct in his appraisal of 
Tarasenko, a six-time 30-plus goal scorer. 

“He’s excited to play, he’s a great hockey player,’’ Gallant said. “He’s 
going to help our team.” 

Only three previous Rangers have scored within the opening three 
minutes of their debuts: Norm Lowe (1:00 on Feb. 26, 1950), current 

Islanders coach Lane Lambert (2:28 on Dec. 10, 1986) and Mike Allison 
(2:44 on Oct. 9, 1980). 

Tarasenko skated on the right wing on a line with Zibanejad at center and 
Panarin on left wing. The 31-year-old forward played 11 seasons with the 
Blues where he had 262 goals in 644 games. He had a career-best 40 
goals in 2015-16. ... Mikkola played on a defense pairing with Braden 
Schneider. 

Kraken: At Philadelphia on Sunday. 

Rangers: At Carolina on Saturday night. 
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Rangers' Vladimir Tarasenko acquisition prompts lineup changes 

 

Mollie Walker 
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The addition of Vladimir Tarasenko has had a ripple effect throughout the 
Rangers’ forward group, as well as the power-play units. 

Gerard Gallant made some obvious alterations to the lines, such as 
plugging Tarasenko onto the top line alongside Artemi Panarin, his fellow 
countryman, and Mika Zibanejad, but the head coach also made some 
rare adjustments to the Rangers’ two man-advantage units ahead of their 
6-3 win over the Kraken on Friday night at Madison Square Garden. 

The first power-play unit underwent changes (not due to injury) to its four-
righty formation for the first time since Nov. 27, 2019. Former Rangers 
defenseman Tony DeAngelo, now with the Flyers, was at the point at that 
time, before Adam Fox replaced him the following season. 

Filip Chytil stood in for Vincent Trocheck in the bumper spot with Panarin, 
Zibanejad, Fox and Chris Kreider to make up the top unit. Trocheck is 
now on the second unit along with Kaapo Kakko, Alexis Lafreniere, 
Jacob Trouba and Tarasenko. Both groups contributed a goal in the win, 
one from Trouba and another from Zibanejad, and showed some 
promising signs of chemistry. 

“Yeah I think [Tarasenko] deserves to be on one of the two,” Gallant said 
with a smile before the game. “We’ve obviously talked about that before 
we even did the trade. There’s two pretty good units out there. We talk 
about being a team and paying together as a team, and I think that’ll give 
the other guys more of an opportunity. It won’t be one unit for a minute 
and 45 seconds. 

“We’ll give it a test run and see how it goes. We can change things in a 
second. We just put that together and we’ll have a look at it and see if 
that’s the best solution for us.” 

Additionally, the shiny new weapons in the lineup prompted Gallant to 
insert Vitali Kravtsov back into the top six to see what the Rangers would 
look like with all their skill guys suited up. 

“I want him to put the puck in the net, work hard,” Gallant said of 
Kravtsov, who had been a healthy scratch in the previous four games. 
“He showed some good spurts of that at times, but it wasn’t enough. 
There’s an opportunity for him to play up there and we’ll see what he 
does. So take advantage of it.” 

Kravtsov lined up next to Trocheck and Kreider, which is the first time the 
23-year-old wing has skated in that combination. After the top two lines, 
the Rangers have the Kid Line of Lafreniere, Chytil and Kakko, as well as 
the fourth line of Jimmy Vesey, Barclay Goodrow and Julien Gauthier. 
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Jake Leschyshyn, who competed in the previous eight games, was a 
healthy scratch Friday night, along with defenseman Ben Harpur, who 
was replaced by new blueliner Niko Mikkola next to Braden Schneider on 
the third pair. 

The Blackhawks’ Patrick Kane, to whom the Rangers have been linked 
for years, fielded questions about the Tarasenko trade. 

“It’s not like the happiest I’ve been to hear about a trade,” he told 
reporters Friday. “I think the Rangers are a team that you definitely pay 
attention to and definitely are intrigued by, for obvious reasons. 

“If things were going to happen, that was a team I was definitely looking 
at. It seems like they kind of filled their void and went ahead and made a 
deal, so it is what it is.” 

Igor Shesterkin earned his 38th starting nod of the season amid a back-
to-back schedule, Friday at the Garden and Saturday at Carolina. 
Jaroslav Halak will presumably play against the Hurricanes. 

Libor Hajek cleared waivers and was assigned to AHL Hartford. 
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Vladimir Tarasenko makes immediate mark to spark Rangers' win over 
Kraken 

 

Mollie Walker 

5-6 minutes 2/10/2023 

 

The palpable anticipation that exuded from the stands before Vladimir 
Tarasenko took the Madison Square Garden ice for the first time in a 
Rangers sweater was only rivaled by the way the crowd erupted in 
cheers after he scored less than three minutes into the game Friday 
night.  

In that moment, roughly 30 hours after president and general manager 
Chris Drury acquired Tarasenko and defenseman Niko Mikkola, the shift 
in perception of this Rangers team was apparent, too. It wasn’t just the 
fact that they defeated the Kraken, 6-3, to pick up their fourth win in a 
row, but the way they did it behind their feature reinforcement that has 
simply made the entire lineup more formidable.  

There was a lot to like about the trade with the Blues that unfolded 
Thursday afternoon, especially the strategic assets — two conditional 
draft picks, Sammy Blais and prospect Hunter Skinner — Drury sent to 
St. Louis to make it happen. There was even more to like after watching 
Tarasenko in action.  

The new-look top line of Artemi Panarin, Mika Zibanejad and Tarasenko 
was a nightmare to cover in the offensive zone. Kaapo Kakko and the 
rest of the Kid Line, Alexis Lafreniere and Filip Chytil, were wheeling and 
dealing all night. Each of the Rangers’ top three lines scored an even-
strength goal, while both captain Jacob Trouba and Zibanejad chipped in 
a power-play tally.  

The Kraken may have threatened to rain on the Rangers’ parade with 
two goals in the span of 22 seconds in the third period to cut the 
Blueshirts’ lead to 5-3, but the home team — aided by Ryan Lindgren’s 
first goal of the season into an empty net on a late penalty kill — hung on 
to ensure their new teammates started their New York tenures on the 
right foot.  

Oh, how the fans roared throughout the game. Everyone seemed to be 
back in the New York groove. Even John Brancy, the noted opera star 

who sings the national anthem during the playoffs, broke out a special 
rendition of “New York, New York.”  

Tarasenko, a 2019 Stanley Cup champion with the Blues, probably said it 
best Friday morning when he met the New York media for the first time: 
“It’s a chance to win a Cup again.”  

The 31-year-old knew there was no chance he was staying in St. Louis.  

The Blues never offered him a deal, and since the club is well out of the 
playoff picture, Tarasenko expected to be traded at some point this 
season. The Russian wing said he doesn’t particularly like change, citing 
the fact that he has worn the same equipment for many years and won’t 
switch. A trade was bound to happen, but the safety net of a no-trade 
clause allowed Tarasenko to have a say in his destination.  

Drury has been strategic with the players he has brought in leading up to 
trade deadlines since he took over as the Rangers’ head honcho. 
Preserving the locker room camaraderie and team dynamic appears to 
be a priority given the fact that a majority of the players he’s acquired 
have had preexisting connections with guys already on the team.  

Mikkola, who skated on the bottom defensive pair next to Braden 
Schneider, said he was greeted by a big smile from Kakko, alongside 
whom he played on the Finnish national team in the past. Panarin and 
Tarasenko have been good friends since they first played together back 
in 2011 for Team Russia at the World Juniors. Drury spoke with Panarin, 
who spoke with Tarasenko and, lo and behold, there they were on the ice 
Friday night, connecting for the Rangers’ first goal of the game.  

Panarin flew down the right side before dishing to Tarasenko, who sent 
the puck five-hole on Kraken goalie Martin Jones. With that goal, which 
came on his first shot and during his second shift, Tarasenko became the 
fourth Rangers player to score in the opening three minutes of his team 
debut.  

It had the Garden crowd singing Tarasenko’s name.  

“That was impressive,” Zibanejad said. “An exciting player and an 
unbelievable player who has joined us. For him to be able to score that 
early on a pass from Bread, that was awesome.”  

Tarasenko came to New York to win another Cup. And the Rangers 
certainly looked capable of helping make his wish come true. 
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Patrick Kane 'not the happiest' to see Rangers trade for Vladimir 
Tarasenko 

 

Noah Concordia 

2-2 minutes 2/10/2023 

 

In the aftermath of a blockbuster trade that resulted in the Rangers 
landing All-Star Vladimir Tarasenko from the Blues, another star NHL 
player is a bit disappointed. 

Patrick Kane, the Blackhawks’ nine-time All-Star right winger, viewed the 
Rangers as a potential landing spot amid uncertainty with Chicago. 

“It’s not like the happiest I’ve been to hear about a trade,” admitted Kane 
after practice Friday afternoon. “I think the Rangers are a team that you 
definitely pay attention to and definitely are intrigued by, for obvious 
reasons.” 
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“If things were going to happen, that was a team I was definitely looking 
at,” Kane continued. “It seems like they kind of filled their void and went 
ahead and made a deal, so it is what it is.” 

The Rangers had interest in trading for Kane, but rumors of his lingering 
hip injury dwindled those plans away and they ended up with Tarasenko . 
Kane commented that his injury is being “overblown” and that he “feels 
better that last year.” 

Kane has not yet explicitly told the Blackhawks organization that he 
would like to be traded, but expects to make a decision in the next 10 
days, according to NBC Chicago. 

“Obviously you want to do right by the franchise, and the organization 
here has been amazing to me and given me so much,” Kane said. “So 
you definitely want what’s best for both sides.” 

This season, Kane has recorded nine goals and 26 assists on a 
struggling Blackhawks squad that currently sits in last place of the 
Western Conference at 15-29-5. 
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Rangers vs. Kraken prediction: Look at the total in the NHL on Friday 
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The New York Rangers made a splash in the trade market on Thursday 
by acquiring Vladimir Tarasenko and Niko Mikkola from the St. Louis 
Blues for Sammy Blais and two draft picks. Tarasenko is expected to slot 
in on a line with Artemi Panarin and Mika Zibanejad, giving the Rangers 
a top nine that now features those three, Chris Kreider, Filip Chytil, 
Vincent Trocheck, Kaapo Kakko, and Alexis Lafreniere.  

The other big piece of news on Thursday in the NHL was that Jack 
Hughes would be out “week-to-week” for the New Jersey Devils. The 
Rangers are six points back of the Devils for second place in the 
Metropolitan Division. Can they make a move now? 

A lot has gone right for the Rangers this season — their top five 
defensemen have missed a combined two games, and their only key 
forward to miss more than three contests is Filip Chytil, who sat out eight 
— but they have taken advantage of the breaks to solidify their spot in 
the playoffs.  

The Rangers are 18-4-3 with a +30 goal difference in their last 25 games, 
giving them the third-best record in the NHL in that span. And the 
Blueshirts are getting wins in the same fashion they did last season, 
when they didn’t drive play at an elite rate at 5-on-5 but relied on their 
elite players to be the difference in close contests. There’s clearly nothing 
wrong with that process, as it’s worked for two seasons for this group.  

Still, it is worth keeping an eye on the fact that during this 18-4-3 rip, the 
Rangers rank 25th overall in expected goals rate and high-danger 
scoring chance percentage at 5-on-5.  

Creating scoring chances at even strength seems to be what holds those 
numbers back, as the Blueshirts sit 28th in the NHL in expected goals 
created and 27th in high-danger chances created during their last 25 tilts. 

The Kraken enjoyed a bit of an offensive renaissance this season after a 
dreadful expansion campaign, but a lot of that success was built on a 
league-leading shooting percentage. Like the Rangers, the Kraken 
struggle to consistently generate scoring chances at 5-on-5 and rank 

20th in expected goals for and 26th in high-danger opportunities created 
in their last 25 games. 

Seattle’s goaltending is an issue, and there’s a decent chance Jaroslav 
Halak starts with the Rangers on a back-to-back, but with both of these 
teams generally opting to play solid defensive games, the under looks to 
be in play at MSG on Friday night. 
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Rangers projected lineup vs. Kraken: How Vladimir Tarasenko and Niko 
Mikkola fit in 

 

VINCENT Z. MERCOGLIANO   NHL Writer 

 

TARRYTOWN - Artemi Panarin knew there was a strong possibility of the 
New York Rangers acquiring his friend and countryman Vladimir 
Tarasenko. 

He just didn't realize it would come together so soon. 

"I'm so happy because I heard about that trade, but then I didn’t think it 
would happen that quick," he said following Friday's morning skate at the 
MSG Training Center. "I heard two days before. I thought maybe after 10 
more games." 

Panarin was one of the primary recruiters who convinced Tarasenko to 
waive his no-trade clause and come to New York. 

The deal went down Thursday, with defenseman Niko Mikkola also 
included while a conditional 2023 first-round pick, a conditional 2024 
fourth-round pick, forward Sammy Blais and defenseman prospect 
Hunter Skinner were sent to the St. Louis Blues. 

"That's a good trade for the organization," Panarin said with a smile, 
adding that he's "more happy than anyone" about the move. 

Column:Vladimir Tarasenko trade looks like a win for the Rangers 

Five years later:A behind-the-scenes look at 'The Letter' 

Emotions were a bit more complicated for Tarasenko, who made a point 
of saying, "I want to say thank you to St. Louis. It’s been a couple of 
tough days." But the writing was on the wall that this would be his last 
season with the Blues, which made the chance to play with Panarin and 
take a run at his second career Stanley Cup too good to pass up. 

"There was no chance of staying in St. Louis," he said. "No (new 
contract) was offered, so I knew I was going to move somewhere. I 
talked with Artemi and they wanted me here. I want to be here, too. It's a 
big team." 

It's a bigger team now, with the 31-year-old set to join a loaded top line 
alongside Panarin and No. 1 center Mika Zibanejad. 

They'll form the Rangers' most skilled trio in recent memory − Since 
Marián Gáborík, Brad Richards and Rick Nash in 2012-13? Martin 
Straka, Michael Nylander and Jaromír Jágr in 2005-06? Or are we going 
all the way back to the '90s with Adam Graves, Mark Messier and Alexei 
Kovalev? − beginning with Friday's 7 p.m. home game against the 
Seattle Kraken. 

"He can do everything – especially shoot," Panarin said. "Everyone 
knows how strong his hands are, so I’ll try to pass to him tonight." 

Head coach Gerard Gallant is hoping Tarasenko's vaunted left-handed 
shot − he's scored 33 goals or more six times in his career − will 
complement Panarin's unlimited bag of passing tricks. 
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Both players are producing at slightly lower paces than they have in 
years' past, but this could provide the spark they need. Their relationship 
dates back to when they met as teammates for Team Russia at the 
2010-11 World Junior Championships. 

"He took me (under his wing)," Panarin said. "It was my first time on 
national team. He took care of me, so I’ll always thank him for that." 

The only line that will look the same for the Rangers after the trade is the 
budding trio of Alexis Lafrenière, Filip Chytil and Kaapo Kakko, who have 
outscored opponents, 7-1, in the last five games. Chytil has been the 
hottest of the bunch with seven goals in those five contests, earning him 
a promotion to the top power-play unit. 

He skated in the bumper spot on Friday morning, with Panarin and 
Zibanejad positioned on opposite circles, Chris Kreider at the net front 
and Adam Fox at the point. Tarasenko slotted in on a revamped second 
unit, which looks much more dangerous now and should see an 
increased usage. 

The power play is in need of a boost, having converted only three of 30 
opportunities in the last 11 games. 

"We've talked about that before we even did the trade," Gallant said of 
moving Chytil up to PP1. "If you look at it right now, there's two pretty 
good units out there. We talked about being a team and playing together 
as a team, and I think that'll give the other guys more of an opportunity. It 
won't be one unit for a minute and 45 seconds (out of two minutes). We'll 
give it a test run and see how it goes." 

While the power play changes garnered attention, the biggest surprise 
was the reinsertion of Vitali Kravtsov into the lineup. 

The embattled 23-year-old has been a healthy scratch the past four 
games, but will skate on a line with Kreider and Vincent Trocheck for 
Friday's game. 

"We want to give him an opportunity," Gallant said. "He played (17) 
games in a row (last month) and I thought it fell off a little bit, but you 
know what? You're getting back in. Go play with some good, skilled 
players. We’ve got to find a spot and see if that works out." 

That leaves a much-improved fourth line of Jimmy Vesey, Barclay 
Goodrow and Julien Gauthier. 

As for the defense, Mikkola will slot in exactly where he was expected to 
fit, on the bottom pair with Braden Schneider. The 26-year-old noted that 
he'll "try to play a simple game" as he adjusts after being traded for the 
first time. 

"It’s a little shock at first," Mikkola said. "It happens fast. You get the 
phone call and I feel like my phone has been ringing ever since. It’s been 
pretty hectic, but it’s fun." 

Gallant hinted that team president Chris Drury might have another move 
up his sleeve, with the NHL trade deadline still three weeks away and the 
Rangers on pace to accrue around $1.6 million in salary cap space by 
then. They pulled off a total of four trades last year, which helped propel 
the team to the Eastern Conference Finals. 

Could Thursday's blockbuster be the impetus for another playoff run? 
We're about to find out. 

"Last year, it worked perfectly," Gallant said. "It hasn't worked yet. We got 
two pieces that we really liked. Sometimes they work and sometimes 
they don't. We're hoping like hell that it works again like that, but the 
games decide that. On paper, we're much better. But you’ve got to go out 
there and play the games. Hopefully it fits." 
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Postgame takeaways: NY Rangers roll, Vladimir Tarasenko scores in 
debut 

 

VINCENT Z. MERCOGLIANO   NHL Writer 

 

NEW YORK - If Friday night was any indication, it's going to be a fun next 
few months for the Rangers. 

The debut for newly acquired forward Vladimir Tarasenko couldn't have 
gone any smoother. He kicked off the festivities with a goal, sending the 
Madison Square Garden crowd into hysterics. 

The Rangers never looked back, cruising to a 6-3 win over the visiting 
Seattle Kraken. 

"It was amazing," Tarasenko said when asked about his emotions from 
the past two days. "I don't think I've ever experienced this in my life. It's 
my first time getting traded in the NHL. I spent 11 years in one city." 

It marked the Blueshirts' fourth win in a row and 19th in their last 26 
games, but this one felt especially sweet given the exciting additions that 
came over in Thursday's trade with St. Louis. 

With Tarasenko's track record as a high-end goal scorer and Niko 
Mikkola expected to upgrade the bottom defensive pair, the Rangers are 
deeper and firmly in the mix as a Stanley Cup contender. 

"I didn't believe it at first," Mika Zibanejad said of hearing the trade news. 
"As a team, when you start every season, you're aiming for the playoffs. 
From last year, we want to keep going and keep growing. When 
additions like this happen, you obviously feel a really good boost for the 
whole team. 

"It's far from over. We're far from done, but this gives that little extra 
boost of understanding that we've done something good so far. Now 
we're getting a couple more guys that can help us out and become better 
and just try to take it to another level." 

Five years later:A behind-the-scenes look at 'The Letter' 

Vladimir Tarasenko's memorable debut 

Prior to the game, head coach Gerard Gallant had a simple message for 
his newest offensive weapon. 

"I'm hoping Tarasenko is going to shoot the puck," he said. 

The longtime St. Louis Blue heeded his coach's advice. 

On his second shift of the night, the 31-year-old came streaking down the 
middle of the ice, making a bee-line directly toward the Kraken net. That's 
all Artemi Panarin needed to see before sending a centering pass toward 
his old friend and new teammate. 

Tarasenko did the rest, flicking the well-placed feed through Seattle 
goalie Martin Jones' legs to give the Rangers a 1-0 lead just 2:49 into the 
contest. 

"Just from meeting him this morning, he's really excited," Gallant said. 
"It's a great way to start to his career here with the Rangers." 

The MSG crowd showed their appreciation with chants of "Tarasenko! 
Tarasenko!" 

"I was thinking, 'I’m mishearing,'" he said with a laugh. "But it was 
amazing. It’s been a very warm welcome." 

They'll need to do that for more than one game, but the centerpiece of 
Thursday's mega-trade could be the missing link on the Rangers' top line 
with Panarin and Zibanejad. 

Their one blemish was a poorly timed line change that led to the Kraken's 
only goal from Oliver Bjorkstrand early in the second period − and per 
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Gallant's orders, they'll need to shoot the puck more. That trio combined 
for only three shots on goal on 10 attempts. 

But that initial connection gave them something to build on. 

"I think sometimes we tried too much, but we enjoyed playing with each 
other," Tarasenko said. "It’s obviously nice to connect for a goal, but we 
hope more are coming. We can still get to know each other better – and 
we will every game. 

The rest of the lineup fell into place nicely, with each of the top-three 
lines producing a goal. 

The Kid Line of Alexis Lafrenière, Filip Chytil and Kaapo Kakko stayed 
hot, converting on one opportunity while creating several other close 
calls. 

The one they finished came 2:12 after Tarasenko's tally − a tic-tac-toe 
sequence that went from Lafrenière behind the net to Chytil in the slot to 
Kakko at the side of the net. 

It marked Kakko's 10th goal of the season, with points in six of his last 
eight games. Chytil had his five-game goal streak snapped, but extended 
his point streak to six games. And Lafrenière has now registered points in 
six of the last seven games, with his passing skills bubbling to the 
surface on a handful of occasions Friday. 

The third goal of the evening came from the new-look trio of Chris 
Kreider, Vincent Trocheck and Vitali Kravtsov. 

Trocheck sliced through the Seattle defense before pushing his own 
rebound over the goal line for his 15th of the season. That made it 3-0 
Rangers with 5:31 still remaining in the first period. 

Adding Kravtsov to that unit, and thereby creating a fourth line of Jimmy 
Vesey, Barclay Goodrow and Julien Gauthier, helped the Rangers (30-
14-8) achieve a balance they haven't had all season. 

The 23-year-old was a healthy scratch in the previous four games, but 
showed fairly well for himself Friday. He was an active presence on the 
forecheck, helping that line win their possession battle on most shifts. 

Power play goes 2-for-3 

In another positive development, the Rangers would add power-play 
goals from Jacob Trouba and Zibanejad to extend their lead to 5-1. 

They entered the game having gone 3-for-30 on the PP in their previous 
11 contests, prompting changes from Gallant. He moved Chytil up to the 
top unit with Kreider, Panarin, Zibanejad and Adam Fox, while putting 
together a much more potent PP2 featuring Kakko, Lafrenière, 
Tarasenko and Trocheck, with Trouba and K’Andre Miller rotating at the 
point. 

The second unit was awarded the first power-play shift of game, but 
ended up with around one minute of ice time, compared to about three 
for the top group. 

"A couple of adjustments in the units and we got a little spark," Zibanejad 
said. "We’re just trying to keep going and trying to create chances. 
Eventually, they’re going to go in." 

Niko Mikkola's mixed debut 

Those goals would come in handy when the Kraken scored twice in a 22-
second span during the third period − the first from Jared McCann, then 
from Brandon Tanev. The McCann goal came after a hooking call against 
Mikkola. 

The secondary piece acquired Thursday's trade flashed some strong 
defensive play and physicality with four hits. He also effectively jumped 
up in the offensive rush on a couple of occasions, but he was whistled for 
three penalties. The last one was a bogus call, but it's still an area the 26-
year-old defenseman will need to clean up. 

"It's not easy coming into a new team without a practice," Gallant said. 
"They had a morning skate, but I thought he was good. He's exactly what 

we wanted. He's a big strong guy, and I think he's going to be real good 
for our group." 

Ryan Lindgren would eventually seal the win with an empty-netter, his 
first goal of the season, while Igor Shesterkin hung tough with 26 saves. 
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Vladimir Tarasenko scores first goal as a Ranger in win over Seattle 

 

By Colin Stephenson 

colin.stephenson@newsday.comColinSNewsday 

Updated February 10, 2023 11:38 pm4-5 minutes 2/10/2023 

 

The Rangers, who have been missing a top-six right wing from their 
lineup all season, may have caught the NHL off-guard by pulling the 
trigger on Thursday’s deal to acquire sniper Vladimir Tarasenko from the 
St. Louis Blues three weeks before the trade deadline. 

Less than three minutes into his Rangers debut Friday night against the 
Seattle Kraken at Madison Square Garden, Tarasenko made general 
manager Chris Drury look good for being so proactive. 

Tarasenko got the sellout crowd buzzing when he drove the net to tap in 
a feed from longtime friend Artemi Panarin for his first goal as a Ranger. 
That sent the Blueshirts on the way to a 6-3 victory that completed a 
sweep of their four-game homestand. 

The Rangers have won five of their last six (5-0-1) as they head out on a 
four-game trip to Carolina on Saturday and Western Canada next week. 

Tarasenko, who waived his no-trade clause to allow the Blues to send 
him to New York, completed a whirlwind 24 hours in which he was traded 
for the first time in his 11-year NHL career. 

“It’s been a lot of emotions, I’m not going to lie,’’ he said. “First day, my 
family came here from St. Louis . . . and it was amazing.’’ 

“Just from meeting him this morning, he’s really excited,’’ coach Gerard 
Gallant said. “And it’s a great way to start to his career here with the 
Rangers, scoring his second shift out there. He’s excited to play, he’s a 
good hockey player, and he’s going to help our team be a real good 
team.’’ 

The entire Rangers lineup seemed energized early in the game by the 
additions of Tarasenko and defenseman Niko Mikkola, who came with 
Tarasenko in the deal that sent a conditional first-round pick this summer, 
a conditional fourth-rounder in the summer of 2024, forward Sammy Blais 
and minor-league defenseman Hunter Skinner to St. Louis. 

The crowd was excited, too, giving Tarasenko a rousing ovation when he 
was introduced in the starting lineup. 

“The fans gave us a lot of energy,’’ Panarin said. “In the beginning when 
they introduced Vladdy, they started making noise, so that’s good. And 
after the goal, especially.’’ 

Panarin, who at the morning skate said he was “more happy than 
anyone’’ to have Tarasenko join the team, was flying in the first period. 

So was Kaapo Kakko, the young Finnish forward who was happy to have 
his countryman, Mikkola, on the team. Kakko scored his first goal since 
Dec. 22, ending a drought of 16 games, and added an assist in one of his 
more dominant performances of the season. 
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After Tarasenko and Kakko (at 5:01 of the first period) put the Rangers 
up 2-0, goals by Vincent Trocheck and Jacob Trouba — playing on a 
revamped second power-play unit — gave the Rangers a 4-0 lead just 
over a minute into the second period. 

But as they did Wednesday in their win over Vancouver, the Rangers 
(30-14-8) let up, and Seattle (29-18-5) tightened the score. The Kraken’s 
Oliver Bjorkstrand scored at 2:07 of the second period, 1:04 after 
Trouba’s goal, to make it 4-1. After Mika Zibanejad scored on a power 
play to make it 5-1 at 3:19 of the third period, the Kraken got two goals 
22 seconds apart to make it 5-3. 

The first came with Mikkola serving the second of his three penalties. 
Jared McCann beat Igor Shesterkin (26 saves) with a long, screened 
slap shot at 5:59. The second came when Brandon Tanev got behind 
Braden Schneider and scored his 10th goal of the season at 6:21. 

Ryan Lindgren scored his first goal of the season into an empty net with 
2:09 remaining. 
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Vladimir Tarasenko scores first goal as a Ranger in win over Seattle 
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The Rangers, who have been missing a top-six right wing from their 
lineup all season, may have caught the NHL off-guard by pulling the 
trigger on Thursday’s deal to acquire sniper Vladimir Tarasenko from the 
St. Louis Blues three weeks before the trade deadline. 

Less than three minutes into his Rangers debut Friday night against the 
Seattle Kraken at Madison Square Garden, Tarasenko made general 
manager Chris Drury look good for being so proactive. 

Tarasenko got the sellout crowd buzzing when he drove the net to tap in 
a feed from longtime friend Artemi Panarin for his first goal as a Ranger. 
That sent the Blueshirts on the way to a 6-3 victory that completed a 
sweep of their four-game homestand. 

The Rangers have won five of their last six (5-0-1) as they head out on a 
four-game trip to Carolina on Saturday and Western Canada next week. 

Tarasenko, who waived his no-trade clause to allow the Blues to send 
him to New York, completed a whirlwind 24 hours in which he was traded 
for the first time in his 11-year NHL career. 

“It’s been a lot of emotions, I’m not going to lie,’’ he said. “First day, my 
family came here from St. Louis . . . and it was amazing.’’ 

“Just from meeting him this morning, he’s really excited,’’ coach Gerard 
Gallant said. “And it’s a great way to start to his career here with the 
Rangers, scoring his second shift out there. He’s excited to play, he’s a 
good hockey player, and he’s going to help our team be a real good 
team.’’ 

The entire Rangers lineup seemed energized early in the game by the 
additions of Tarasenko and defenseman Niko Mikkola, who came with 
Tarasenko in the deal that sent a conditional first-round pick this summer, 
a conditional fourth-rounder in the summer of 2024, forward Sammy Blais 
and minor-league defenseman Hunter Skinner to St. Louis. 

The crowd was excited, too, giving Tarasenko a rousing ovation when he 
was introduced in the starting lineup. 

“The fans gave us a lot of energy,’’ Panarin said. “In the beginning when 
they introduced Vladdy, they started making noise, so that’s good. And 
after the goal, especially.’’ 

Panarin, who at the morning skate said he was “more happy than 
anyone’’ to have Tarasenko join the team, was flying in the first period. 

So was Kaapo Kakko, the young Finnish forward who was happy to have 
his countryman, Mikkola, on the team. Kakko scored his first goal since 
Dec. 22, ending a drought of 16 games, and added an assist in one of his 
more dominant performances of the season. 

After Tarasenko and Kakko (at 5:01 of the first period) put the Rangers 
up 2-0, goals by Vincent Trocheck and Jacob Trouba — playing on a 
revamped second power-play unit — gave the Rangers a 4-0 lead just 
over a minute into the second period. 

But as they did Wednesday in their win over Vancouver, the Rangers 
(30-14-8) let up, and Seattle (29-18-5) tightened the score. The Kraken’s 
Oliver Bjorkstrand scored at 2:07 of the second period, 1:04 after 
Trouba’s goal, to make it 4-1. After Mika Zibanejad scored on a power 
play to make it 5-1 at 3:19 of the third period, the Kraken got two goals 
22 seconds apart to make it 5-3. 

The first came with Mikkola serving the second of his three penalties. 
Jared McCann beat Igor Shesterkin (26 saves) with a long, screened 
slap shot at 5:59. The second came when Brandon Tanev got behind 
Braden Schneider and scored his 10th goal of the season at 6:21. 

Ryan Lindgren scored his first goal of the season into an empty net with 
2:09 remaining. 
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Rangers' Kaapo Kakko happy to have fellow Finn Nico Mikkola on team 

 

By Colin Stephenson 

colin.stephenson@newsday.comColinSNewsday 
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Artemi Panarin was happy to have longtime friend Vladimir Tarasenko 
join the Rangers in the big trade that general manager Chris Drury pulled 
off with the St. Louis Blues on Thursday. 

Kaapo Kakko was happy too. Also coming to the Blueshirts in the deal 
was defenseman Niko Mikkola, a fellow Finn. 

“Yeah, I’ve been waiting for that for four years,’’ said Kakko, who scored 
the Rangers’ second goal against the Seattle Kraken on Friday night, 
breaking a 16-game goal drought. “I got a Finnish guy over here, so 
that’s good for me.’’ 

Kakko, the No. 2 overall pick in the 2019 draft, made the Rangers as an 
18-year-old in 2019-20, but they never did get a veteran Finnish player 
on the roster to serve as a mentor and help him acclimate to North 
America. 

Kakko said the only other Finnish player he played with on the Rangers 
was defenseman Tarmo Reunanen, who got into four games with the 
Blueshirts in the 48-game season in 2021. 

“All of us over here are good guys, but sometimes it’s fun to speak 
Finnish, you know?’’ Kakko said. “And I know him already, so it’s good. 
He’s a good guy.’’ 
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Kakko and Mikkola were teammates on the Finnish team that won the 
World Championships in 2019. Mikkola, 26, said he spoke to Kakko on 
the phone Thursday after the trade. He said he’s happy he’s here, too. 
“We’re both really excited,’’ he said. 

Kravtsov gets a shot 

Vitali Kravtsov got back in the lineup after sitting out the previous four 
games as a healthy scratch. He was put at right wing on the second line 
with Vincent Trocheck and Chris Kreider. 

“We want to give him an opportunity,’’ coach Gerard Gallant said. “I 
mean, he played [17] games in a row, and I thought it fell off a little bit. 
And you know what? You’re getting back in, go play with some good, 
skilled players, and we’ve got to find his spot and see if that works out.’’ 
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Rangers coach Gerard Gallant really happy to have forward Vladimir 
Tarasenko and defenseman Nico Mikkola 

 

By Colin Stephenson 
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Rangers coach Gerard Gallant was like a kid the day after Christmas with 
a couple of new toys to play with Friday morning as he prepared his team 
for that night’s game against the Seattle Kraken at Madison Square 
Garden. 

“Yeah, we got a few yesterday,’’ he said at the morning skate. “It was a 
good day.’’ 

While Gallant and the team enjoyed the day off on Thursday, general 
manager Chris Drury was hard at work. He acquired forward Vladimir 
Tarasenko and defenseman Nico Mikkola from the St. Louis Blues to 
fortify the Rangers’ lineup for the final 31 games of the regular season 
and potentially the playoffs. 

Tarasenko delivered with his first shot on goal as a Ranger, taking a feed 
down low from longtime friend Artemi Panarin and beating Kraken goalie 
Martin Jones at 2:49 of the first period. 

“Everybody in our organization is happy with what happened yesterday,’’ 
Gallant said. 

Panarin was particularly happy. “That’s a good trade for the 
organization,’’ he said. “We’re happy to have [Tarasenko] on our team. 
He is my old friend, and of course I’m happy. More happy than 
everyone.’’ 

If there was one player who wasn’t happy with the deal, it was Chicago 
star Patrick Kane, who had been linked to the Rangers as far back as 
last summer and apparently wanted to come to New York. 

Kane seemed as though he was caught by surprise that the Rangers 
made the move to get Tarasenko a full three weeks before the March 3 
trade deadline. 

“It’s not the happiest I’ve been to hear about a trade,” he told reporters 
Friday in Chicago. “But I think the Rangers, I definitely pay attention to. [I 
was] intrigued for obvious reasons. Obviously, they made a move to get 
[Tarasenko] and another big defenseman. You’ve got to respect them 
going out and trying to make the team better . . . If things were going to 
happen, that was a team I was definitely looking at. It seems like they 
kind of filled their void and went ahead and made a deal.” 

Kane, who has a full no-move clause, still hasn’t let Chicago know if he is 
willing to be traded away from the rebuilding team. There also was 
concern about a hip injury. 

The deal for Tarasenko, 31, removed only Sammy Blais from the 
Rangers’ roster and had the bonus of including Mikkola to shore up their 
third defense pair. 

Panarin and Tarasenko have been friends since they played together for 
Russia at the 2010-11 World Junior Championships. It was Panarin’s first 
time on the national team, and he said Tarasenko, who had played at the 
World Juniors the year before, took him under his wing. The two have 
remained close since. 

At the morning skate, Gallant put Tarasenko, a lefthanded-shooting right 
wing, on the Rangers’ top line with Panarin and Mika Zibanejad. He also 
put Tarasenko on the second power-play unit. 

While he was at it, Gallant moved red-hot Filip Chytil to the first unit and 
dropped Vincent Trocheck to the second. 

“It looks like a very talented, high-end line,’’ Gallant said of Zibanejad and 
the two Russians. “And I’m hoping Tarasenko is going to shoot the puck, 
because we keep harping on other players to shoot the puck, and I think 
he’s a guy that shoots the puck.’’ 

Tarasenko, who had 10 goals and 19 assists in 38 games for St. Louis 
this season and 41 goals in 90 career playoff games, said he doesn’t 
consider himself just a shooter on the top line, however. 

“If somebody’s open, I’ll give him the puck,’’ he said. “I think you cannot 
just focus to be only a shooter. Yeah, I want to score, but just need to 
play the game, and if guys are creating chances for you, you have to try 
to score them. If they’re open, just move the puck to them.’’ 
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Vladimir Tarasenko wastes no time proving he fits in with Rangers: ‘A lot 
of emotions’ 

 

Arthur Staple 

5-6 minutes 2/10/2023 

 

NEW YORK — There was some talk between the new linemates Friday 
morning. A bare-bones video session from the coaches for their new star 
forward. 

The message for Vladimir Tarasenko, barely 24 hours removed from the 
trade that brought him to the Rangers, was a simple one. 

“‘Go play,’” Gerard Gallant said. “‘Use your skill and talent.’ That’s what 
was best for him.” 

It took two shifts for Tarasenko to get his first goal as a Ranger, 2:49 into 
his first game. His old pal Artemi Panarin scooped up a thrown-away play 
by Kraken defenseman Adam Larsson on the right side, stared down 
Mika Zibanejad cutting down the slot as the trailer and put a no-look feed 
right on Tarasenko’s stick for a tap-in. 

You’d have to dig through some international hockey box scores to see if 
there’s been another goal since the game winner of the 2011 World 
Junior gold-medal game that featured Panarin and Tarasenko on the 
same score line — that one was Tarasenko to Panarin to break a 3-3 tie 
late in the third period and send Russia to an improbable comeback win 
for gold — but this one looked like two players who know each other well. 
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“We hope more coming,” Tarasenko said in a postgame locker room that 
was as whirlwind as Tarasenko’s last 24 hours — the Rangers were 
packing up fast to catch a plane to Raleigh and kick off a week-long road 
trip. “We can still play better, know each other better.” 

Zibanejad said he and the two old friends talked some after the morning 
skate, a bit as the game approached and some on the bench during the 
game. “Just simple things,” he said. “We don’t want to overdo it and get 
us to think out there. Just little pointers on how we can help each other 
out. He’s obviously a really good player.” 

Panarin, as always, had some humor to cut whatever tension there might 
have been. “Went good,” he said. “Maybe we don’t talk too much now.” 

After that quick goal, there wasn’t a ton more from that top line, other 
than Panarin taking a rare retaliatory penalty after Will Borgen threw a 
big hit on Tarasenko midway through the second and Panarin threw a 
high hit on Borgen soon after. 

But perhaps the best aspect of Tarasenko’s debut was how well the 
forward lines and the power-play units fit together. Each of the top three 
lines had a goal in the first period, then each of the power-play units had 
a goal in the second and third — Filip Chytil took Vincent Trocheck’s spot 
with the top power play and Trocheck and Tarasenko anchored the 
second group, though it was Jacob Trouba in Tarasenko’s spot who 
scored the PPG in the second to make it 4-0. 

Trouba was out there likely because there were 24 seconds left in the 
advantage off a draw and Gallant wanted two defensemen on. 

Gallant has been asked often about switching up the power-play units, 
and the Tarasenko trade was as good a catalyst as any. Tarasenko got a 
look in the bumper spot in the middle of PP1 on a late third-period power 
play but he’s a shooter who works best on the off-wing wall; that spot on 
PP1 is occupied by his buddy Panarin, who distributes from there along 
with Adam Fox at the top as both look for Zibanejad on his off-wing 
opposite. 

So a volume shooter like Tarasenko may not be the answer in the middle 
of the opposing penalty-kill diamond. But if these two separate but almost 
equal units can balance the time allotment — PP1 routinely has used up 
90 seconds or more of power-play time and it only produced the 18th-
best power-play entering Friday — then Gallant has accomplished 
something. 

“We got some chances on both units,” Zibanejad said. “We have a lot of 
players who can play on the power play. Everyone did a really good job.” 

Tarasenko noted how different it was to wear the home blue at the 
Garden for the first time after a decade of visits as a Blue. “As a visitor, 
you don’t really hear the crowd, kind of try to tune it out,” he said. “Home 
team, it’s unreal. … I was thinking I’m mishearing (when the crowd 
chanted his name after his goal). Everyone make us feel very welcome.” 

Niko Mikkola had a slightly less auspicious Rangers debut, whistled for 
three penalties, including a delay of game in the third that replay showed 
was a bogus call — his clearing attempt hit Matty Beniers’ stick before 
going over the glass. But Gallant put a nice spin on all of it, even though 
the Rangers turned a 5-1 laugher into a 5-3 side-eye in a 22-second 
span of the third. 

“It’s Rangers,” Panarin said. “It’s normal.” 

With a new top-line wing and a new third-pair defenseman, the Rangers 
didn’t miss a beat. It’s four straight wins now, 19-4-3 in the last 26 
games, continuing to drive toward the postseason with its most complete 
lineup in a long while. 

And Tarasenko is thrilled to be along for the ride. 

“It’s a lot of emotions, not gonna lie,” he said. “It was amazing.” 
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Caps return from an extended break refreshed and facing a tough task 
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After his team dispersed last week for a 10-day layoff for the NHL all-star 
break, Washington Capitals Coach Peter Laviolette chose to decompress 
by spending more time at the rink. He traveled to see his two sons 
continue their fledgling hockey careers, including a trip to Fort Myers, 
Fla., where Laviolette watched Jack play at Florida Gulf Coast University. 
“I don’t get to do that too often,” Laviolette said. “Just getting to a rink and 
watching them play was neat.” 

As a hockey lifer who cut his teeth in an NHL with a shorter midseason 
break, Laviolette admits the league’s extended bye week, which was 
introduced six seasons ago, is a long stretch to have off. “It has its 
benefits,” he said, and maybe those benefits felt more pronounced for 
these Capitals, who have one of the oldest rosters in the league. 

Washington, which holds the first wild-card spot in the Eastern 
Conference, begins its second half Saturday with a visit to the Boston 
Bruins, who own the best record in the NHL. That’s followed by a Sunday 
matinee at home against the San Jose Sharks. 

The back-to-back afternoon games will begin a stretch run that will 
determine whether the Capitals, who are still dealing with lingering 
injuries, can make a ninth consecutive appearance in the playoffs — and 
win their first postseason series since they claimed the Stanley Cup in 
2018. 

“It’s a good challenge, especially coming out of the break,” Laviolette 
said. “Our game is going to have to be on point.” 

Washington’s 53 games played were tied for the most in the NHL during 
the first half of the season, a stretch that began at a below-.500 pace but 
saw the Capitals pull themselves into the playoff picture with a torrid 11-
2-2 run in December. They haven’t played since Jan. 31, when Evgeny 
Kuznetsov scored in overtime for a victory in Columbus. 

There will be an opportunity to set the tone early in the second half — 
after they face the Bruins on the road Saturday and host the Sharks on 
Super Bowl Sunday, the next few days will feature a home contest with a 
playoff contender in the Florida Panthers sandwiched between two 
games against the Carolina Hurricanes, owners of the second-best 
record in the league. The second of those matchups with Carolina will be 
an outdoor game Feb. 18 at Carter-Finley Stadium in Raleigh. 

“We got our work cut out for us in the second half of the back half here to 
really establish ourselves and become a playoff team,” center Dylan 
Strome said. “You just got to get into the playoffs, and then anything can 
happen from there.” 

The Capitals reassembled Thursday afternoon, trickling onto the ice for 
their first practice in more than a week. The mood was businesslike. 
Laviolette tinkered with his lines and conducted high-intensity drills from 
the start. On Friday, Laviolette didn’t want to leave any bases uncovered, 
so he staged an overtime period in practice and a shootout to close the 
session. It grew tense; players banged their sticks against the boards 
and jawed with each other after each attempt. Captain Alex Ovechkin, 
who had starred in the All-Star Game a few days ago, scored on his 
attempt and skated back to the bench to celebrate with his teammates 
before breaking them down in a stretch. 

There were notable absences: forward Tom Wilson and center Nic Dowd 
skated Thursday, but both did not practice Thursday or Friday because of 
ongoing lower body injuries; Wilson is listed as day-to-day, while Dowd 
remains on injured reserve. The team has also provided no update on 
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the status of star defenseman John Carlson, whose return Laviolette said 
is “off in the distance” after he was hit in the face with a puck in 
December. 

The team’s front office was active during the all-star break, investing in 
two long-term pieces by re-signing Strome and forward Sonny Milano to 
multiyear extensions. How the Capitals might approach the short-term 
future is less clear: With a dozen players on the roster set to hit free 
agency after the season, the Capitals are expected to be active before 
the March 3 trade deadline. Laviolette has watched as some of 
Washington’s rivals recently bolstered their rosters with acquisitions — 
including the New York Islanders, who landed high-scoring Bo Horvat in 
a blockbuster trade with Vancouver, and the New York Rangers, who 
made a splash by acquiring veteran goal scorer Vladimir Tarasenko and 
depth defenseman Niko Mikkol in a deal with St. Louis. 

“I just think that’s part of the trade deadline,” Laviolette said. “I guess for 
me, I keep pushing to be positive for some good health, that would be 
players come back into our lineup.” 

Laviolette is optimistic the time off will ultimately help, even if some 
coaches and players didn’t know what to do with themselves. Goaltender 
Charlie Lindgren is “not a huge fan” of the layoff, he said, but he found 
the time off to be a beneficial mental break. Lindgren and his wife drove 
seven hours to a cabin in North Carolina, holing up with their dog and 
hiking around the Blue Ridge Mountains for a few days. The outdoors 
helped his body recover — and helped his mind take stock of where the 
Capitals are in the standings and the challenge ahead of them over the 
next two months. 

“Mentally, you just come back a lot more fresh,” he said. “It was just what 
the doctor ordered.” 
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The first time the Capitals played on Super Bowl Sunday was Jan. 12, 
1975. An expansion team on its way to an 8-67-5 record, Washington 
allowed a touchdown’s worth of goals in a 7-2 loss to the Montreal 
Canadiens, who extended their unbeaten streak to 20 games before 
9,081 fans at Capital Centre. Earlier that day, the Pittsburgh Steelers 
defeated the Minnesota Vikings for their first Super Bowl title. 

Years later, after the NFL moved the kickoff of its biggest game to the 
evening, the Capitals and Canadiens established traditions of hosting 
matinees on Super Bowl Sunday. Montreal has hosted back-to-back 
matinees on Super Bowl weekend since 1991. Washington will host an 
afternoon game on the day of the Super Bowl for the 15th consecutive 
year when it welcomes the San Jose Sharks to Capital One Arena on 
Sunday at 1:30 p.m., the team’s 30th Super Bowl Sunday matinee at 
home since 1988. It’s no accident the Canadiens (20 wins, 14 losses, two 
ties) and Capitals (17-13-2) rank first and second in wins on Super Bowl 
Sunday, or that both teams will host games before the Philadelphia 
Eagles and Kansas City Chiefs square off this year. 

Before the NHL creates its schedule for the upcoming season, the league 
sends a memo to every team asking for preferred home dates and game 
times throughout the year and then does its best to accommodate those 
requests. For as long as Capitals assistant general manager Don 
Fishman can remember, Washington has designated the Wednesday 

and Friday of Thanksgiving week and Super Bowl Sunday as its 
preferred dates. 

“Those are the three dates we’re religious about, and all three are really 
well received by our fans,” Fishman, who joined the Capitals in 2005, 
said in a phone interview. “We’ve never been afraid of the matinee 
games, and we tend to get a lot of kids for them. This Sunday is our 
[youth hockey] day.” 

The Capitals’ Super Bowl Sunday tradition began in earnest in 1988, 
when the team hosted the Philadelphia Flyers on Jan. 31 at 12:05 p.m. 
The earliest start time in the franchise’s 14-year history was fortunate, 
because the Redskins were playing in the Super Bowl later that day. A 
sellout crowd of 18,130 watched Capitals goalie Pete Peeters make 28 
saves and Kelly Miller score the game-winner in overtime of a 1-0 win. 
Fans had plenty of time to get home to watch Doug Williams shred the 
Denver Broncos’ defense in a record-setting second quarter en route to 
Washington’s second Super Bowl title. 

Four years later, the Capitals’ 6-4 win against the Pittsburgh Penguins in 
front of a near-sellout crowd at Capital Centre served as an appetizer to 
the Redskins’ 37-24 win over the Buffalo Bills in Super Bowl XXVI. 
“Meanwhile, in other news …” Washington Post reporter Dave Sell began 
his game story, which detailed Dino Ciccarrelli’s two goals and was 
bumped to the inside of the Sports section. 

The Capitals played Super Bowl matinees at home every year from 1988 
through 1998, and they went 7-3-1 in those games. The tradition waned 
from 1999 through 2008, during which time Washington played only four 
home games on Super Bowl Sunday. It became an annual event again 
early in the “Rock the Red” era, beginning with a 7-4 win over the Ottawa 
Senators on Feb. 1, 2009. The following year’s Super Bowl Sunday 
matinee, which came in the wake of the “Snowmageddon” storm that 
dumped 17.8 inches of snow in the D.C. area, was one of the greatest 
regular season games in Capitals history. 

“The most memorable [Super Bowl Sunday] game for me was the 
‘Snowvechkin’ game against the Penguins,” Fishman said. “That was 
such a memorable game because it was really the only thing going in 
town that day. People took the Metro to the game and I remember it 
being not completely full — maybe 13 to 15,000 fans — but the crowd 
was so into the game.” 

With the Capitals trailing 4-2 in the third period, Alex Ovechkin scored 
twice to complete a hat trick and force overtime. Ovechkin assisted on 
Mike Knuble’s game-winner, which extended Washington’s winning 
streak to 14. The Capitals captain’s 19 points in 15 career games on 
Super Bowl Sunday rank second only to Phil Esposito, who recorded 32 
points in 12 games. 

The Capitals weren’t scheduled to play on Super Bowl Sunday last year 
because the game fell during what was originally supposed to be the 
NHL’s Olympic break, but after the NHL withdrew from the Beijing 
Games because of a spike in coronavirus cases among players and 
reconfigured its February slate, Fishman said Washington requested its 
traditional matinee. 

“It’s fun to keep traditions going,” Fishman said of Capitals’ decision to 
request the same three home dates year after year. “I think the fans 
expect those three games on their calendar. Our players, I think, like it 
too. They’re sports fans and they get together with their teammates and 
watch the game. It’s a fun tradition for them as well. I think they expect it 
also.” 

“I think it’s really important from a team bonding aspect,” Capitals forward 
T.J. Oshie told the team website in 2018. “I would guess every team has 
their own Super Bowl party. It’s just another chance for us to get together 
away from the rink and grow as a team. For football fans its also nice to 
have that afternoon off and be able to watch the game. It’s fun because 
we get to go out there and battle and play, then we get to let loose a little 
bit, so it works out perfectly.” 

Leave it to an opponent to complain about the early start time. 
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“It would have been nice to play tonight,” Penguins left wing Kevin 
Stevens said after a 2-2 tie with the Capitals on Super Bowl Sunday in 
1993. “Coming in here at noon, we didn’t want to open it up. We wanted 
to play a tight-checking game.” 

This year’s NHL schedule for Super Bowl Sunday, which is traditionally 
light, features four games, with the latest among them starting at 3 p.m. 
Eastern. If the Flyers defeat the visiting Seattle Kraken at 1 p.m. and the 
Eagles beat the Chiefs on Sunday night, it will be the 10th time that an 
NHL team won its game on the same day as the NFL team in the same 
city or metropolitan area won the Super Bowl. The last time it happened 
was 2019, when the Boston Bruins shut out the Capitals and the New 
England Patriots beat the Los Angeles Rams. 

The Capitals have lost five straight games on Super Bowl Sunday and 
the Commanders haven’t been to the Super Bowl in 31 years, but 
Fishman, a native Washingtonian and lifelong D.C. sports fan, hasn’t 
given up hope of celebrating another NHL-NFL double in the District. 

“That’s the dream, is one day for the Commanders to win it again on the 
same day as the Capitals,” Fishman said. “That would be awesome. I’ll 
keep scheduling the game until it happens." 
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1975. An expansion team on its way to an 8-67-5 record, Washington 
allowed a touchdown’s worth of goals in a 7-2 loss to the Montreal 
Canadiens, who extended their unbeaten streak to 20 games before 
9,081 fans at Capital Centre. Earlier that day, the Pittsburgh Steelers 
defeated the Minnesota Vikings for their first Super Bowl title. 

Years later, after the NFL moved the kickoff of its biggest game to the 
evening, the Capitals and Canadiens established traditions of hosting 
matinees on Super Bowl Sunday. Montreal has hosted back-to-back 
matinees on Super Bowl weekend since 1991. Washington will host an 
afternoon game on the day of the Super Bowl for the 15th consecutive 
year when it welcomes the San Jose Sharks to Capital One Arena on 
Sunday at 1:30 p.m., the team’s 30th Super Bowl Sunday matinee at 
home since 1988. It’s no accident the Canadiens (20 wins, 14 losses, two 
ties) and Capitals (17-13-2) rank first and second in wins on Super Bowl 
Sunday, or that both teams will host games before the Philadelphia 
Eagles and Kansas City Chiefs square off this year. 

Before the NHL creates its schedule for the upcoming season, the league 
sends a memo to every team asking for preferred home dates and game 
times throughout the year and then does its best to accommodate those 
requests. For as long as Capitals assistant general manager Don 
Fishman can remember, Washington has designated the Wednesday 
and Friday of Thanksgiving week and Super Bowl Sunday as its 
preferred dates. 

“Those are the three dates we’re religious about, and all three are really 
well received by our fans,” Fishman, who joined the Capitals in 2005, 
said in a phone interview. “We’ve never been afraid of the matinee 
games, and we tend to get a lot of kids for them. This Sunday is our 
[youth hockey] day.” 

The Capitals’ Super Bowl Sunday tradition began in earnest in 1988, 
when the team hosted the Philadelphia Flyers on Jan. 31 at 12:05 p.m. 

The earliest start time in the franchise’s 14-year history was fortunate, 
because the Redskins were playing in the Super Bowl later that day. A 
sellout crowd of 18,130 watched Capitals goalie Pete Peeters make 28 
saves and Kelly Miller score the game-winner in overtime of a 1-0 win. 
Fans had plenty of time to get home to watch Doug Williams shred the 
Denver Broncos’ defense in a record-setting second quarter en route to 
Washington’s second Super Bowl title. 

Four years later, the Capitals’ 6-4 win against the Pittsburgh Penguins in 
front of a near-sellout crowd at Capital Centre served as an appetizer to 
the Redskins’ 37-24 win over the Buffalo Bills in Super Bowl XXVI. 
“Meanwhile, in other news …” Washington Post reporter Dave Sell began 
his game story, which detailed Dino Ciccarrelli’s two goals and was 
bumped to the inside of the Sports section. 

The Capitals played Super Bowl matinees at home every year from 1988 
through 1998, and they went 7-3-1 in those games. The tradition waned 
from 1999 through 2008, during which time Washington played only four 
home games on Super Bowl Sunday. It became an annual event again 
early in the “Rock the Red” era, beginning with a 7-4 win over the Ottawa 
Senators on Feb. 1, 2009. The following year’s Super Bowl Sunday 
matinee, which came in the wake of the “Snowmageddon” storm that 
dumped 17.8 inches of snow in the D.C. area, was one of the greatest 
regular season games in Capitals history. 

“The most memorable [Super Bowl Sunday] game for me was the 
‘Snowvechkin’ game against the Penguins,” Fishman said. “That was 
such a memorable game because it was really the only thing going in 
town that day. People took the Metro to the game and I remember it 
being not completely full — maybe 13 to 15,000 fans — but the crowd 
was so into the game.” 

With the Capitals trailing 4-2 in the third period, Alex Ovechkin scored 
twice to complete a hat trick and force overtime. Ovechkin assisted on 
Mike Knuble’s game-winner, which extended Washington’s winning 
streak to 14. The Capitals captain’s 19 points in 15 career games on 
Super Bowl Sunday rank second only to Phil Esposito, who recorded 32 
points in 12 games. 

The Capitals weren’t scheduled to play on Super Bowl Sunday last year 
because the game fell during what was originally supposed to be the 
NHL’s Olympic break, but after the NHL withdrew from the Beijing 
Games because of a spike in coronavirus cases among players and 
reconfigured its February slate, Fishman said Washington requested its 
traditional matinee. 

“It’s fun to keep traditions going,” Fishman said of Capitals’ decision to 
request the same three home dates year after year. “I think the fans 
expect those three games on their calendar. Our players, I think, like it 
too. They’re sports fans and they get together with their teammates and 
watch the game. It’s a fun tradition for them as well. I think they expect it 
also.” 

“I think it’s really important from a team bonding aspect,” Capitals forward 
T.J. Oshie told the team website in 2018. “I would guess every team has 
their own Super Bowl party. It’s just another chance for us to get together 
away from the rink and grow as a team. For football fans its also nice to 
have that afternoon off and be able to watch the game. It’s fun because 
we get to go out there and battle and play, then we get to let loose a little 
bit, so it works out perfectly.” 

Leave it to an opponent to complain about the early start time. 

“It would have been nice to play tonight,” Penguins left wing Kevin 
Stevens said after a 2-2 tie with the Capitals on Super Bowl Sunday in 
1993. “Coming in here at noon, we didn’t want to open it up. We wanted 
to play a tight-checking game.” 

This year’s NHL schedule for Super Bowl Sunday, which is traditionally 
light, features four games, with the latest among them starting at 3 p.m. 
Eastern. If the Flyers defeat the visiting Seattle Kraken at 1 p.m. and the 
Eagles beat the Chiefs on Sunday night, it will be the 10th time that an 
NHL team won its game on the same day as the NFL team in the same 
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city or metropolitan area won the Super Bowl. The last time it happened 
was 2019, when the Boston Bruins shut out the Capitals and the New 
England Patriots beat the Los Angeles Rams. 

The Capitals have lost five straight games on Super Bowl Sunday and 
the Commanders haven’t been to the Super Bowl in 31 years, but 
Fishman, a native Washingtonian and lifelong D.C. sports fan, hasn’t 
given up hope of celebrating another NHL-NFL double in the District. 

“That’s the dream, is one day for the Commanders to win it again on the 
same day as the Capitals,” Fishman said. “That would be awesome. I’ll 
keep scheduling the game until it happens." 
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For the 15th straight season, Super Bowl Sunday will include a dose of 
Capitals hockey. 

Washington is set to host the San Jose Sharks at 1:30 p.m. ET, five 
hours before the Kansas City Chiefs and Philadelphia Eagles square off 
in Glendale, Arizona. The Capitals have made it an annual tradition to 
treat their home fans to a live sporting event on the day of the Super 
Bowl. 

Overall, the Capitals are 17-13-2 on Super Bowl Sundays with their total 
of 32 such games bested only by the Montreal Canadiens (36). After 
those two teams there’s a significant gap. Tied for third are the Boston 
Bruins and Philadelphia Flyers, both of whom have played 20 times. 

There will be only four NHL games played this year on Super Bowl 
Sunday, two of which will feature the usual suspects Capitals and 
Canadiens. The Seattle Kraken will play their first such game in franchise 
history against the Flyers, who will hope to give Philadelphia two wins to 
celebrate. 

Even though the Super Bowl takes center stage nationally, the Capitals 
have enjoyed their fair share of exciting games as well. 

Feb. 7, 2010 was perhaps the most memorable, a contest dubbed the 
“Snovechkin” game when a snowstorm dumped nearly 18 inches on the 
D.C.-metro area. The Capitals played on and a raucous crowd still made 
it out to the arena to watch as Alex Ovechkin netted a hat trick and 
helped complete a 5-4 comeback win over the Pittsburgh Penguins in 
overtime. 

Super Bowl Sundays have often seen Ovechkin at his best. The Russian 
winger has 12 goals and 19 points in 15 such games, both of which trail 
only Hall of Famer Phil Esposito for the most goals (16) and points (32) 
on Super Bowl Sundays in NHL history. Center Nicklas Backstrom also 
ranks third in assists (12) behind only Esposito (16) and Johnny Bucyk 
(13). 

Other notable results include a 6-5 overtime win over the Detroit Red 
Wings in 2014, when who else but Ovechkin scored the game-winner in 
extra time, and the 6-4 win over the Penguins on Jan. 26, 1992 — the 
day the then-Redskins won their third Super Bowl in nine years to cap off 
the Joe Gibbs dynasty. 

Lately, the Capitals have struggled to pick up the pre-Super Bowl win, 
dropping each of their last five such games including a 1-0 loss to the 
Boston Bruins in 2019 that preceded the New England Patriots beating 
the Los Angeles Rams 13-3 — the last time an NHL team won on the 
same day their regional NFL franchise secured the Lombardi Trophy. 

When the Capitals win, the NFC has historically performed better. The 
NFC is 11-6 in the Super Bowl following Capitals wins but just 7-6 when 
they lose. However, there is some hope for local fans who will be rooting 
against the Commanders’ division rival Eagles: The Denver Broncos 
(2016) and Patriots (2017) got the W after each of the Capitals’ two most 
recent such wins. 
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There will be only four NHL games played this year on Super Bowl 
Sunday, two of which will feature the usual suspects Capitals and 
Canadiens. The Seattle Kraken will play their first such game in franchise 
history against the Flyers, who will hope to give Philadelphia two wins to 
celebrate. 

Even though the Super Bowl takes center stage nationally, the Capitals 
have enjoyed their fair share of exciting games as well. 

Feb. 7, 2010 was perhaps the most memorable, a contest dubbed the 
“Snovechkin” game when a snowstorm dumped nearly 18 inches on the 
D.C.-metro area. The Capitals played on and a raucous crowd still made 
it out to the arena to watch as Alex Ovechkin netted a hat trick and 
helped complete a 5-4 comeback win over the Pittsburgh Penguins in 
overtime. 

Super Bowl Sundays have often seen Ovechkin at his best. The Russian 
winger has 12 goals and 19 points in 15 such games, both of which trail 
only Hall of Famer Phil Esposito for the most goals (16) and points (32) 
on Super Bowl Sundays in NHL history. Center Nicklas Backstrom also 
ranks third in assists (12) behind only Esposito (16) and Johnny Bucyk 
(13). 

Other notable results include a 6-5 overtime win over the Detroit Red 
Wings in 2014, when who else but Ovechkin scored the game-winner in 
extra time, and the 6-4 win over the Penguins on Jan. 26, 1992 — the 
day the then-Redskins won their third Super Bowl in nine years to cap off 
the Joe Gibbs dynasty. 

Lately, the Capitals have struggled to pick up the pre-Super Bowl win, 
dropping each of their last five such games including a 1-0 loss to the 
Boston Bruins in 2019 that preceded the New England Patriots beating 
the Los Angeles Rams 13-3 — the last time an NHL team won on the 
same day their regional NFL franchise secured the Lombardi Trophy. 

When the Capitals win, the NFC has historically performed better. The 
NFC is 11-6 in the Super Bowl following Capitals wins but just 7-6 when 
they lose. However, there is some hope for local fans who will be rooting 
against the Commanders’ division rival Eagles: The Denver Broncos 
(2016) and Patriots (2017) got the W after each of the Capitals’ two most 
recent such wins. 
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The Capitals return from a 10-day break Saturday afternoon in Boston, 
where they’ll face the NHL-leading Bruins. 

Talk about jumping back in with both feet! 

The game at TD Garden kicks off a critical two-week stretch that could 
very well determine the direction of the season and, by extension, 
general manager Brian MacLellan’s approach to the March 3 trade 
deadline. 

If the Caps solidify a spot in the playoffs, MacLellan figures to bolster the 
roster. If they struggle, it’s possible, if not likely, MacLellan will be in sell 
mode for the first time since he took over in 2014. Washington has 
qualified for the postseason eight years running. 

And, if it’s the latter, the Caps feel like they’re well positioned to sell with 
10 unrestricted free agents, including forwards Lars Eller, Garnet 
Hathaway, Conor Sheary, Marcus Johansson and Nicolas Aube-Kubel as 
well as defensemen Dmitry Orlov, Nick Jensen, Trevor van Riemsdyk, 
Erik Gustafsson and Matt Irwin. (Connor Brown and Carl Hagelin are also 
UFAs but are currently on long-term injury.) 

So, with that as a backdrop, here’s what I’m hearing about the Caps as 
the deadline approaches. 

• Age was a big reason the Caps, the NHL’s oldest team, targeted 
forwards Dylan Strome and Sonny Milano as the first players to be re-
signed. A priority for the past year has been to get younger, and by 
signing Strome, 25, to a five-year, $25 million extension and Milano, 26, 
to a three-year, $5.7 million deal, MacLellan did that and locked up a 
couple of players he believes to be good fits in the short and long term.    

• With 11 goals and 25 assists, Strome is on pace for a career-high 56 
points. He’s also been a good complement to Alex Ovechkin — which is 
not always an easy thing to do. The center has assisted on eight of 
Ovechkin’s 32 goals (25 percent), with six being primaries. Only Evgeny 
Kuznetsov has assisted on more; he’s recorded a team-high 11 helpers 
on Ovechkin’s goals, though three were scored into an empty net. 

• The Caps initially intended to take a wait-and-see approach with Milano, 
particularly after his underwhelming second half last season in Anaheim. 
But after a five-goal, 10-assist outburst in December and January, 
MacLellan decided he’d seen enough to warrant an extension with a $1.9 
million cap hit. 

Internally, the move is viewed as low-risk. If the middle-six winger 
continues to produce, the extension provides good value for the top-
heavy Caps. If he doesn’t — and there’s no reason to believe that he 
won’t — burying the contract in the AHL would not be cost prohibitive. 
Next season, the burying threshold increases to $1.15 million. So, the 
first $1.15 million of a player’s cap hit is saved when he’s in the minors. 
For Milano, that means if he were to be waived and sent down, the Caps 
would save $1.15 million, leaving a $750,000 cap hit on the books, per 
PuckPedia. 

• So, who’s next? It’s believed MacLellan has connected with the agents 
for all the Caps’ remaining free agents to get an understanding of their 
position and that he’s currently in the process of determining next steps. 

For some, that could mean an acceleration of formal negotiations. For 
others, the team is taking more of a wait-and-see approach. 

• Team officials are hopeful that Tom Wilson can return before the 
Stadium Series game, if not a little sooner. The big winger blocked a shot 
with his lower right leg at Colorado on Jan. 24 and has not played since. 
X-rays taken in Denver were negative but an MRI exam days later 
revealed a more extensive injury, which the team has declined to divulge 
in detail. Wilson has skated on his own prior to practice this week and, on 
Friday, was spotted on the Caps’ bench watching practice. 

• There’s also some hope that Nic Dowd can return for the outdoor game. 
He’s been sidelined since Jan. 16 with a soft tissue injury in his leg. He’s 
progressing, though, and has also skated on his own prior to practice in 
recent days. 

• John Carlson continues to recover from the head injury he suffered 
when he was struck by a slap shot on Dec. 23 but remains a ways away, 
according to a team official briefed on the matter. The No. 1 defenseman 
has an important doctor’s appointment later this month and another 
checkup in mid-March. The team is hopeful that Carlson will be back 
before the playoffs but there’s no guarantee.  

• As the deadline approaches, the Caps are comfortable with their 
situation in goal and, assuming Wilson and Dowd return and no other 
forwards get hurt — dangerous assumption, I know — they feel like 
they’re deep up front. 

But with Carlson’s status up in the air, that could put MacLellan in the 
market for a top-four defenseman — if the team performs well enough to 
convince the veteran GM to be a buyer.  

Consider: since Carlson’s departure, van Riemsdyk’s average time on ice 
is up more than 2:30, Gustafsson’s is up about 2:00 and Orlov’s is up 
around 1:30. It’s also pushed Irwin, who is best deployed as a No. 7, and 
Alex Alexeyev, a prospect who is still learning the ropes, into elevated 
roles.  

The addition of a first- or second-pairing blueliner would help put 
everyone where they’re best used.  

In order to facilitate such a move, it’s possible the Caps will look to 
unload a player from their crowded forward ranks. 

But before anyone starts armchair GMing the Caps’ next move, 
remember: Although MacLellan probably has targets in mind, he’s not 
sure he’s going to be a buyer — yet, at least. 
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Nick Suzuki navigating trying first season as captain of rebuilding 
Canadiens 

 

Joshua Clipperton 

5-6 minutes 2/10/2023 

 

Nick Suzuki knew there would be challenges. 

Named the youngest captain in the storied history of the Montreal 
Canadiens before training camp, the 23-year-old was keenly aware the 
rebuilding Original Six franchise would endure some tough nights. 

In a trying season where injuries have once again ravaged an already 
thin talent pool – paving the way for more than a few ugly results – some 
moments have been even more difficult than he envisioned. 
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“It’s hard,” Suzuki said during all-star week in South Florida. “Everyone 
wants to win every single game, especially me. I just try to trust the 
process. I’ve had a few meetings with [Canadiens general manager Kent 
Hughes] about that and trying not to get frustrated, but the human side of 
you definitely comes out. 

“It’s just trying to manage that.” 

The London, Ont., product has also had to manage parts of the job 
wearing the ‘C’ he didn’t necessarily expect. 

Sure, there was always going to be a string of media requests and public 
engagements. There have also been plenty of less-than-glamorous 
aspects that weren’t in the captain’s manual. 

“What time the bus leaves, stuff around the hotel,” Suzuki said. “People 
coming to me asking me for answers that I’ve never had to deal with 
before. Now I gotta make some calls, ask some guys what they want. But 
sometimes you just gotta make a decision. 

“I like being in control like that. It works out.” 

There have been stretches on the ice this season, however, where it flat-
out hasn’t. 

Montreal suffered a 7-2 loss to Florida on Dec. 29 and a 9-2 setback to 
Washington on New Year’s Eve as part of a particularly bad 1-9-1 
stretch. 

“It a hard league,” Suzuki said. “If you’re not ready to compete every 
single night you can get blown out easily. 

“We couldn’t really defend anything at that point.” 

A meeting with head coach Martin St. Louis, who has preached an 
optimistic outlook for a young group missing a boatload of injured talent, 
in the aftermath of the two blowouts provided a reset. 

“I talked to Marty,” Suzuki explained. “Just the way he can change how 
he handles coming into the room. I think he said maybe he was too 
positive about it. But he’s been a great coach. Everyone loves him and 
wants to play hard. We changed a few things within the system. 

“Few tweaks here and there changed a bunch for us. We’ve been playing 
a little better.” 

The Canadiens resume their schedule Saturday at home against the 
New York Islanders sporting a 20-27-4 record through 51 games, good 
for 27th in the overall standings. 

Management is probably fine with that privately – it’s a deep NHL draft 
class led by Connor Bedard – but players and coaches are wired 
differently. 

Selected by the Vegas Golden Knights with the 13th pick in 2017 before 
getting flipped to the Canadiens in the Max Pacioretty trade, Suzuki is 
confident the culture St. Louis is attempting to foster in Montreal will pay 
dividends. 

“Done a great job with what he’s been given,” said the fourth-year centre. 
“He’s trying to build something special.” 

Suzuki is also growing into his role on a team with a number of 
established veterans – at least when everyone’s healthy – he’s now 
expected to lead. 

“Good learning process,” said Suzuki, who put up 14 goals and 29 points 
in the season’s first 26 games, but has just 11 points over 25 contests 
since. “I’m learning to speak up a bit more and helping other guys, even 
mid-game.” 

And while still finding is way, he got to watch former Canadiens captain 
Shea Weber, who was traded to Vegas in a salary cap move after 
leading Montreal to an unlikely berth in the 2021 Stanley Cup final, go 
about his business for two seasons. 

“Pretty similar and how we handle situations,” Suzuki said of the 37-year-
old unlikely to resume his career because of injury. “Very calm leader, 
but when he needed to, he stepped up and spoke up and had all the 
respect in the room. I’m still trying to gain that as a young captain. I’m 
just 23 and I gotta be a leader for guys much older than me. 

“I’m just trying to do the best I can to gain respect.” 

Suzuki on Conners 

Suzuki won the inaugural “Pitch ‘n Puck” challenge as part of the NHL’s 
all-star skills competition. 

The event saw players fire pucks with hockey sticks to the green before 
putting a golf ball into the hole. 

Suzuki then got to play five actual holes with Corey Conners, the PGA 
Tour’s highest-ranked Canadian. 

“Incredible to watch him play golf, just being up close and personal with a 
pro like that,” Suzuki said. “He was [4 under] through the five holes. 
Really impressive.” 

Suzuki, who’s about a 10 handicap, was asked if Conners offered him 
any tips on the course. 

“I can’t pull off any of the stuff off he’s doing,” he said with a smile. 

“Just try to hit it straight.” 
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Canadiens sign defenceman Jordan Harris to a two-year contract 
extension 

 

Staff Report 

The Canadian Press 

1-1 minutes 2/10/2023 

 

The Montreal Canadiens have signed rookie defenceman Jordan Harris 
to a two-year contract extension, the club announced Friday. 

The deal, which runs through the 2024-25 campaign, carries an average 
annual value of $1.4-million. 

Harris has registered one goal and 10 assists in 47 games with Montreal 
in 2022-23. 

The 22-year-old played four seasons at Northeastern University in the 
NCAA before making his NHL debut last April. 

Selected 71st overall at the 2018 draft, Harris has two goals and 10 
assists in 57 career games with the Canadiens 
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Feb. 11, 2023: Islanders at Canadiens — Five things you should know 

 

Pat Hickey  •  Montreal Gazette 

Published Feb 10, 2023 
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Here are five things you should know about the Islanders-Canadiens 
game Saturday at the Bell Centre (12:30 p.m., TSN2, RDS, TSN 690 
Radio, 99.5 FM). 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 

More of Monty: With back-to-back games, fans will see Jake Allen and 
Sam Montembeault sharing the goaltending duties this weekend. Allen 
has had more starts this season, but head coach Martin St. Louis said we 
might be seeing more of Montembeault, who has the better numbers. St. 
Louis said Montembeault has proved he can handle more work and that 
future assignments will be based on performance. Allen has a 10-17-2 
record with a 3.58 goals-against average and an .891 save percentage. 
Montembeault, who was the Molson Cup winner for January, is 10-10-2 
with a 3.19 GAA and a .909 save percentage. 

Good exchange: One of the highlights of last year’s draft was some 
savvy horse trading by GM Kent Hughes, who sent young defenceman 
Alexander Romanov to the Islanders in return for their first-round draft 
choice, which he then flipped to Chicago for forward Kirby Dach. This is 
one of those deals that worked out well for both teams. The 22-year-old 
Dach is having a career season with 11 goals and 33 points and he has 
shown recently that he might have solved Montreal’s depth problem at 
centre. As for Romanov, he’s playing close to 20 minutes a game and 
has a goal, 14 assists and a plus-4 differential. 

New deal for Harris: The Canadiens were able to part with Romanov 
because they have a wealth of young defencemen on the roster and in 
the pipeline. They wrapped up one of them for the next two seasons 
when they signed Jordan Harris on Friday to a two-year extension with 
an annual cap hit of US$1.4 million. Harris, who made the jump from 
college hockey at the end of last season, was eligible to become a 
restricted free agent on July 1 and said getting the contract out of the 
way was one less thing to worry about. 

Bo knows hockey: The Islanders got a jump on the trade deadline when 
they acquired Bo Horvat from the Vancouver Canucks, and he made an 
immediate impact with two goals and an assist in his first three games. 
The Islanders also didn’t waste any time signing the impending 
unrestricted free agent to a new contract for the maximum term of eight 
years with an annual a cap hit of US$8.5 million. Islanders general 
manager Lou Lamoriello, who has a reputation for being a tough 
negotiator, joked that the contract was too long and for too much money. 
At least we think he was joking. 
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'Honoured and humbled,' Canadiens' Jordan Harris says of new contract 

 

Pat Hickey  •  Montreal Gazette 

Published Feb 10, 2023 

 

Defenceman Jordan Harris said he has one less thing to worry about 
after signing a two-year contract extension with the Canadiens. The deal, 
which runs through the 2024-25 season, is worth US$2.8 million with an 
annual cap hit of US$1.4 million. 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 

The agreement is also one less worry for general manager Kent Hughes. 
Harris was eligible to become a restricted free agent with arbitration 
rights on July 1 and one thing you want to avoid is arbitration. 

From the way Harris talked Friday, the negotiations went smoothly and 
that’s no surprise because, even though Hughes didn’t have any part in 
the Canadiens drafting Harris 71st overall in 2018, Harris and Hughes 
have a history. Hughes coached Harris in minor hockey and Harris 
played with Hughes’s sons, Jack and Riley, at Northeastern University in 
Boston. 

Harris said contract talks moved into high gear during the Canadiens’ bye 
week and he said he was “honoured and humbled” when the two sides 
reached an agreement. 

This is a good deal for both parties. The Canadiens lock up a reliable 
defenceman for two seasons at a reasonable salary. As for Harris, he 
gets two seasons to polish his credentials before he goes back to the 
table in 2025, when he will again be eligible to become a restricted free 
agent with arbitration rights. If all goes well, he’ll be in position to 
command a long-term deal carrying him beyond unrestricted free agency. 

Harris said he didn’t have any plans to celebrate the new contract. He 
said he treated his girlfriend and his mother to a vacation during the bye 
week. He said it was a way to repay his mother for the help she provided 
while he was growing up. 

Harris made the jump to the NHL late last season, playing 10 games 
after he finished his college career at Northeastern. Head coach Martin 
St. Louis said he wasn’t surprised that Harris made the transition without 
a stop in the American Hockey League. 

“He played four years of college hockey against 23- and 24-year-old 
players and that prepared him for the next step,” said St. Louis. 

Harris has one goal, 10 assists and a minus-6 differential in 47 games 
with the Canadiens this season. He had one goal and a plus-3 differential 
in 10 games last season with Montreal after completing his collegiate 
career at Northeastern, where he was team captain and helped the 
school win the Hockey East Conference regular-season championship. 

The 5-foot-11, 189-pounder was drafted 71st overall by the Canadiens in 
2018. 

In other news, winger Jonathan Drouin is expected to return to the lineup 
this weekend. He has been out since mid-January with an upper-body 
injury. Injured players Joel Edmundson, Sean Monahan and Kaiden 
Guhle skated prior to practice. It was Guhle’s first skate since he suffered 
a knee injury in Florida on Dec. 29. 
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Hickey on hockey: A sinking feeling Canadiens' draft odds will improve 

 

Pat Hickey  •  Montreal Gazette 

Published Feb 10, 2023 

 

There’s some good news for folks hoping that the Canadiens finish the 
season with a reasonable chance of winning the Connor Bedard 
sweepstakes or one of the several consolation prizes in what is regarded 
as a deep NHL draft. 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 
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Despite their best efforts to win, head coach Martin St. Louis and his 
crew haven’t found a winning formula of late. After a disastrous 
December filled with punishing road trips around the Christmas holiday, 
there were hopes that the team would turn things around in January, 
when they played 10 of their 14 games at the Bell Centre. 

It didn’t work out that way. The Canadiens had a 5-8-1 record in January 
and several teams have closed the gap on Montreal in the standings. 
Vancouver, which has responded well to a coaching change, has a 4-0-1 
record since Rick Tocchet replaced Bruce Boudreau and has moved two 
points ahead of the Canadiens. 

The Canadiens are facing another brutal schedule during the next three 
weeks, with eight of their next 12 games on the road. They have three 
back-to-back sets, beginning this weekend when the New York Islanders 
and the Edmonton Oilers visit the Bell Centre for the traditional Super 
Bowl weekend matinées. It’s the first of three back-to-back situations 
during a stretch that ends with a four-game trip to the Western U.S. to 
begin March. 

The Canadiens might also have less depth after the March 3 trade 
deadline, when they figure to be sellers. But the two players most likely to 
be moved, forward Sean Monahan and defenceman Joel Edmundson, 
haven’t been in the lineup lately. 

All-star musings: I can’t remember what I did last weekend but, whatever 
it was, it was more productive than watching the NHL all-star nonsense 
on the edge of a swamp in Florida. 

The last time the NHL All-Star Game was relevant was when there was 
an actual game between the Stanley Cup champion and the best players 
from the rest of the league. 

If this game was designed to boost fan interest in South Florida, it failed. 
There were thousands of empty seats in the venue that bears the generic 
name FLA Live Arena because they can’t find a sponsor interested in 
paying for the naming rights. 

Good weather was cited as a reason for the poor turnout, but a fan 
festival on Fort Lauderdale beach had to be cancelled because it was too 
windy. 

And Florida being Florida, there was a hissy fit from Governor Ron 
DeSantis, who was upset because the NHL held a career event for 
diverse job seekers pursuing careers in hockey. It fits in with the league’s 
Hockey is for Everyone initiative. 

In the original announcement for the event, it said participants had to be 
older than 18, a U.S. resident and “identify as female, Black, 
Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic/Latino, Indigenous, LGBTQIA+, and/or a 
person with a disability” or a veteran. 

That was far too woke for DeSantis, whose office issued a terse 
statement that read: “We do not abide by the woke notion that 
discrimination should be overlooked if applied in a politically popular 
manner or against an unpopular demographic.” 

DeSantis’s press secretary, Bryan Griffin, demanded that the NHL 
“remove and denounce” the “prohibitions it has imposed” on the event’s 
attendees. And the NHL turtled and quickly deleted the self-identification 
criteria because after all, hockey is for everyone. 

The Guardian, a respected British newspaper, said it found the NHL an 
unlikely target for DeSantis’s wrath because hockey is the whitest major 
pro sport. 

From the Guardian: “Not only are NHL team owners overwhelmingly 
white, male and rich — they also mostly donate to Republicans. Between 
2016 and 2020, NHL owners donated around $7 million to Republican 
politicians versus just $1.7 million to Democrats, according to an analysis 
at FiveThirtyEight of publicly available contribution data. To put that into 
perspective, the same analysis found that NFL owners donated just over 
$5 million to Republicans during the same period. 

“It’s fair to wonder just how far the NHL thought it could take its inclusivity 
message before it naturally ran aground against the political ideology 
held by the majority of team owners — not to mention, in the case of Jeff 
Vinik, owner of the Tampa Bay Lightning and part of DeSantis’s 
economic advisory committee in 2018, their political friends.” 
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Canadiens defenceman Jordan Harris signs two-year contract extension 

 

Pat Hickey  •  Montreal Gazette 

Published Feb 10, 2023 

 

The Canadiens announced Friday that the team has agreed to terms on 
a two-year, US$2.8-million contract extension for the 2023-24 and 2024-
25 seasons with defenceman Jordan Harris. 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 

The 22-year-old has one goal, 10 assists and a minus-6 differential in 47 
games with the Canadiens this season. He had one goal and a plus-3 
differential in 10 games last season with Montreal after completing his 
collegiate career at Northeastern University in Boston, where he was 
team captain and helped the school win the Hockey East Conference 
regular-season championship. 

The 5-foot-11 ,189-pounder was drafted 71st overall by the Canadiens in 
2018. 

The native of Haverhill, Mass., was coached in youth hockey by 
Canadiens GM Kent Hughes. 
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Canadiens trade deadline: If Josh Anderson is truly in demand, a deal 
now makes sense 

 

Arpon Basu 

11-14 minutes 2/10/2023 

 

When Canadiens general manager Kent Hughes was doing his 
midseason media availability, he was asked a very general question 
about how he’s handling some of the veterans who may feel they are in a 
position to get moved between now and the March 3 trade deadline. 

He began his response by describing how he handled the Ben Chiarot 
situation last season, essentially telling him he would be traded. With 
others, however, he had more nuanced conversations. 

“There were other players where we said we may, or we may not. We 
don’t have to do this. If the situation presents itself where we think we 
can be advancing our objectives here, we’ll do it. If not, we won’t,” 
Hughes said. “But (my) door’s open. Obviously, Eddy’s name’s been out 
a lot. Josh’s name’s out all the time, it seems like, at least since I’ve been 
here. So, I met with both of them, just to say that I’m watching some of 
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this stuff on TV. It’s not necessarily accurate, I can’t really control 
speculation so if you have questions or you’re up tight about anything, 
just come see me and I’ll just try to tell you what I can tell you, without 
lying.” 

“Eddy,” of course, is Joel Edmundson, and with one year left on his 
contract, playing a position and a style in high demand this time of year, it 
makes perfect sense that Hughes would have that conversation. 

But “Josh” is Josh Anderson. He has four years left on his contract after 
this one at $5.5 million a year, and as a result doesn’t seem like 
someone that is typically moved at the trade deadline, especially not with 
money being so tight around the league. He is a winger, a position that is 
not in high demand at the deadline unless you are a premium scorer, 
which Anderson clearly is not. Yes, his style as a power forward with 
speed who finishes hits and can be a punishing opponent is definitely 
desirable, but his contract would seem to offset that desire. 

Except whenever Hughes talks about the trade market, he seems to go 
out of his way to mention, usually without being asked specifically about 
him, how many calls he is always taking on Josh Anderson. It is almost 
as if Hughes is trying to make it clear that demand is high for Anderson, 
and when the supply of players like him is so small around the league, 
the most basic knowledge of economics would tell you what that would 
do to the price required for Hughes to actually trade him. 

And so, at some point in the last little while, Hughes called Anderson into 
his office to talk to him about it. The former agent in Hughes knows what 
trade rumours can be like for a player, so he wanted to clear the air. 

“To be honest with you, I thought it was really cool that he brought me in 
and had an honest conversation,” Anderson said after practice Thursday. 
“I haven’t really had that from a GM. He pretty much just said, I know 
your name’s floating around out there and I just wanted to let you know 
where we stand and what could happen and what can’t happen. I told 
him my honest opinion, that I love this city. But again, it’s a business, this 
organization, this game, and anything can happen. It was cool to get that 
feedback though.” 

Did he give you any assurance that he wouldn’t trade you? 

“Uhh, no,” Anderson said, “not really.” 

Then, Anderson smiled. He has more business savvy than most players. 
The reason the Columbus Blue Jackets felt forced to trade him was 
because Anderson was only willing to sign either a long-term contract or 
a one-year deal that would walk him straight to unrestricted free agency, 
and he was at the heart of that strategy. So Anderson knows the deal 
here, he knows where the Canadiens are heading, and he knows he has 
value. 

“I feel like ever since everything wasn’t going well in Columbus, my 
name’s been popping up, and that was the start of it, of how quickly 
things can change when your team’s kind of out of the playoffs and you 
don’t know where your team stands, things can always happen,” he said. 
“The way I look at it is it’s probably a good thing that there’s a bunch of 
teams calling, it means you’re wanted. But at the same time, I would 
prefer to stay here and win here. But anything can happen, right? 

“I don’t think he’s looking to (trade me), but if something pops up that he 
can’t turn down, well, there you go, right?” 

Are there people actually calling though? Which teams could even 
consider taking on his contract knowing the Canadiens are almost 
guaranteed to be unwilling to retain one penny of it for the next four 
years? And once you build that tiny list of teams who can afford it and 
who also have playoff aspirations, how many have the assets Hughes 
has made clear would be necessary to even enter into talks over 
Anderson? 

I don’t have the answers to those questions, but I do have this anecdote. 

Last month, I was talking to someone who sits on the scouts’ row at the 
Bell Centre relatively regularly. I was talking about Evgenii Dadonov, 
trying to ascertain whether his history as a consistent scorer might 

interest teams at the trade deadline even if this season has been a 
struggle for him (short answer, not so much). 

And then, suddenly, this person changed the topic of conversation. 

“What about Anderson?” they asked. “Think they would trade Anderson?” 

I obviously didn’t know the answer to that question, except to say that 
Anderson was far from being untouchable, that everyone has a price. But 
that contract … 

“The fact is, guys like us,” the person responded, pointing up and down 
scouts’ row, “still like guys like him.” 

“Maybe that’ll change one day, but we still like guys like him.” 

So, that explains why the calls keep coming, why Anderson’s name 
keeps popping up. He’s a commodity in low supply, and the demand for 
the commodity remains high. 

“Playoff hockey is still heavy hockey,” that scout said. “The standard 
drops, it just does. And he can help you play heavy hockey.” 

We saw that from Anderson in the 2021 playoff run, most glaringly in the 
first round against the Toronto Maple Leafs. At one point in that series, 
the Maple Leafs defencemen — Jake Muzzin in particular — started just 
getting rid of pucks that were dumped in their zone. They had enough of 
Anderson coming in with a head of steam and ruining their lives, one hit 
at a time. 

That is an impact that only comes after you’ve made the investment over 
a number of games to create that apprehension, something Anderson did 
throughout those playoffs. The stat line is not all that flattering for him 
from that run, with five goals and six points in 22 playoff games. But that 
other impact, the one where your opponents literally change the way they 
play because of the way you play, is harder to measure on a stat sheet. 
And that’s something Anderson has shown he can bring to a playoff 
team. 

“You’re playing for something a lot more important than in the regular 
season,” Anderson said. “Obviously the regular season is very important 
and you want to be a consistent player, but it’s also hard to play that style 
of game for 82 games. But when you get to the playoffs, your mindset is 
you have to win four games out of seven and you’re trying to do 
everything you can to help your team win those games. That’s when you 
kind of ramp it up and you kind of become a different player. 

“I don’t know. You just want to win, bad.” 

That is what makes the guys sitting in scouts’ row like players like 
Anderson. 

But I spoke to another scout who doesn’t necessarily share the same 
opinion, just to play devil’s advocate. That scout sees a player who would 
have to play in the right system to be most effective, and it’s not the 
system the Canadiens currently play. The scout said Anderson would be 
best playing for a chip-and-chase team that puts a premium on 
forechecking more so than problem-solving, than thinking. A team where 
Anderson could play his north-south game and not process too much 
information on the ice. 

The Carolina Hurricanes could be a good fit in that sense, he suggested. 
Or the Winnipeg Jets. Or the Calgary Flames. 

But on top of a system fit, there needs to be a money fit. And that 
complicates things even further. 

“He’s a complementary part, so if you have a good team, that’s great; he 
can complement those good players,” the scout said. “But paying $5.5 
million for that? That’s a hell of a complementary part … If he was on my 
team, it’s not as if I’d be disappointed. But I’d also be wondering how 
much of that money he’s taking up could be used better elsewhere.” 

One scenario in which Anderson’s contract could be appealing, the scout 
noted, would be with a team that has trouble attracting free agents or 
even re-signing their own guys. A team like the Jets, for example. 
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So now, we’re adding a lot of layers to a team that could be interested in 
acquiring Anderson at the deadline. It would need to be a system fit, a 
money fit for the next four years, a team that might have trouble 
attracting free agents to whom the four years on Anderson’s contract 
would be appealing, a team that is in a window to win, and a team that is 
not on Anderson’s eight-team no-trade list. 

That creates a limited market. But the laws of supply and demand are still 
in the Canadiens’ favour, because players like Anderson are not 
common, and they are even less common on the trade market. 

The NHL trade market swung into high gear Monday when the No. 1 
player on The Athletic’s trade board was moved. 

Which brings us back to Hughes mentioning Anderson’s name 
continuously when talking about managing trade rumours. In a sense, the 
trade rumours are almost originating from him, because Hughes keeps 
talking about him. 

I have no doubt Hughes is not dying to trade Anderson because he 
values the combination of speed and size he provides. But Anderson is 
28, and the Canadiens are unlikely to make the playoffs before Anderson 
turns 30. He is most valuable to a playoff team right now because he 
plays a playoff style that is not all that valuable in the regular season, and 
a playoff style that is difficult to maintain into your 30s. 

Hughes has had to watch as Sean Monahan and Edmundson went down 
to injury, depressing their value on the trade market and making it so this 
trade deadline that he hoped would be so fruitful for accelerating the 
process to competitiveness could turn out to be somewhat 
underwhelming. 

Except he has this piece that people seem to want quite badly. He has 
flaws, sure, but his strengths are extremely marketable. Maybe that’s 
why Hughes keeps mentioning he’s getting calls on Anderson, and 
maybe that’s why he felt the need to talk to Anderson about the public 
trade chatter that he himself was fueling. 

The laws of supply and demand are right there for Hughes to evaluate. If 
the demand for his two prime trade candidates has been lessened 
because of injury, he could always turn to the commodity he continues to 
claim has constant trade interest. 
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Imaginary NHL trade deadline deals if it was more like the NBA trade 
deadline 

 

Joshua Kloke 

13-16 minutes 11/02/2023 

 

That collective groan from so many NHL fans as the NBA trade deadline 
unfolded was one of resentment. Yes, this year’s NHL trade deadline is 
expected to be a little more intriguing than usual with the possibility of, 
say, Patrick Kane on the move. 

But even Maple Leafs GM Kyle Dubas admitted Thursday he had “a little 
bit of jealousy” at how wild the NBA’s deadline is compared to the NHL’s, 
which is about as salacious a comment as you might get in the uber-
conservative NHL.  

Beyond Dubas, you could practically hear a uniform message being 
shared in group chats: Imagine the NHL’s trade deadline was just as 
unrestrained as the NBA’s? Can you picture a team in the buttoned-up-
tight NHL really letting their hair down and trading away one of the 

league’s best players at the deadline? A team in the playoff picture, no 
less?  

Yeah, imagine that.  

If you're an NHL fan hoping for a deadline similar to this NBA madness, 
I've got good news for you: The entire league either has no cap space or 
is tanking, the biggest names are mostly depth guys, and every GM is 
petrified of trading futures 

Well, imagine, we did. 

With the dust still settling on the NBA’s trade deadline, and to satiate the 
need for drama in the NHL that the NBA has made part of their brand, 
The Athletic wondered: What would the NHL comparables from the 
NBA’s biggest trade deadline deals look like? 

For the sake of this hypothetical and entirely-too-fun exercise, we’re 
using The Athletic’s 2022-23 NBA player tiers and NHL equivalent, age, 
as well as NBA trade grades stories  

Published as a baseline for comparing players moved.  

With both league’s playoff formats relatively similar, we’re going to use 
teams that are in similar positions in the standings as well. And we’re 
opting not to worry too much about contract status here: With the two 
leagues having different salary cap structures, getting bogged down in 
numbers would ruin the fun. 

And that’s the point, right? One league is fun, the other is the NHL. Let’s 
see if we can dream a little to make the latter far more entertaining for 
fans. 

Real NBA trade:  

Phoenix Suns (fifth in Western Conference) get: Kevin Durant and TJ 
Warren 

Brooklyn Nets (fifth in Eastern Conference) get: four unprotected first-
round picks, Mikal Bridges, Cam Johnson, Jae Crowder and a 2028 draft 
pick exchange. 

Could you imagine an NHL team parting with a player of Durant’s 
generational game-changing ability at the deadline? This is a player who 
ranked 13th on The Athletic’s list of the top 75 players of all time. 

Could you imagine an NHL team handing over four first-round picks and 
not lottery-protecting a single one? 

And could you imagine this happening with both teams in similar 
positions in the standings and hypothetically similar chances to succeed 
in the playoffs? 

Look, I’m sorry for overdoing it on the italics, but it’s just that hard to 
grasp. 

Comparable NHL trade:  

Vegas Golden Knights (third in West) get: Victor Hedman and Pierre-
Edouard Bellemare 

Tampa Bay Lightning (fifth in East) get: four first-round picks (not lottery 
protected), Nicolas Roy, Chandler Stephenson, Zach Whitecloud and a 
2028 draft pick exchange 

My first suggestion for a comparable trade of this magnitude was Nathan 
MacKinnon being traded. MacKinnon is part of the NHL’s upper tier of 
players on a team that is in the meaty middle of the playoff picture. 

But the NHL’s ingrained conservatism got the best of me and contracts 
ended up playing a slight role in this deal. Victor Hedman will legitimately 
go down as the best defenceman of his era. He’s also on the not-
desirable side of 30 and only has two seasons left on his contract after 
2023. 

In this alternate reality, I can see the Lightning, who have a history of 
pulling rabbits out of hats, feeling confident in some of their younger, core 
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pieces while also wincing at the idea of having to get through both the 
Bruins and Maple Leafs during the playoffs (I know, I know) and trying to 
aim for more Stanley Cups down the road. The Lightning are a team that 
have historically drafted and developed well, so loading up on picks 
makes some sense here too. 

The Golden Knights, like the NBA’s Suns, appear just outside of the 
NHL’s elite teams but are knocking on the door to get in. Like the Suns, 
they’re built to win now and Hedman would help them do that. And 
somewhat crucially, the Golden Knights have their next three first-round 
picks and have a recent history of swinging big on trades. This 
completely hypothetical deal would make them the class of the Western 
Conference, future be damned. 

Jesse Granger, Golden Knights beat writer: Woah, that’s a lot of draft 
capital! If there’s a team willing to give all that up for a star player, it’s 
probably the Golden Knights. Can you imagine a top pairing of Victor 
Hedman and Alex Pietrangelo and a world where Shea Theodore is the 
third power play option on the blue line? That’s a disgustingly deep, 
talented (and aging) defense. 

Bellemare is already a fan favorite in Vegas and would be a perfect fit in 
Bruce Cassidy’s bottom six as a defensively-responsible center who 
provides great leadership in the room. 

On one hand, giving up two young players and nearly a half-decade of 
first-round picks would absolutely eviscerate the Golden Knights’ future. 
On the other hand, their future may already be pretty bleak so they might 
as well go further all-in on winning now, and Hedman is awesome. 

Real NBA trade:  

Dallas Mavericks (fourth in West) get: Kyrie Irving and Markieff Morris 

Brooklyn Nets (fifth in East) get: Spencer Dinwiddie, Dorian Finney-
Smith, 2029 first-round pick and two future second-round picks 

The fire sale in Brooklyn also saw Irving, a maligned but talented player 
landing toward the top of the NBA’s third tier, moved. And as Seth 
Partnow wrote about Irving in the NBA player tiers, “On talent, reputation 
and even individual per-minute production, Irving should be much 
higher.”   

For the sake of argument, if a player of his ability and with a history of 
making headlines was moved at the NHL’s trade deadline, it would be 
the most-discussed deal in recent NHL trade deadline history, no?  

And in the NBA, it only dominated the news cycle for the requisite 24 
hours. 

Comparable NHL trade: 

Winnipeg Jets (second in West) get: Steven Stamkos and Corey Perry 

Tampa Bay Lightning (fifth in East) get: Neal Pionk, Morgan Barron, 2029 
first-round pick and two future second-round picks. 

Again, another hypothetical: Would this be akin to the Avalanche saying 
they’re building solely around Cale Makar and ditching MacKinnon and 
Gabriel Landeskog as an Irving comparable? 

Perhaps, but in this universe that sees fun NHL trades actually happen, 
the Jets swing on Stamkos. He is a similar player tier as Irving and the 
Jets would hope he complements a group of players who may or may not 
have what it takes to actually make some noise in the playoffs.  

The Lightning get back a decent blue liner in Pionk to aid in the loss of 
Hedman, one five years younger, too. 

Still, this deal feels just as impossible to picture, which speaks to the 
NHL’s reluctance to trade good players that are still lower on our player 
tier rankings. 

Murat Ates, Jets beat writer: Mr. Cheveldayoff! Or Kevin? Can I call you 
Kevin? I feel as though that’s too personal somehow, considering that the 
city of Winnipeg is about to offer you its knighthood. Yes, there you’ll be, 

carved into snow at Festival du Voyageur alongside Terry Fox, Desiree 
Scott, and Clara Hughes, feted for bringing the former 60 goal man back 
to the city where he reached that feat. Stamkos is still a point-per-game 
player at 33 years old, deadly on the power play, captain of his team, and 
an excellent faceoff man for years after being bad at those while being 
good at scoring 60 goals early on in his career. Who cares about the 
picks and goodbye to Neal Pionk and Morgan Barron; your stars have 
become brighter as footnotes in Jets lore than they ever could have been 
as players. 

Back to you, Mr. Cheveldayoff. What golden elixir you used to convince 
Tampa Bay to give up on Stamkos… May I have some? I’m about to 
negotiate a book deal and I’d like to get paid. 

Real NBA trade: 

Utah Jazz (11th in West) get: Russell Westbrook, Juan Toscano-
Anderson, Damian Jones and a first-round pick. 

Los Angeles Lakers (13th in West) get: D’Angelo Russell, Malik Beasley 
and Jarred Vanderbilt. 

Minnesota Timberwolves (eighth in West) get: Mike Conley Jr, Nickeil 
Alexander-Walker and a second-round pick. 

An eight-player, three-team NHL trade that isn’t based solely on the third 
team picking up a quarter of a player’s cap hit for a middling draft pick? In 
this economy? 

Obviously, the center-piece of this deal is the mercurial Westbrook, a 
player who might be past his prime now but was once legitimately one of 
the handful of the best players on the planet. He’s always played the 
game his own way and now finds a home on a team that has designs on 
building for the future.  

For the sake of argument, we’re imagining the focal point of this trade 
being a Tier 4 veteran NHL star going from a team looking to get out of a 
big contract while another team with a history of buy-outs plans for the 
future. 

NHL comparable trade:  

Calgary Flames (tied for final wild-card spot in West) get: Matt Dumba, 
Jordan Greenway and three second-round picks  

OK, so Karlsson is in the middle of the kind of remarkable season 
Westbrook isn’t having. But perhaps this season is an anomaly moving 
forward. Karlsson (32) and Westbrook (34) were in similar player tiers, 
are of similar ages and by league standards, each have weighty 
contracts. 

The bet here for the Wild is that the Sharks don’t materialize into a strong 
playoff team down the road and that by taking on an $11.5-million cap hit, 
they’ve banked a first-round pick that could end up going quite high in the 
draft. Hey, the Wild might even have space in the real world to add 
Karlsson’s massive contract. They could shoot their shot in the playoffs 
this year, see what happens and then opt to even buy out Karlsson at 
some point during the next four years of his deal, something they’ve done 
in the past with Zach Parise and Ryan Suter. It seems like that’s part of 
the consideration for the Jazz with Westbrook, is all I’m saying. 

The Sharks get a younger defenceman back in Hanifin who hasn’t 
completely lived up to his potential since being drafted fifth in 2015 but 
could play a larger role in the Sharks rebuild. 

And the Flames add some serious draft capital as well as some pieces 
on the blue line that may/may not work under Darryl Sutter. 

See, I’ve almost talked myself into a deal of this scope occurring!  

But after I’ve given my head a shake by simply reviewing past NHL trade 
deadlines, I’m reminded that it’s illogical to even imagine this kind of deal 
NHL going down. I get it. But once again, that’s sort of that point. 

Real NBA trade:  
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Detroit Pistons (last in East) get: James Wiseman 

Golden State Warriors (ninth in West) get: Gary Payton II and two future 
second-round picks from the Atlanta Hawks 

Atlanta Hawks (eighth in East) get: Saddiq Bey 

Portland Trailblazers (10th in West) get: Kevin Knox and five future 
second-round picks 

This deal is complicated but what you need to know: Wiseman, the No. 2 
pick in the 2020 NBA Draft went, at first, for five second-round picks 
before other teams got involved. Wiseman has not lived up to his 
potential since being drafted. This trade does look like a salary dump, 
given what Wiseman is projected to earn and what the Warriors would 
have to eventually pay in luxury tax.  

Comparable NHL trade: 

Yea, it’s not even worth it. 

Look, there is some sort of comparison here with the second overall pick 
in the 2017 NHL Draft, Nolan Patrick, being dealt by the Flyers to the 
Golden Knights a full four years after that draft. He was part of a three-
way trade with the Predators that involved a serious pick-up by the Flyers 
in Ryan Ellis and another highly-touted young player, Cody Glass. 

For comparison’s sake: Alexis Lafrenière, the first pick in the 2020 NHL 
Draft, hasn’t exactly found his footing with the Rangers in his two-and-a-
half NHL seasons. The common, and probably correct, line of thinking is 
that he still needs more time to develop.  

But to see an NHL team ruthlessly cut ties from a second-overall pick 
that they believed was not part of their long-term plans? And to do it, at 
first, for a truckload of picks with no serious, tangible return? And then to 
involve two more teams in the equation? 

For comparison’s sake: Would the Blackhawks take a chance and move 
so much draft capital on Lafrenière? 

Unfathomable. 

And that’s the takeaway here: When an NBA front office sees that their 
window to win is wide open, they’re more comfortable taking an 
aggressive stance to capitalize on that window. The ratings blitz on trade 
programs on television and buzz generated boosts the greater popularity 
of the league. Perhaps it’s that ruthlessness in team-building that is 
missing in the NHL and that fans could stand to see more of. 
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NHL Power Rankings: Trade deadline needs for every team … except 
our No. 1 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn, Sean Gentille 

18-22 minutes 10/02/2023 

 

The NHL trade deadline is three weeks away. And guess what: Your 
team needs something. 

It might be big. It might be small. It might be doable. It might be 
impossible. But your team needs to add some guy in some spot … 
unless your team is the Bruins. 

And guess what — Power Rankings HQ wrote up the shopping list. Just 
save some of it for March 3. We have to keep the lights on here. 

1. Boston Bruins 

Last Week: 1 

Record: 39-7-5 

Sean rank: 1 

Dom rank: 1 

Biggest team need: Come on. 

When healthy the Bruins look like this. 

Marchand – Bergeron – Debrusk 

Hall – Krejci – Pastrnak 

Zacha – Coyle – Frederic 

Foligno – Nosek – Greer 

Lindholm – McAvoy 

Grzelcyk – Carlo 

Forbort – Clifton 

Ullmark 

Swayman 

See any holes there? Because we don’t. Maybe a top-nine forward to 
upgrade on Trent Frederic, but that feels marginal at best. The vibes are 
good and this is a perfect team as currently constructed. No notes. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last Week: 2 

Record: 34-9-8 

Sean rank: 2 

Dom rank: 2 

Biggest team need: A top-six scorer 

Ideally, the Canes would be able to find themselves a solid 1B down the 
middle behind Sebastian Aho because Jesperi Kotkaniemi is producing 
points at a per-60 rate (1.66) on par with Ryan Poehling and Eetu 
Luostarinen. That’s not good enough for a contender. Alas, elite centers 
don’t grow on trees at deadline time — and Bo Horvat landed on Long 
Island for a lot of money and a lot of years. So, turn to the wings. Timo 
Meier makes almost too much sense, and his price tag will be rightfully 
enormous. Would Patrick Kane waive his NMC for Carolina? Would 
Carolina look past his hip injury and disastrous five-on-five impacts? 

3. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last Week: 3 

Record: 33-16-2 

Sean rank: 3 

Dom rank: 3 

Biggest team need: Some random, cheap middle-six guy with term that 
can forecheck 

The Lightning have a playbook they follow every trade deadline — no 
sense changing that now. Who’s the next Paul-Hagel-Coleman-Goodrow 
type add that will achieve playoff folk hero status? 

4. New Jersey Devils 

Last Week: 4 

Record: 34-13-4 

Sean rank: 4 

Dom rank: 4 
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Biggest team need: Timo Meier 

Shocker. Meier’s gifts are well known, at this point. Since his first full 
season in 2017-18, he’s scored five-on-five goals at a per-60 rate (1.03) 
that’s a tick better than Leon Draisaitl, Jack Hughes and Elias 
Pettersson, and he does it while having an enormously positive impact 
on puck possession. Players of his age and caliber are rarely available, 
and he’d look great as a short-term add for a legit contender and a long-
term running mate for Hughes. 

5. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last Week: 5 

Record: 31-13-8 

Sean rank: 5 

Dom rank: 5 

Biggest team need: An actually good forward 

There are some who believe the Leafs need a defenseman, but unless 
they’re swapping out Morgan Rielly for an actual elite number one, what’s 
the point? 

What Toronto needs is a forward. A good one. A needle-mover who can 
play in the top six on the left side. After The Big Four and Michael 
Bunting there is a massive chasm in talent down to the Alex Kerfoots and 
Pierre Engvalls of the world. The Leafs need scoring insurance in case 
the top guys get shut down. Getting some random third-liner with good 
Corsi isn’t going to cut it. 

6. New York Rangers 

Last Week: 8 

Record: 29-14-8 

Sean rank: 6 

Dom rank: 6 

Biggest team need: Artemi Panarin’s best friend 

Not that one. The other one. Honestly though, if Thursday’s trade ends 
the whole Patrick Kane-to-Manhattan thing once and for all, it might be 
for the best. Now, the Rangers’ forward group makes sense. Niko 
Mikkola is an upgrade on the bottom pair, too. If Chicago can just get a 
third team to take on another chunk of Kane’s salary, maybe he can play 
with Vincent Tro … actually, never mind. This team is good to go. 

Blues GM Doug Armstrong finally found the right trade fit for Vladimir 
Tarasenko.@jprutherford details what went into the deal for St. Louis, 
how they got the first-rounder they wanted, and the phone call to 
Tarasenko's agent. https://t.co/pU2UPC2xfm 

— The Athletic NHL (@TheAthleticNHL) February 10, 2023 

7. Dallas Stars 

Last Week: 6 

Record: 30-13-10 

Sean rank: 7 

Dom rank: 7 

Biggest team need: Depth 

Pierre LeBrun made this point after his recent conversation with Stars 
GM Jim Nill: A rental makes more sense than a high-profile add for 
Dallas, partially due to the pending jump in salary for Roope Hintz (more 
than $5 million for 2023-24 and beyond). That’s for the best, too, given 
the lack of attractive long-term options and the Stars’ actual needs. The 
first line is set. There are solid pieces in place in the middle six, too. But 
something’s got to give, even if it’s just an upgrade on Denis Gurianov. 
The rest of the team is too good to have dead spots. 

8. Winnipeg Jets 

Last Week: 9 

Record: 32-19-1 

Sean rank: 8 

Dom rank: 8 

Biggest team need: A top-four defenseman and a top-nine winger 

The Jets are having a really nice season and in a wide-open West they 
have a real shot at a deep run. But a deep run means depth and that’s 
where the Jets are shallow. There’s enough star power here that 
Winnipeg can ride along with a superstar goalie, but the Jets need some 
help around the edges. The third line could be beefed up a bit and 
another difference-making defender to help Josh Morrissey out would be 
great, too. 

9. Edmonton Oilers 

Last Week: 11 

Record: 29-18-5 

Sean rank: 9 

Dom rank: 9 

Biggest team need: A real No. 1 defenseman 

The Oilers are starting to come around: An 8-0-2 record in their last 10 
and some sparkling underlying numbers of late. They’ve got some elite 
scorers and strong depth throughout, but it feels like the one thing they’re 
missing is one of the toughest things to acquire: a stud on the blue line. 

Edmonton is paying Darnell Nurse to be that and while he’s fine, he’s not 
quite contender fine. That’s a big difference and is currently what 
separates them from the league’s best. 

Jakob Chychrun is out there, baby. Just do it. 

10. Colorado Avalanche 

Last Week: 10 

Record: 27-19-4 

Sean rank: 10 

Dom rank: 10 

Biggest team need: An advance in modern medicine and a second-line 
center. 

In the absence of some sort of injury-preventing amulet or topical cream, 
the Avs can settle for getting Gabriel Landeskog back at some point 
soon. Totally. Jared Bednar swears he’ll be skating again in a week or 
so. Scout’s honor. Assuming that happens, their full attention can turn 
toward getting a better 2c option than J.T. Compher, and they can look to 
the Blackhawks for help. We’re talking, of course, about Max Domi. 

11. Seattle Kraken 

Last Week: 7 

Record: 29-17-5 

Sean rank: 12 

Dom rank: 12 

Biggest team need: One (1) elite player 

Look, we never said this would be a realistic deadline needs list. Seattle 
is an exceptionally deep team, but when the playoffs roll around it’s 
unlikely the Kraken will face any team in the West and have the best 
player in the series. That’s a problem when it comes to playoff hockey 
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and while Seattle has the weakest links covered, the strongest links 
leave a lot to be desired. 

One elite game-changer would change that — and there’s a reason 
Vegas went all-in on that philosophy after striking gold with the all-depth 
approach to start. We’ll see if the Kraken can buck the trend and find 
similar magic to Vegas’ first season, but history isn’t on their side. 

12. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last Week: 16 

Record: 31-18-4 

Sean rank: 11 

Dom rank: 11 

Biggest team need: A new back for Mark Stone 

If a backiotomy is out of the picture, they can just trade for Kane. He’s a 
really expensive star dealing with an injury of his own, so he’ll fit right in. 

13. Los Angeles Kings 

Last Week: 13 

Record: 28-18-7 

Sean rank: 13 

Dom rank: 14 

Biggest team need: A goalie 

The “wait, is Pheonix Copley actually good?” era was fun for a few 
weeks, but the last five or six games have seen the clock strike midnight 
on the former third-stringer. Los Angeles needs a real solution in 
between the pipes and the fact Copley even sufficed as one for a bit is a 
testament to that. This is a good team, but the Kings need saves and the 
current duo doesn’t inspire much confidence. 

14. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last Week: 14 

Record: 25-16-9 

Sean rank: 14 

Dom rank: 13 

Biggest team need: A third-line center. 

It’s fair to ask whether Ron Hextall has interest in doing, uh, anything, 
and reasonable to wonder how he’d pull off any moves of consequence, 
even if he were. In the Canes’ blurb, we brought up Penguins fourth-liner 
Ryan Poehling’s 1.66 points/60 as a way of illustrating Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi’s anemic production. Jeff Carter is behind both, at 1.65. 
Hextall’s decisions on the bottom six — extending Carter and Kasperi 
Kapanen, specifically — are threatening to waste one of the last viable 
years of Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang. They’re capped 
out and perilously short on the assets necessary to improve. But sure, 
adding a guy like Domi would help. 

15. Washington Capitals 

Last Week: 18 

Record: 27-20-6 

Sean rank: 15 

Dom rank: 16 

Biggest team need: Another perfectly adequate NHL forward, just kidding 

The Capitals have roughly 32 NHL-caliber forwards: Alex Ovechkin, and 
31 average-ish guys. They’re a deep team and winning for that reason, 
but Ovechkin needs some real help in the difference-making department. 

16. Florida Panthers 

Last Week: 21 

Record: 26-22-6 

Sean rank: 16 

Dom rank: 17 

Biggest team need: A true top-four defenseman — not like last year 

First order of business for Florida should probably be trying to get their 
unprotected first-round pick back from the Canadiens. Assuming that 
reversing the Ben Chiarot disaster isn’t an option, they might as well try 
to keep forcing their way back into the wild-card picture. Adding a cost-
effective, decent left-side defenseman like Detroit’s Olli Määttä would 
make sense. Their cap situation, though, is a disaster. 

17. Minnesota Wild 

Last Week: 12 

Record: 27-20-4 

Sean rank: 19 

Dom rank: 15 

Biggest team need: A middleman for Kirill Kaprizov and Mats Zuccarello 

Minnesota’s devolution into a sub-mediocre five-on-five team has been 
something to behold. A big reason for that is wrapped up here: 

The Wild’s best bet might just be to hope Marco Rossi has picked up 
enough seasoning in his AHL stint because they’re not going to be able 
to shop in the “first-line center” section of the store. 

18. New York Islanders 

Last Week: 19 

Record: 27-23-5 

Sean rank: 17 

Dom rank: 18 

Biggest team need: For Bo Horvat’s scorching hot stick to never cool 
down. 

He’s now scored twice in his first 10 shots with the Islanders. Twenty 
percent is, of course, a small step down from where he was with the 
Canucks. In any case, that sort of production stretched over 27 more 
games just might give the Isles the juice they need to pass Pittsburgh 
and Washington in the wild-card race. Of course, they’re going to have to 
do better than stuff like Thursday’s zero-point night against Vancouver. 
Horvat’s goal didn’t help there. 

19. Buffalo Sabres 

Last Week: 15 

Record: 26-20-4 

Sean rank: 18 

Dom rank: 19 

Biggest team need: A whole bunch of depth pieces 

The vibes are strong in Buffalo and the core is beginning to take shape. 
The Sabres are on the rise, but they need some help around the edges. 
The bottom six is hit-or-miss and the same goes for any defenseman not 
named Rasmus Dahlin, Owen Power or Mattias Samuelsson. Buffalo has 
the hardest part mostly figured out — it’s on the fringes where there’s still 
work to be done. 

20. Calgary Flames 

Last Week: 17 
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Record: 24-18-10 

Sean rank: 21 

Dom rank: 20 

Biggest team need: Whatever that gizmo was in “Everything Everywhere 
All At Once” so Jonathan Huberdeau can regain his superpowers from 
the 2021-22 version of Jonathan Huberdeau 

OK, so I (Dom) just watched “Everything Everywhere All At Once” and 
naturally, I needed an outlet to talk about it. This place — a spot for 
ranking hockey teams — felt perfect. 

The movie was delightfully weird, and for Calgary’s sake it would be 
perfect if the technology within it was real. Imagine Jonathan Huberdeau 
with some weird things around his ears, pouring Gatorade into his hair 
like shampoo in order to verse jump and steal the powers of another 
version of himself: the 2021-22 version that scored 115 points. 

We’ve harped on him a lot this year, but is it really unfair given the 
massive drop in performance year-over-year? Having Huberdeau back 
on his game would solve a lot of the problems here. The Flames are 
missing an offensive gamebreaker. 

21. Nashville Predators 

Last Week: 20 

Record: 24-19-6 

Sean rank: 20 

Dom rank: 21 

Biggest team need: For the 24th straight year, an actually legit first-line 
center 

It’s not Ryan Johansen anymore. Matt Duchene is on the wing now. 
Mikael Granlund fell off. Juuso Parssinen was fun for a few weeks. Next 
up, Cody Glass. Sure. Maybe one day there will be a real guy there. One 
day. 

22. Ottawa Senators 

Last Week: 22 

Record: 24-23-3 

Sean rank: 23 

Dom rank: 22 

Biggest team need: A Hamburglar-sized miracle 

The Senators have won four straight and are one of the league’s hotter 
teams. To make the playoffs would take a miracle, but hey, why not 
dream a little? 

Believe it or not, the Senators are actually 11th in expected goal 
differential this season in all situations. Their minus-nine actual goal 
differential puts them 25 goals behind. This team should be better, so 
what if the final 32 games saw an explosive regression that saw Ottawa 
go on a massive winning streak. The Senators have a two percent 
chance at the playoffs — that’s not zero. 

23. Detroit Red Wings 

Last Week: 23 

Record: 22-20-8 

Sean rank: 22 

Dom rank: 23 

Biggest team need: A time machine to get a do-over on this past 
offseason 

We’ll stick to Steve Yzerman’s big-ticket items: Andrew Copp, at $5.625 
AAV for five years, should probably be higher than 11th on the team in 
points/60 (1.82); Ville Husso has a .900 save percentage and is 67th in 
Goals Saved Above Expected (-3.19); and Ben Chiarot has spent a good 
chunk of his season sinking Moritz Seider. 

This will never not be hilarious 

24. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last Week: 24 

Record: 22-22-9 

Sean rank: 24 

Dom rank: 24 

Biggest team need: A losing streak 

We said it to start the season: The Flyers are too good to be as awful as 
their fans truly want. And here they are sitting at 22-22-9, disgustingly 
average placing them ninth from the bottom. That’s not what this team 
needs and it’s going to take a losing streak to start making up for lost 
time. The Flyers had an epic one early in the season — time to get back 
on track. 

25. St. Louis Blues 

Last Week: 25 

Record: 23-25-3 

Sean rank: 25 

Dom rank: 25 

Biggest team need: Finding a new home for Ryan O’Reilly 

It certainly seems like O’Reilly’s decline has begun, but the Blues are 
also a mess, and his linemates haven’t done him any favors. As a rental, 
he’ll bring something to a playoff-hopeful team. Given the dearth of 
centers and the Blues’ own need to truly turn the keys over to Robert 
Thomas and Jordan Kyrou, an extension would be ridiculous. He’s a 
great player who had a great run in St. Louis, but it should be over. 

26. Vancouver Canucks 

Last Week: 28 

Record: 21-27-4 

Sean rank: 26 

Dom rank: 26 

Biggest team need: A sudden resurgence from Brock Boeser over the 
next month 

It’s been a tough year for Boeser, but he’s starting to find a spark under 
Rick Tocchet, and that could up his value on the trade market. Since the 
hire, Boeser has seven points in six games and is looking like his old self. 
Thursday’s game against the Islanders saw Boeser pick up a goal and 
two assists. More games like that and the Canucks could add another 
major asset for their rebuild. Or retool. Whatever it is. 

27. Montreal Canadiens 

Last Week: 26 

Record: 20-27-4 

Sean rank: 27 

Dom rank: 27 

Biggest team need: Another first-round pick 

There are a lot of pipe dreams on this list and unfortunately for Montreal 
this one is near the top of the list. Considering what Montreal has to offer 
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(not much) and what it’s taken to get a first so far (a lot) it doesn’t feel 
likely. If Montreal is able to snag one for the ghost of Joel Edmundson, 
we will have no choice but to bow down at the front office’s mastery. It 
doesn’t feel likely, though. 

28. San Jose Sharks 

Last Week: 27 

Record:16-26 

Sean rank: 29 

Dom rank: 28 

Biggest team need: Cashing in on Erik Karlsson’s magical comeback 
season before the team accidentally wins too many games 

He’s at 70 points in 53 games now. The Sharks have 29 games 
remaining. The math on that 100-point season is starting to get pretty 
simple. Every added win, though, is detrimental to the Connor Bedard 
tank-a-thon. San Jose needs to add Karlsson to a contender while they 
still can still stack some Ls to get back into the bottom three. And if you’re 
an opposing GM, take note — he doesn’t turn 33 until May 31. Four 
years at $11.5 million sounds more reasonable by the day. 

29. Anaheim Ducks 

Last Week: 30 

Record: 17-29-6 

Sean rank: 28 

Dom rank: 29 

Biggest team need: A team that hasn’t watched John Klingberg in two 
years to want John Klingberg 

Klingberg is projected to cost his next team half a win. Not add. Cost. 
That’s what happens when you become one of the league’s worst 
defensive players. All for $7 million, baby. 

30. Arizona Coyotes 

Last Week: 29 

Record: 17-28-6 

Sean rank: 30 

Dom rank: 30 

Biggest team need: A team to bite on the big ask for Jakob Chychrun 

The thinking here is that it only takes one; as soon as some team gives 
up a first-rounder for a pending UFA who’s half as good as Chychrun, 
Arizona’s slow play will pay off. It’s going to happen. 

31. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last Week: 31 

Record: 15-29-5 

Sean rank: 31 

Dom rank: 31 

Biggest team need: A market for Patrick Kane 

And they need that market to line up with Kane’s personal preferences. 
That, combined with widespread, public acknowledgement of his hip 
injury and the fact that the Rangers are (basically) off the board, has the 
options starting to look a little … thin? Bad? How did we get here? 

Patrick Kane on the Rangers' Tarasenko deal: "It’s not like the happiest 
I’ve been to hear about a trade. … If things are going to happen, that was 
a team I was definitely looking at. It seems like they kind of filled their 
void and went ahead and made a deal." 

32. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last Week: 32 

Record: 15-32-4 

Sean rank: 32 

Dom rank: 32 

Biggest team need: One poor sucker to overpay for Vladislav Gavrikov 

This has been a year from hell for the Blue Jackets, but if it lands them 
Connor Bedard and a first-rounder for Gavrikov, all the suffering will have 
been worth it. 
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ESPN / Boston Bruins rule 2022-23 NHL season - Is Stanley Cup next? 

 

Kristen Shilton, Greg Wyshynski 

 

The Boston Bruins are having a special sort of season. 

It's a season with historic potential. And one that's way off-script. 

The Bruins weren't supposed to be a powerhouse, with an NHL-leading 
83 points and jaw-dropping 39-7-5 record. Boston didn't figure to be so 
dominant, sitting second overall in goals (3.73) and first in goals-against 
(2.12) with the league's best penalty kill (85.8%) and a top-five power 
play (25.1%) through 51 games. 

No, Boston was predicted to be in trouble. 

Brad Marchand and Charlie McAvoy would miss the start of the season 
following hip and shoulder surgery, respectively. Patrice Bergeron's 
future was in question, with talk he might retire. The team as a whole was 
aging. And after a first-round playoff loss to the Carolina Hurricanes, it 
was hard to say in what direction the Bruins were headed. 

Straight to the top, it turned out. 

The Bruins have been high-stepping their way through the competition to 
reach unprecedented heights. 

Boston set a league mark right out of the gate with the most home wins 
to start a season (14 straight) and became the first club to win 16 of its 
opening 18 games since the 1929-30 Bruins. When Boston beat 
Montreal on Jan. 24, it became the fastest team to collect 80 points, 
doing so in just 47 games. 

The 1976-77 Canadiens hold the record for most points in a season at 
132. Can Boston top that? Anything -- and everything -- feels possible. 

The Bruins have been so consistent, they didn't suffer back-to-back 
losses until game No. 49, going 0-2-1 before rebounding with a win prior 
to their All-Star break and bye week. 

Speaking of All-Stars, Boston has them in spades (and not just David 
Pastrnak and Linus Ullmark, who were voted to be part of the league's 
annual festivities earlier this month). This team's talent runs deep -- 
something that's new this season. 

What has made the Bruins so good? Can their success be sustained 
through the second half? And do they have what it takes to win the 
Stanley Cup? 
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We're breaking down all things Bruins before Boston resumes its 
schedule Saturday in a meeting with Alex Ovechkin and the Washington 
Capitals (3:30 p.m. ET, ABC and the ESPN App). 

How the Bruins were built 

Marchand's red-rimmed eyes spoke volumes. His emotionally hushed 
voice did the rest. 

It was eight months ago when the Bruins' top-line winger met the media 
following Boston's 3-2 loss to Carolina in Game 7 of their opening-round 
playoff series. Marchand was still processing the crushing defeat -- and 
the uncertainty that lay ahead for Bergeron and the rest of the team -- 
when he spoke frankly about the Bruins' window beginning to close. 

"You only get a few opportunities like these throughout your career, 
where you have a legit chance at going far," Marchand said. "And we 
thought we had that this year. It hurts." 

That postseason exodus launched a summer of speculation about the 
club's future and endlessly circuitous debates that arrived back at the 
same question: Had the Bruins' era as a perennial Stanley Cup 
contender come to an end? 

Last May, it was easy to say yes. 

Today? Not so much. 

Boston didn't need a rebuild to become the NHL's best team. The Bruins 
just had to strategically enhance a foundation that was already firm. 

Marchand and McAvoy would resurface in due time from their 
rehabilitations. Until then, Boston had superstar Pastrnak to lead the way 
for presumably another standout season -- the last of his current contract 
-- and he has excelled well past expectations with 38 goals and 72 points 
through 51 games. 

Jake DeBrusk was back as well, trade request forgotten and two-year 
extension in hand, to contribute 30 points in 36 games before fracturing a 
fibula in the Winter Classic. (He should be back in the next week or so.) 
Taylor Hall remains a top-six stalwart, good for 20-plus goals. (He 
entered the break with 15.) 

The Bruins had previously upgraded their back end, trading with 
Anaheim for Hampus Lindholm in March, and finalizing an eight-year, 
$52 million extension to lock him up long term. In goal, the Bruins 
transitioned last season from a recently retired Tuukka Rask to the full-
time, one-two punch of Ullmark (who signed a four-year, $20 million free 
agent contract in July 2021) and Jeremy Swayman (whom the Bruins' 
drafted 111th overall in 2017). 

Boston had good bones, regardless of the outcome against Carolina. But 
it was fair to wonder if time was running out. Bergeron's fate was still to 
be determined by late last spring. So general manager Don Sweeney got 
to work on other things. 

The first domino to fall came behind the bench when Sweeney fired 
coach Bruce Cassidy on June 6. Cassidy had held the position since 
February 2017, a span of 399 games, and posted a 245-108-46 record, 
six consecutive playoff appearances and a run to the 2019 Stanley Cup 
Final. 

Sweeney replaced Cassidy on July 3 with Jim Montgomery, giving the 
veteran coach his first head role since being let go by Dallas in 
December 2019 for unprofessional conduct. Montgomery subsequently 
revealed he sought counseling for alcohol abuse and checked in to an in-
patient residential program. 

Sweeney then turned his attention to the roster. He targeted depth 
upfront in a July 13 trade that sent Erik Haula to the New Jersey Devils 
for Pavel Zacha. The versatile Zacha was a seamless fit, playing at 
center or on either wing, on every line and any situation. His 11 goals 
and 35 points already are approaching career highs. And Zacha is 
sticking around with the Bruins, who inked him to a four-year, $19 million 
contract in January. 

The same day Boston grabbed Zacha, Sweeney added forward A.J. 
Greer on a two-year, $1.525 million deal. The 26-year-old has been a 
valuable bottom-six presence in his best pro season with five goals and 
nine points in 36 games. 

It was a good start. But Boston would soon add bigger building blocks. 

On Aug. 8, the Bruins announced Bergeron would return on a one-year, 
$2.5 million contract. The 37-year-old hasn't missed a beat in his 19th 
season, emerging as the runaway Selke Trophy favorite (again) and 
putting up strong numbers (38 points). 

The same day Boston signed Bergeron, David Krejci, who spent the 
2021-22 season playing in his native Czech Republic, made his NHL 
comeback official on a one-year, $1 million contract. As expected, Krejci 
has anchored Boston's second line with a rotating crop of wingers and 
generated impressive results (42 points in 46 games). 

All that incoming depth meant players already in the fold -- such as Trent 
Frederic -- had to step up or risk being left behind. The Bruins' first-round 
pick in 2016 had underwhelmed in previous seasons. Under 
Montgomery, Frederic has thrived in a bottom-six spot and already has 
produced career-best totals with 10 goals (all at 5-on-5) and 19 points in 
48 games. 

Frederic's breakout season was a long time coming. It's also one of many 
Boston has enjoyed all at once. 

Lindholm has been a revelation, from filling in for McAvoy early on to 
garnering Norris Trophy buzz for his continued excellence. In what's 
shaping up to be the best season of his career (with 33 points in 51 
games), he has brought an added dimension to Boston's blue line that 
complements the top pairing of McAvoy and Matt Grzelcyk. 

And then there's Ullmark. 

Boston's goaltender is having the season of his life, leading the NHL in 
wins (26), save percentage (.937) and goals-against average (1.90). 
Ullmark has called the success "overwhelming" while pointedly avoiding 
potential complacency to ensure it keeps going. That has helped make 
him arguably the most dominant No. 1 netminder in the league. And 
Swayman has been solid behind Ullmark at 12-3-4 with a .914 SV%. 

Frankly, it's hard to find any gaps in Boston's current roster construction. 
Montgomery has brought a fresh voice and perspective that has 
rejuvenated Bruins old and new. Multiple players are producing at levels 
they haven't touched in past seasons. It's everything Boston could ask 
for. 

Does the Bruins' success to this point mean the building is done? Will 
Sweeney add before the NHL's March 3 trade deadline? Can he risk 
messing with an incomparable team chemistry? Or would the Bruins 
come to regret standing pat while others improve? 

Only time will tell. -- Kristen Shilton 

What the numbers say 

The Boston Bruins' dominance can be quantified. No matter if it's through 
traditional stats or advanced analytics, they all tell the same story: The 
Bruins are on another level this season. 

"If there's a performance-based metric, they're right near the very top of it 
without fail," said Dimitri Filipovic, an analytics analyst who hosts "The 
Hockey PDOcast" on Sportsnet. "Whether it's specifically during 5-on-5 
play or across all situations, no one concedes fewer goals against than 
they do. But they also score goals themselves at the second-highest rate 
in both game states. The same trends apply to special teams." 

Entering Thursday night's action, the Bruins had a goal differential of 
plus-81. That was 37 goals better than the second-best team in the NHL 
in that category, the Dallas Stars at plus-44. 

The Bruins' defense is the catalyst for that. Boston has given up 111 
goals in 51 games, which was 24 fewer than the New Jersey Devils. 
Their 2.12 goals-against per game leads the NHL; if that holds, it will 
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make the Bruins the best defensive team in nine seasons, at a time when 
goal scoring continues to increase in the NHL year over year. 

Boston has caught that offensive wave too. Its 3.73 goals per game 
ranks second in the NHL to a team with Connor McDavid and Leon 
Draisaitl. If that average holds, this would be the highest-scoring Bruins 
team since the 1992-93 edition (3.95 goals per game) that saw center 
Adam Oates amass 142 points. 

The Bruins were a middling offensive team last season, ranking 15th in 
goals per game (3.09). So what changed? 

According to Stathletes, the Bruins have altered their system slightly in 
the attacking zone. Last season at 5-on-5, only 23% of their shot 
attempts came off weakside passes; this season, it's at 29.3%, as they 
are attempting and completing more cross-ice passes in the offensive 
zone. 

Another change, per Stathletes: The Bruins are using their one-timers 
more. Last season, they averaged 8.0 one-timer shot attempts per game; 
this season, that number has climbed to 13.2. 

"They attack the middle of the ice with regularity," Filipovic said. "They 
have one of the very best goal scorers in the league. They also get 
contributions from pretty much everyone. They can create a healthy 
supply of chances from a variety of sources, whether it be off the rush, 
following a cycle sequence or creating a turnover with their forecheck. It's 
a well-oiled machine right now to say the least." 

On special teams, it's more of the same. The Bruins have the fifth-best 
power play in the NHL (25.1%) and the No. 1 penalty kill (85.8%). 
Pastrnak (28 points) and Marchand (23 points) have provided the biggest 
spark with the man advantage, but McAvoy has been great in his second 
season as the primary point man (16 points in 38 games), and is on track 
to set a career high in power-play efficiency. 

But the leap from last season's 15th-ranked power play (21.2%) to this 
season's success is also a tribute to Boston's renewed depth. Lindholm 
has chipped in nine points. Krejci has 10 points. One NHL veteran said 
the simple function of having three right-handed centers in Bergeron, 
Krejci and Charlie Coyle makes their power play more effective. "They 
don't have to spend that extra split-second to make a play. The angles 
are already there on the power play," he said. 

As for the penalty kill ... hey, it's what the Patrice Bergeron Boston Bruins 
do. Since Bergeron entered the NHL in 2003-04, the Bruins are tied with 
the St. Louis Blues for the best penalty kill over that 1,455-game stretch 
at 83.1%. 

They're just as dominant at even strength. The Bruins lead all teams with 
a .945 EV save percentage and are third behind the Seattle Kraken and 
San Jose Sharks in shooting percentage (7.7%). 

As good as their goaltending numbers are, it's the Bruins' 5-on-5 defense 
that has the analytics community dumbstruck. 

"Honestly, I suspect the public numbers are underrating them a bit 
defensively," Filipovic said. 

He notes there are some disparities in "goals saved above expected" by 
Ullmark on sites such as Evolving Hockey (25.1), Sportlogiq (14.1) and 
Money Puck (19.2). Filipovic thinks the Bruins' goaltending probably nets 
out on the lower end of that scale, based on everything else the numbers 
tell us about their defense, including where they give up shots. 

Micah Blake McCurdy of Hockey Viz creates shot heat maps for every 
team. The Bruins' show them as getting great goaltending, but also 
creating a great defensive environment for the netminders to thrive in. 

"They basically choke off everything around the net and through the 
middle of the ice," Filipovic said, while wanting to take nothing away from 
Ullmark's season. "Even when you occasionally break through that shell 
and get into a good spot to shoot from, they're so quick to contest with 
active sticks in lanes that the quality of the shot itself has largely been 

neutralized. It's about as good of a defensive environment as you can get 
to play in as a goalie." 

The Bruins are a hard team to score against. They're a team that can 
score at will. There's a reason they're a Stanley Cup favorite -- just ask 
their opponents. -- Greg Wyshynski 

What opposing players, coaches say 

With what he has accomplished in his career, Sidney Crosby doesn't 
impress easily. But even the Pittsburgh Penguins captain couldn't help 
but call the Bruins "amazing" when asked about Boston's dominance this 
season. 

"To see the league as tight as it is, and to see what they're doing, is even 
more impressive," Crosby said. "It's just their depth at every position, and 
obviously the leadership core they have there goes a long way too. It's a 
combination of all of those things and staying healthy. They deserve a lot 
of credit. It's not easy what they're doing." 

The last team to make it look this easy was the 2018-19 Tampa Bay 
Lightning. That Lightning team was in position for a while to challenge the 
regular-season wins and points records, finishing with 62 wins (to match 
the 1995-96 Red Wings) and 128 points (four shy of the 1976-77 
Canadiens). 

"They're clearly the best team in the league," Lightning coach Jon 
Cooper said of the Bruins. "The thing that stands out for me is that they 
don't beat themselves. I think you can probably look at the other 31 
teams around the league and there are times when you stumble over 
your own toes and beat yourselves. I would say that's one thing Boston 
doesn't do. That's why they're miles ahead of everyone else." 

The players we spoke with seem to be in awe of what the Bruins have 
accomplished, marveling at their machine-like efficiency. 

"They show why they've been at the top of the league all year," Toronto 
Maple Leafs captain John Tavares said. "They're an elite hockey team. 
You have to be dialed in to every little detail. They defend well, their 
goalie is having a great year and you have to work for your offense." 

As New York Rangers defenseman Jacob Trouba put it: "They don't 
cheat the game. They're a good team and play a good game." 

One of the common themes in opponents' praise is the way the Bruins 
remain confident in what they do through success and adversity. 

"They don't change their game if they're down or up. They play the same 
way for a full 60 minutes and that's been consistent for them," Lightning 
forward Corey Perry said. 

"We played them last year in the playoffs when I was in Carolina, and 
that was a battle," said defenseman Ian Cole, a teammate of Perry. "I 
think what makes them even more successful this year is their 
willingness and ability to stick to their game. 

"They play this patient but aggressive defensive game where they can 
create a ton of turnovers, transition pucks and use their skill and go 
score. They've done that better than any team in the league thus far and 
they're the best team in our league because of it. It's a standard that 
everyone in the league tries to emulate." 

But emulating the Bruins is easier said than done. It's not just the way 
they play, but it's who is playing. 

"They're one of the really well-built teams," Montreal Canadiens captain 
Nick Suzuki said. "They've got a lot of veteran guys that play the right 
way. They play their system perfectly. You can't make any mistakes. You 
have to make as much opportunity for yourself as you can. They play so 
well together as five-man units out there on the ice that there's not much 
room." 

Perry believes the ascension of Ullmark to Vezina Trophy contender is 
another critical factor. 
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"He is having a tremendous year. You have to get those garbage goals 
and make sure you put them away," Perry said. "That's a [testament] to 
what the Bruins have got. He's put it all together." 

Others pointed to the arrival of Montgomery. 

"I mean, they've had a fairly good run before he got there," one NHL 
veteran said, noting that the Bruins have only missed the playoffs twice in 
the past 15 seasons. "But sometimes when you bring a new coach in, it 
gets everyone's attention a little bit. Not to say the other guy was doing a 
bad job, but everyone gets reenergized and refocused." 

Cooper noted that even with a new voice behind the bench, the Bruins 
are still doing some of the same things they did in the past. 

"They still play the exact same D-zone that they played before," he said. 
"But I know the new coach is a hell of a coach -- what he's done in junior, 
what he's done in college. Am I surprised the team is having the success 
they're having? I'm not." -- Shilton and Wyshynksi 

Why Boston will win the Stanley Cup 

Let's begin by addressing the elephant in the room: 

The Bruins have, at this moment, the NHL's best record. That puts them 
on track to earn the Presidents' Trophy as the league's top regular-
season team. Only two clubs in the salary-cap era -- the 2007-08 Red 
Wings and 2012-13 Blackhawks -- have won both a Presidents' Trophy 
and Stanley Cup. Only eight teams have ever accomplished the feat. 
And, most shockingly, only one of the past nine Presidents' Trophy 
winners has advanced past the second round of the postseason. 

So history wouldn't be on Boston's side if it were to finish atop the 
standings. And yet, so much about these Bruins has already defied the 
odds and puzzled pundits. Who's to say Boston can't overcome any so-
called curse associated with dominating for 82 games? 

The Bruins steamrolling their way through (almost) all comers is no 
accident. They are that good. Collecting the 16 playoff victories required 
to hoist a Cup is never easy. All things being equal (and with an intact, 
healthy lineup), Boston has the ability to do it. 

Here's why. 

The Bruins are no longer a one-line show. In the past, Boston was guilty 
of being top-heavy and that held them back in the postseason, when 
depth is at a premium. Sweeney has made moves to correct that, and -- 
perhaps more critically -- invested in a coach unafraid of change. 

Montgomery makes adjustments where his predecessors relied on 
staying the course. Boston had leaned on the dominant top unit of 
Bergeron, Marchand and Pastrnak to its own detriment; even three 
exceptional players can't always perform like a cheat code. 

Boston's new coach seems to get that, and appreciates how this 
season's Bruins can ebb and flow over 60 minutes. When Montgomery 
pivoted from the standard Bergeron line to linking Pastrnak with Zacha 
and Krejci in a recent game against the Maple Leafs, it sparked a 
commanding performance from the aptly nicknamed Czech line, 
including two goals by Zacha. Montgomery said afterward it was the trio's 
creativity that made it effective. But he seems to know when and how to 
push the right buttons. 

There's a trust and buy-in from the Bruins to Montgomery's system that 
allowed them to start this season counter to how they finished last 
season. During the Carolina series, the Bruins struggled on the road, 
failed to recover when they fell behind and lacked the kind of spark that 
ultimately propelled the Hurricanes forward. This season, Boston has 
rallied with the best of them and is tied for the fewest losses (five) when 
trailing after two periods. There's no panic. The Bruins don't try to be 
something they aren't. What they are is more than enough. 

Then there are elements that are impossible to quantify. Boston wants to 
win one more Cup for Bergeron. Marchand said as much after the Bruins' 

ouster last spring. The stars have aligned to this point and put the team 
in prime position to deliver. 

And even if you can't measure heart, you can put weight behind 
statistics. This isn't a smoke-and-mirrors situation, where the Bruins' 
success in one aspect of the game hides their deficiencies somewhere 
else. Boston is elite in every offensive, defensive and special teams 
category. (And did we mention the goaltending?) No sleight of hand, no 
pulling the wool over your eyes. The figures speak for themselves. 

The Bruins were bitter after last season. They've turned that into 
something sweet. Sometimes the easiest, most obvious answer actually 
is the right one. The Bruins can win the Stanley Cup this season. That's 
the only outcome that can -- and should -- satisfy them. -- Shilton 

Why Boston won't win the Stanley Cup 

It was April 16, 2019. Lightning coach Jon Cooper had just witnessed his 
team -- statistically one of the best in the history of NHL regular seasons 
-- get swept by the Columbus Blue Jackets in the first round of the 
playoffs. 

The Jackets had been playing a playoff game every night just to make 
the cut. The Lightning had been on cruise control for the better part of 
two months. 

"When you have the amount of points we had, it's a blessing and a curse, 
in a way. You don't play any meaningful hockey for a long time. Then all 
of a sudden, you have to ramp it up. It's not an excuse. It's reality," 
Cooper said after Game 4. "That's how it goes: You have a historic 
regular season, and we had a historic playoff." 

The Bruins are having one of those seasons. Barring a significant 
collapse, they're likely to win both the Atlantic Division and the Eastern 
Conference in a walk. There have been more stories about Bergeron's 
load management down the stretch than any threat to the Bruins' place in 
the standings. 

So that's the first concern: that they'll stroll across the finish line in first 
place and face some wild-card team that has streaked into the 
postseason with belief in their game and a hot goaltender. The Lightning 
can be a cautionary tale for the Bruins' veteran leaders to share with the 
group. But the Stanley Cup playoffs are defined by upsets. Boston knows 
this. 

But even if a team catches the Bruins slightly flat-footed, there's still that 
whole "finding a way to dismantle a hockey machine" thing. 

Let's begin with the premise that stopping the Boston offense will be 
easier than penetrating its defense. One area of focus would be the way 
the Bruins use their defensemen on offense, which is a major change 
under Montgomery. 

The Bruins are eighth in scoring chances per game from defensemen as 
a team this season (15.1), which is up from 12th last season (13.9), 
according to ESPN Stats & Information. They're seventh in total points 
from defensemen this season (118) after finishing 25th last season. 
Lindholm got the green light to create early in the season, which led to 
his offensive breakout. That was Montgomery. 

It's no secret that the Stanley Cup playoffs are where "little things" aren't 
whistled as often as they are in the previous 82 games. Some light 
interference to slow down those blueliners could impact the Boston 
offense. 

If there's a weakness for the Bruins' defense, it might be defending 
opponents off the rush. According to Stathletes, the Bruins give up more 
scoring chances off the rush than the NHL average per game. The trick is 
that their goaltenders are both very good against the rush -- in the top 10 
in goals saved above expected in those situations. 

It's what the Bruins do after those initial shot attempts that separates 
them from the pack: They allow the second-fewest shot attempts against 
following a rebound. Their zone coverage after a rush attempt is 
suffocating. 
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In other words, teams can enter the zone but the Bruins are controlling 
what happens after that initial shot attempt. Even the high-danger 
chances they surrender are defended well. Obviously step one to 
breaking through that defense is to increase zone time and get high-
danger chances that are unencumbered. Again, easier said than done. 

There's no easy path to beating this team. But there's also no easy path 
to the Stanley Cup. They'll be tested. They'll be pushed. But if the Bruins 
follow this regular season with a postseason that ends with a Stanley 
Cup skate around the rink, they could go down as one of the most 
dominant teams in the history of not only the NHL but all of pro sports. – 
Wyshynski 
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Sportsnet.ca / Laser-focussed Maple Leafs return from All-Star break 
with win over Blue Jackets 

 

Ryan Dixon | @dixononsports 

February 10, 2023, 11:29 PM 

 

NHL Highlights: Maple Leafs 3, Blue Jackets 0 

Ilya Samsonov made 30 saves for the shutout and captain John Tavares 
scored two goals as the Toronto Maple Leafs defeated the Columbus 
Blue Jackets 3-0. 

The Toronto Maple Leafs’ big boys were all over the scoresheet in their 
first game back after the All-Star Game and their in-season vacation. And 
truth be told, the only one who didn’t register a point may have actually 
turned in the best game. 

Captain John Tavares bagged a pair while Mitch Marner — the Leafs’ 
lone representative at the ASG last weekend in South Florida — had two 
first-class first assists on those goals. 

Morgan Rielly also had a brilliant helper and Ilya Samsonov pitched a 
shutout as Toronto, playing for the first time since Feb. 1, went into 
Nationwide Arena and downed the Columbus Blue Jackets 3-0 on Friday 
night. 

The only Leaf who didn’t pick up a point, William Nylander, was all over 
the ice. The Swede created, but not quite finished, a number of chances 
as Toronto made sure to start its first game back after the break — and 
fourth without injured gunner Auston Matthews — strong. The Leafs 
outshot Columbus 14-6 in the first period and held an 8-0 advantage in 
high-danger Corsi attempts during the opening 20. 

It was a great sign for a Leaf team that wanted to show it was laser-
focused as it jumped back into action. 

First off, as noted, Matthews is out of the lineup with a knee injury and 
though all indications are he may be back sooner rather than later, you 
love to see guys step up in No. 34’s absence. Also, Toronto’s attention to 
detail had slipped a bit just before their break, as they gave up five or 
more goals in two of three contests ahead of the pause. 

As it happens, the Leafs’ first five games coming out of the All-Star break 
are against bottom-feeders. They have a return date at home with last-
place Columbus on Saturday night, then face the Connor Bedard-hunting 
Chicago Blackhawks twice in their next three games with a contest 
against the Montreal Canadiens sandwiched in between. 

That’s all well and good on paper, but there’s always a danger of those 
scheduled wins turning into frustrating L’s versus teams you know you 
need points against. 

Why are those points so important? Because the Tampa Bay Lightning 
team the Buds are basically locked into seeing in the 2-3 matchup in the 
Atlantic Division playoffs. And even if Game 7 at Scotiabank Arena didn’t 
do the Leafs any favours last time out, you bet your blue-and-white butt 
they want that home-ice advantage again in the inevitable return 
matchup versus Tampa. 

Toronto is also starting a stretch where Samsonov will be the go-to guy in 
net while Matt Murray sits on the injured reserve with an ankle ailment. 
What better way to kick that off than by Samsonov pitching a shutout 
versus the Jackets, who were very much in this game deep into the third 
period. After Tavares opened the scoring just over five minutes into the 
affair, Toronto didn’t find the net again until Pierre Engvall finished off a 
beautiful three-way passing play 7:49 into the final frame. 

In fact, it was just moments after that, with Toronto up 2-0, that Vladislav 
Gavrikov took a feed from Kent Johnson and wired a one-timer that 
Samsonov shot to his left to thwart, getting his blocker in the way of the 
drive and preventing the Jackets from climbing right back into the 
contest. Then, 49 seconds after Engvall tallied, Tavares whipped home 
his second of the night to turn out the lights on the home side. 

Samsonov made 30 saves — half of them in the middle frame — to 
collect his third whitewash and third road victory of the year. 

Part of the reason the affair stayed so close for so long was because 
Nylander just couldn’t quite bury a few golden opportunities. He tried to 
slip one through Joonas Korpisalo's five-hole in the first period, but the 
Finn got a pad down to stop him. 

The most impressive sequence from No. 88, however, came very early in 
the second when he ripped through the neutral zone on the back check 
to knock the puck away from Jackets captain Boone Jenner. Moments 
later, the puck landed on the stick of Columbus defenceman Erik 
Gudbranson just inside the Jackets blue line. Nylander immediately 
stripped him of it, tore toward Korpisalo and fired a shot just high and just 
off the mark. 

There’s no denying it; the man who currently leads the Leafs in goals 
looks like a more complete player this year, the kind of guy who’s dialled 
into what needs to be done in every corner of the ice. 

At the other end of the experience spectrum, Alex Steeves made his 
season debut in this game. He nearly scored his first NHL goal in his 
fourth career game when he was set up by Pontus Holmberg in the first, 
only to see Korpisalo make a great pad save on the one-timer. 

On Saturday, another Leaf figures to play his first game of the year when 
Joseph Woll — one of the American Hockey League’s best puckstoppers 
— is expected to step into the crease. 

To get where they want to be, Toronto needs contributions from all these 
players. But as the win in Columbus highlighted, they sure know what to 
expect from the lead horses right now. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Things We Know: Should the Oilers target a top 6 forward 
at the deadline? 

 

Mark Spector | @sportsnetspec 

February 10, 2023, 5:34 PM 

 

EDMONTON — Things We (Think We) Know. Series 1, Volume 4.  

Things We Know  
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Internally, the Edmonton Oilers are re-evaluating their needs heading into 
the March 3 deadline.  

Two months ago it was all about keeping pucks out of their net. “We have 
enough offence. We need to shore up defensively,” was the theme, and 
hence, scouts were dispatched to watch players like Joel Edmundson, 
Vladdy Gavrikov and Luke Schenn.  

But since the Christmas break the Oilers have limited opponents to 2.53 
goals per game — fourth best in the NHL during that 17-game sample 
size. Their shots against per game (30.9) are still a tad high — ranked 
18th — but they’ve surrendered just 29 five-on-five goals in 17 games.  

And the saves percentage? Since Christmas it’s fifth best in the NHL at 
.918%.  

So, as Philip Broberg takes another intriguing step, Brett Kulak raises his 
game, and big Vincent Desharnais shows that he’s just fine as a seventh 
defenceman, the thinking is changing to, “Is Edmundson really that much 
better than what we have? For a first round pick-plus?”  

The target player is morphing from that second-pairing left defencemen 
to perhaps hitting the home run at forward.  

“Why not?” some inside the organization are thinking.  

And we’d agree.  

Things We (Think We) Know  

So, let’s define a home run.  

I believe neither Erik Karlsson nor Jakob Chychrun are possibilities in 
Edmonton. If they went for a defenceman, maybe it’s Shayne 
Gostisbehere as a left-shot rental, but I doubt it.  

A home run, on this roster at this moment, is a Top 6 forward. And at the 
top of that list is Patrick Kane.  

Can you imagine a Top 6 with Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl at 
centre, Evander Kane and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins on left wing, and 
Patrick Kane and Zach Hyman on the right side?  

That’s two first lines, in reality, on a team that plays 11 forwards and 
seven D-men — meaning one of McDavid, Draisaitl, or Nugent-Hopkins 
can cycle through the fourth-line. A third line of Dylan Holloway, Ryan 
McLeod and Mattias Janmark might be a tad young, but Derek Ryan 
could step up for some shifts if need be.  

My sources tell me the Blackhawks would retain half of Kane’s $10.5 
million salary, take Warren Foegele and Jesse Puljujarvi to make the 
money work, and require a first-round pick and a prospect — not 
Holloway or Broberg — in return.  

That is super doable.  

There is, however, one caveat: Kane’s wonky hip.  

Can he withstand four playoff series’, with games every second night for 
two months? And don’t tell the Oilers that he can be a power-play 
specialist even if the hip is bad.  

They really don’t need Kane on their power-play — it’s historically good 
already.  

With the Rangers having snapped up Vlad Tarasenko, Colorado and 
Edmonton are two landing spots for Kane out West. But the hip will 
dictate.  

Things We Know  

Oilers GM Ken Holland texted the 31 other NHL GMs recently, informing 
them that Jesse Puljujarvi is available in trade. That would have been 
Holland’s response to the realization that he was going to have to place 
Puljujarvi on waivers in the coming weeks.  

Things We (Think We) Know 

We’re told that only three teams responded, and one (that we know of) is 
prepared to fashion a trade for Puljujarvi —  but only after he clears 
waivers. Presumably, that team will want to start Puljujarvi in the AHL, 
and nobody wants to be the GM who trades for a player and loses him on 
waivers the next day.  

Yamamoto is likely to return on Wednesday against Detroit, which means 
two players will have to be waived to clear the requisite salary to activate 
Yamamoto. Our friends at PuckPedia explain:  

“The maximum a team saves in cap hit by sending a player down is 
$1.125M. So if anyone with a cap of $1.125M or more is sent down — 
from a cap perspective — there's no difference if they sent down 
Puljujarvi, Foegele, Ryan, Janmark… Sending any of those guys down 
clears $1.125M. And to activate Yamamoto, they need to clear $1.975M 
(Shore at $850K + someone at $1.125M).”  

Barring an injury that could change the plan, you can expect Shore and 
Puljujarvi to be waived on Tuesday to make way for Yamamoto’s return, 
leaving Edmonton with a 21-player roster. By Wednesday afternoon, if 
Puljujarvi clears and that team is still interested, the fan favourite will be 
en route to Bakersfield or beyond.  

Things We Know  

Kailer Yamamoto has played 217 NHL games and scored 44 goals. We 
know how well he digs out pucks, that he is a tenacious, courageous 
checker who plays far above his diminutive weight class (five-foot-eight, 
150 pounds).  

But if he’s going to be a Top 6 forward — which means playing next to 
Draisaitl or McDavid — let’s talk about his goal scoring. He averages 0.2 
goals per game played, or a goal every five games. That’s 16 goals per 
82-game season, and over the past three seasons Yamamoto averages 
0.45 points and 0.19 goals per game played.  

Things We (Think We) Know.  

A source said to me, break his production down by the month, and pay 
attention to March of 2022. So we did, using this season and the two 
previous ones.  

Yamamoto, over two-and-a-half (plus) seasons, has 32 goals over 16 
months. So he scores twice a month — except in March of ’22, when he 
scored eight goals. So, in the other 15 months, Yamamoto scored just 
1.6 goals per month.  

Does that define a Top 6 right winger, whether you use the two goals per 
month, or 1.6? No, it doesn’t.  

At $3.1 million this year and next, Yamamoto is clearly not money well 
spent in the cap system. He’s making Top 6 money, but scores like a 
Bottom 6 winger. But even at less money, most GMs would say, “He’s 
too small for my Bottom 6.”  

What kind of player is Kailer Yamamoto? He’s three contracts into his 
NHL career, and we’re still not sure. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' most pressing post-season issue: Finding 
power-play success 
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Special teams are having a greater impact on the outcome of NHL 
games than they have in decades. That’s visible on the Hockey 
Reference table of league averages below, where I’ve highlighted this 
season and the power-play (PP%), which has a league-wide success 
rate pushing 22%, far better than 10 years ago where it fell below 18%, 
and 20 years ago when goals were scored on fewer than 16% of power-
play attempts. Just look at “PP%” on down: 

Power-play opportunities (PPOs) are up, as are PP goals per game per 
team (just listed there as “PP”). That PP goals category shows us there’s 
nearly a goal-and-a-half scored on the power-play in each NHL game. 
Penalty kill success rates are falling close to 78%, meaning if you can be 
good there (like say the Boston Bruins, who kill off 86% of the penalties 
they take), you’re at a huge advantage. 

Just about every league-wide average above reflects today’s NHL: 
power-plays have gotten more skilled and deadly than ever, with teams 
making the opposition pay for their infractions. That’s doubly important 
during the playoffs, when even strength scoring gets even harder and 
chances are tougher to come by. 

Leafs fans reading this are already nodding their heads vigorously, as 
they’re likely aware just how badly their power-play has cost them in 
some insanely close post-season outcomes. They’ve lost six straight first 
round matchups (you may have heard), and five have come in the 
deciding games of those series. 

Here’s their power-play’s contribution over those six years. League-wide 
rank is in brackets, obviously out of 31 or 32 teams in the regular season, 
and 16 in the post-season (pandemic year was 24). The numbers are 
simply PP percentages: 

Below, I’ve decided to focus mostly on the past few seasons, as the 
current team most closely resembles those iterations. In sharpening that 
focus, one thing that stood out to me was how over the past couple 
seasons in particular, a good power-play could’ve done wonders for 
them. Here’s a look at their power-play opportunities by game, and the 
total PP time per game they’ve had in those post-season series: 

Would’ve been nice to keep that power-play humming at 27% while on 
the power-play over six minutes per game, wouldn’t it have been? 

I wanted to dig in on not just the power-play success rate of the Leafs – 
that being the “result” – but also on their “process.” Have they just been 
unlucky? Have they just failed to get the bounces despite operating as 
they usually have? 

The number say no. They’ve haven’t just been worse at converting, their 
whole process has lagged behind their usual results. It’s worth 
acknowledging the obvious here: when you cut out the 16 worst teams 
from the picture and just play one good team seven times, it’s going to be 
harder to score. But you also have time to game plan against a single 
PK, and you still have an extra body on the ice, so the numbers shouldn’t 
fall off a cliff. 

One thing that stands out: over the years the Leafs elite shooting talent 
makes it so they commonly outperform their “expected goals.” As you 
can see in the regular season, their expected goals was .3 per game, 
and they scored .36 per game. Their elite finishing had less success than 
expected in that post-season, which could be a testament to the way 
Tampa Bay game-planned for, and defended the Leafs elite stars. 

Their shots per game went down by .2, which is exactly the hit off their 
“slot shots” per game average. They stopped getting their best looks. 

The year prior, the biggest concern was their “slot shots” stat, which 
shrunk rapidly from the regular season to the playoffs. Talk about losing 
your best looks. 

The end of puck movement was also a massive disappointment during 
the previous post-season. They absolutely stopped passing the puck 
around, they had very little in-zone possession time, and the amount of 
entries they had in the playoffs just showed how often they were forced 
to spend time setting back up. Look at these OZ Pass Completions: 

All of the above speaks to something pretty clear with this year’s Leafs 
team, which is that they absolutely have to maintain their rate of power-
play success in the post-season to win some rounds, and a big part of 
that is keeping the pill moving. 

It’s not that they don’t know this, and in fact, it’s why you’ve seen so 
much tinkering (everyone on the top unit has played both a flank and 
bumper role at times). They need the opposition to have to consider 
more than one look, and when something isn’t working, they need a 
better plan B. 

The best power-play during the 2021-22 playoffs? The Colorado 
Avalanche, who scored on 32.8% of their opportunities, and won the 
Cup. The year before when the Lightning won their second Cup, they 
clicked at 32.4% in the post-season (they were around 23% for their 
other Cup). When the Capitals won in 2018 they were at 29.3%. Only the 
St. Louis Blues had an outlier PP among the five most recent winners. 
The games are a grind, and scoring is hard – success on the power-play 
helps you get the odd “easier” goal, but also can create room at 5-on-5, 
with the opposition knowing penalties can cost them dearly. 

Once those grade A looks are better defended by both a better team and 
a team that’s game-planning for you, what else do you have to offer? 

Do the Leafs have answers now (like with their five-forward option, their 
most unique Plan B)? Do they have to find help at the deadline, someone 
like Jacob Chychrun or John Klingberg to take the reins? Or do they 
need to spend part of the next 30 games finding alternate ways to have 
success? Or will they be just fine? 

There’s questions for every team as they head into the post-season, and 
flawed teams can still have post-season success. But for all the talk 
about the Leafs grit, or about their goaltending, their biggest question of 
all might lay right at the feet of their greatest strength – their elite 
offensive players – and may just represent the small jump they need to 
clear their biggest hurdle, and earn a first round victory. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Pettersson, Miller help Canucks bounce back with 
‘character win’ over Islanders 

 

Iain MacIntyre | @imacSportsnet 

February 10, 2023, 12:42 AM 

 

ELMONT, N.Y. — Elias Pettersson says he’s “not the kind of guy to 
scream for the puck,” so when he was blazing down right wing 
unchecked in the third period, the Vancouver Canucks’ quiet star relied 
on linemate Brock Boeser knowing he was there and feathering the puck 
into space to allow Pettersson to break the tie against the New York 
Islanders. 

And yet, so much of what Pettersson did Thursday was deafening. 
Coach Rick Tocchet heard him numerous times, like late in the third 
period when Pettersson dived backwards to block Brock Nelson’s 
slapshot with the Islanders pressing in what turned out to be a 6-5 win for 
the Canucks. 

Vancouver centre J.T. Miller, who is the kind of guy to scream, heard 
Pettersson so well that Miller followed Pettersson’s block with two of his 
own — both against New York star Mathew Barzal in the final minute. 
Miller celebrated the last of them, just before the horn sounded, with a 
fist-pump — as if he had scored. 
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“Well, I’m never going to score again,” Miller cracked, now goal-less in 
six games after denting a post beside Islander goalie Ilya Sorokin on a 
late power play. “It's just, like, we worked so hard in a game like that as a 
team on the road on a back to back. Playing against Bo helps. I mean, 
there’s just a million reasons to want to win that game. We're trying to 
test ourselves with character and building a new identity and a fresh 
start, and to have a come-from-behind win on the road on the back to 
back, it feels good. 

“We just felt good about the effort. We just wanted to hear the horn.” 

'It's a great feeling': Canucks' Beauvillier on scoring game-winner against 
former team 

Each team had a new Bo/Beau. Bo Horvat, the former Canucks’ captain 
who was traded to the Islanders last Monday in a massive deal, scored 
his 33rd goal of the season — and second for New York — late in the 
second period to make it 4-2 for the Islanders and seemingly doom the 
Canucks. 

But after the Canucks’ fourth line generated a goal for Nils Aman a 
minute later, and Pettersson scored twice in four minutes early in the 
third, Anthony (Beau) Beauvillier tipped in the eventual game-winner for 
Vancouver, against his former team, with 3:02 remaining. 

Beauvillier was the most immediate piece the Canucks acquired for 
Horvat, as Vancouver sent talented prospect Aatu Raty to the minors and 
may have to wait until 2024 to receive the Islanders’ conditional first-
round draft pick. 

There has been a tonne of attention on Horvat since the trade, but not 
much on Beauvillier until the Islanders acknowledged him with a tribute 
video during the first television timeout, sparking one last standing 
ovation for the winger from Islander fans. 

“I owe them everything,” the 25-year-old said. “They've been so good to 
me ever since I got here. Just people reaching out since I got traded to 
this ovation today, it was something special, something I'll never forget 
for sure. A lot of nerves. A lot of stress over the last couple of couple of 
days. . . but it definitely feels good to kind of turn the page here. 

Are the Canucks improving under Rick Tocchet? 

“Coming back in this building, it was a weird day. But I'm so happy to get 
out of here with the win, and guys battled hard and paid the price, a lot of 
commitment. It feels great to win.” 

Beauvillier writes “Have Fun” on his hockey sticks. And everyone did, 
with Bo versus Beau, the Canucks’ surge back from a two-goal deficit 
and monster games from Pettersson and Miller, who overshadowed a 
three-point night for Boeser. 

“The fans here in New York, like the Rangers fans, the Devils fans, these 
fans, they're crazy,” Canucks defenceman Quinn Hughes said of the 
atmosphere. “They're passionate. It's my favorite trip of the year. 

“I thought Millsy might have played his best game of the year. He was all 
over the ice — defensively, offensively, making plays, sacrificing, winning 
faceoffs. I thought maybe he was the best player in the game, and right 
behind him was Petey. They kind of drove us tonight.” 

Pettersson tied the game 4-4 with a power-play blast at 4:38 of the third 
period — shooting from the middle of the blue line instead of the right-
wing circle — then put the Canucks ahead by fooling Sorokin with a 
short-side shot that rattled between the goalie’s glove and left pad at 8:28 
after Pettersson skated on to Boeser’s touch pass. 

“It's a shot I've been working on,” he said. “So before I got the puck, I just 
decided to go short side over the pad. I think maybe that's the shot they 
least expect.” 

Or maybe they least expect the Canucks’ best player to be endangering 
himself by sprawling awkwardly while turning his back to block Nelson’s 
late shot. 

“I was going to go down on one knee,” Pettersson explained. “But then, 
like, I wasn't in the lane (properly) so I had to adjust quick. I wanted to 
block it and luckily it hit my calf.” 

“That's incredible,” Miller said. “It's so hard to block shots as a forward 
six-on-four because they always make one more play. And for Petey to 
read that. . . it's motivating. It makes me want to block a shot every time. I 
want to go through a wall when I see our best player doing that kind of 
stuff.” 

Coach Rick Tocchet, now 3-2-1 with the Canucks despite his team 
surrendering 24 goals in the six games, told reporters: “That's what 
leaders do, right? I talked to Petey: ‘You don't have to be the loudest guy 
but if you do it on the ice, that's loud right there.’ To me, that's being loud, 
showing your teammates I'm willing to do whatever. He led tonight. 
That's what leaders do.” 

Canucks' Tocchet praises Pettersson after two-goal performance: 'That's 
what leaders do' 

The Canucks were excellent in Monday’s 5-4 overtime loss in New 
Jersey, were not nearly as engaged in Wednesday’s 4-3 loss against the 
Rangers, but were the faster, more determined and less mistake-prone 
team in the second half of the game on Thursday. 

Their four-game road trip ends Saturday with a nooner against the Detroit 
Red Wings. 

“This is a very hard road trip,” Miller said. “Whether we're having a good 
season, bad season, coaching change, whatever, this is an important 
road trip. Like I said when Rick got here, we're just trying to turn the page 
a little bit. With Bo being gone, it sucks. But you turn the page and try to 
build an identity as a group. Character wins like this are going to really 
help.” 

• Canuck defenceman Luke Schenn was unable to play after labouring 
through a lower-body injury against the Rangers while Hughes, whose 
nose was broken by a puck on Wednesday but finished that game in a 
full face shield, logged 24:19 of ice time and had two assists against the 
Islanders. He said there was no chance he was going to sit out. “Are you 
kidding? Guys were calling me soft because I wore the bubble.” 
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TSN.CA / Refreshed Samsonov ready to build on strong start with Leafs 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The bye week came at the perfect time for Ilya Samsonov.  

"Fresh brain," he said with a grin. "A little bit of rest and talking to friends 
and not thinking about hockey the last seven days." 

After playing in eight straight games, Samsonov spent time down in 
Miami with countrymen Evgeny Kuznetsov and Ilya Lyubushkin during 
the break.  

"I'm walking on the beach and staying with my wife," Samsonov said of 
the low-key itinerary. "We play with Kuzy and Booshy's kids."  

The vacation was fun, but Samsonov cut it a little short. He wanted to get 
back on the ice on Wednesday, which was one day before the rest of the 
team returned for practice.  

"Just 30 minutes just to see the puck," he said before breaking into a 
smile. "Moving is so hard after a six-day rest." 
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"The break will be a good thing for him," predicted coach Sheldon Keefe. 
"At the same time, he has to get right back into the same routine and get 
himself back up and going. He elected to skate on his own [Wednesday], 
which is a sign he was eager to get back at it." 

With Matt Murray sidelined for a couple more weeks with an ankle injury, 
Samsonov has a chance to build momentum. He's embraced the 
increased workload.  

"He seems really comfortable," observed forward Alex Kerfoot. "It seems 
like he's in a really good head space." 

Samsonov popped onto the bench before the Jackets morning skate to 
catch up with Vladislav Gavrikov.  

"He's in good shape now, because he was in the net [eight straight] 
games," the Jackets defenceman said. "It will be a challenge for us." 

Samsonov has been much better at home this season. He's 15-2-1 with a 
.924 save percentage at Scotiabank Arena versus 2-4-1 with an .889 
save percentage on the road. He will look to reverse that trend on Friday 
and silence the Columbus cannon, which goes off when the home team 
scores.  

"First time, I'm scared," he said of hearing the blast. "I'm never ready. It's 
a surprise for me. I don't want to listen [Friday]." 

Samsonov is expected to finally get a game off on Saturday. Keefe 
confirmed the plan is for Joseph Woll to make his NHL season debut 
when the Leafs and Jackets faceoff again in Toronto.  
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With Murray still out, Samsonov embraces long-awaited opportunity 

Leafs goaltender Ilya Samsonov talks about taking time away from 
hockey, the opportunity to step up with Matt Murray out and what to 
expect from Patrick Laine and the Blue Jackets on Friday. 

Patrik Laine missed the Jackets skate. Is the winger feeling under the 
weather? Did something happen to him during Thursday's 90-minute 
practice?  

"He's just taking a morning off," is all coach Brad Larsen would say. "He'll 
be good tonight." 

The Leafs will be ready for the superstar sniper, who is tied for the team 
lead with 14 goals.  

"He finds soft areas," said defenceman Justin Holl. "He kind of gets lost 
on the ice and in his one-time spot. It will be a big focus for us." 

Samsonov has not faced a Laine shot in two career games against him.  

"Ah, it's not [more] dangerous than Ovi," Samsonov said with a smile. 
"We'll see." 

Alex Ovechkin failed to score on Samsonov despite firing 12 shots in 
three games this season.  
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Leafs Ice Chips: Keeping an eye on elusive Laine 

The Maple Leafs are in Columbus for their first game back after a lengthy 
break that consisted of the All-Star game and bye week. They'll be 
looking to shake off some rust and know they won't be able to sleep on 
the Blue Jackets and sniper Patrik Laine. Mark Masters has more. 

Jackets winger Kent Johnson is looking forward to facing Mitch Marner 
for the first time in the NHL.  

"He's an unbelievable player," the 20-year-old rookie said. "A 200-foot 
guy, but offensively just so much fun to watch. He's a guy I've watched 
for years. It will be pretty cool to play him."  

Like Marner, Johnson is a creative player. Is there any move by the Leafs 
winger that has caught his eye?  

"Some of the drop passes he makes even on breakaways is pretty cool," 
Johnson said. "He's done it probably four or five times where he drops it 
on a breakaway to the guy behind. It's really cool and something I would 
look for if it's there." 

Johnson is fourth on the Jackets with 14 assists this season.  

"Such a great kid," Gavrikov gushed. "He's so talented and so skilled. 
He's still learning, but I can yell you now he's looking pretty confident with 
the puck. He can improve himself for sure and he's going to be good for a 
while." 

How good? What's his potential?   

"I don't know," Gavrikov said before pausing to consider the question. 
"Like, let's say 87 overall in the NHL [video] game." 

After studying Marner for years, Johnson relishes first NHL showdown 

Kent Johnson explains why Mitch Marner is such an impressive player in 
his eyes and also admits he's tried to adapt Marner's 'drop pass' into his 
game with the Blue Jackets. 

--- 

Gavrikov is a pending unrestricted free agent, who's expected to be 
traded before the March 3 deadline.  

"It's always tough," the 27-year-old said of the speculation, "but you can't 
complain about it right now. It's part of the job, part of the business." 

Gavrikov has spent his entire 254-game career with the Jackets. Would it 
be tough to make the transition to a bigger market?  

"Well, I don't know exactly where it's going to be," he said. "Yeah, as far 
as I know we have a game tonight, so I have to keep focusing on that." 

"He's a pretty level-headed dude," said Jackets centre Cole Sillinger. 
"He's not going to let that stuff get in his way or anything like that. He 
loves us. He's our brother, right, so that's our focus right now. He's still on 
our team. He's still playing with us. He's still competing with us and 
battling hard for us every night. He'll keep doing that every night until 
something happens, or something doesn't happen." 

With Zach Werenski sidelined, Gavrikov leads the Jackets in ice time 
(22:23 per game).  

"Zero maintenance," said Larsen. "Big body. Physical. Great defender. 
Knows what he is. Knows what style of play he needs to play to be 
effective. You appreciate his game when you see him every day and 
what he does. He's not the flashiest guy, but consistent in what he 
brings." 

"He's aggressive with how he plays," noted Kerfoot. "He's not afraid to 
stand up on guys. It's about being aware when he's going to be pinching, 
where he is on the ice and putting it behind him and making him break 
out."  

Gavrikov and partner Andrew Peeke should see a lot of Toronto's top 
players over the next 48 hours.  

"Two guys that defend hard and close space on you, have good gaps 
and good sticks and block shots and all those kind of things," said Keefe. 
"They will look to make it hard on you and have a singular job in terms of 
playing against the other team's best. For our guys, they have to look to 
play through that or behind that as much as they can."  
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'It’s always tough': Gavrikov focused on Leafs and not trade rumours 

Vladislav Gavrikov's name has been floating around with the trade 
deadline incoming. The Blue Jackets defenceman knows getting moved 
is definitely a possibility and he's just focused on playing his game right 
now. 

--- 
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Michael Bunting was frustrated with the referees during Toronto's final 
game before the break.  

"I'm an emotional guy," the left winger said. "It's an emotional game. It's a 
fast game and, obviously, the refs miss some stuff, so I got to think about 
that too. But it's hard to think about that in the moment." 

Bunting was bloodied after being cross-checked in the face by Boston 
Bruins defenceman Brandon Carlo during a battle in front of the net in the 
second period. There was no call and Bunting was incensed on the 
bench.   

"It's a fast game," he reiterated. "I don't blame the refs. I don't blame 
anybody for that. It is what it is and move on." 

Later in the game, Bunting got tangled up with Brad Marchand, but there 
was no tripping call forthcoming from Kevin Pollock or Francis Charron. 
Bunting pointed directly at a referee after the play.   

"I'm sure the next time I see them we'll chat, and I'll apologize, because 
obviously I was emotional," he said. "You have to have respect, 
obviously, and I was very emotional, but it is what it is." 

Bunting is second in the league in drawn penalties with 30.  

"He's got to be on that line and try not to cross it, but you also have to 
live with the reality that at times he is going to cross it," said Keefe. 
"That's sort of the beauty of who he is, but also some of the downfalls of 
it. You want to be pulling a guy back rather than having to prod someone 
to show their emotion and to compete and be engaged in the game. 
Bunts has done a pretty good job of staying focused. At times it gets 
frustrating. It's very clear that at times calls don't go his way, but a lot of 
calls do go his way at the same time. The most important thing is that he 
continues to go to the hard areas and doesn't allow it to change his 
game."   
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'You have to have respect': Bunting plans to apologize to refs for outburst 

Michael Bunting was visibly upset with the officials in the Maple Leafs 
final game before their break. But after some time away he realizes he 
can get caught up in the heat of the moment and plans to talk to the 
officials next time he sees them. 

--- 

The Leafs will play their next six games against teams currently outside 
of a playoff spot.  

"I would like us to play really well against the non-playoff teams," general 
manager Kyle Dubas said Thursday. "Those are important points for us. I 
think we have been a bit better this year, but these are areas where I am 
looking to see growth from our team."  

The Leafs have already lost twice to 29th-place Arizona and 27th-place 
Montreal this season. They have also fallen to 28th-place San Jose and 
30th-place Anaheim. They haven't faced the last-place Jackets or 31st-
place Chicago yet. The Blackhawks will play Toronto twice next week. 

"It's definitely a focus and something we've had more trouble with in the 
past," Holl said. "Nobody's going to take anybody lightly."  

"Our mindset can't change," Bunting stressed. "We have to approach it 
like any game, like we're playing Boston." 

Toronto's remaining schedule is the seventh easiest in the NHL.  

"We've placed great emphasis on these games," said Kerfoot. "It has 
been a problem for us in the past. Looking at the schedule here, we got 
some of these games, but we know how much parity there is in this 
league and how on any given night anyone can beat anyone. So, it's 
about being dialled in right from the get-go here and knowing that these 
guys will give us their best game and we've got to be prepared for it." 
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